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Literary Citizen of the Andes: Gabriela Alemán and Quito 

By Dick Cluster 

LITERARY CITIES 

 

COTOPAXI, FROM QUITO 

https://www.theparisreview.org/blog/author/dickcluster/
https://www.theparisreview.org/blog/category/literary-cities/
http://www.theparisreview.org/blog/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/quitocotopaxi.jpg
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Quito, the capital of Ecuador, is an Andean city 9,300 feet above sea level, squeezed into a narrow valley 

fifteen miles south of the equator. On the west side, you can take the Teleférico up to the shoulder of the 

Pichincha volcano and step out of your gondola onto an alpine landscape at an elevation of more than 13,000 

feet. 

Looking down at the urban area from above the tree line reminds me of cities closer to the poles than to the 

equator—Bergen, Cape Town, or even Anchorage. But unlike those other locations, Quito is not a port, and 

its cityscape is not set against a background of bright blue. Rather, the city spreads like an elongated flow of 

white and beige concrete poured between green ridges that hem it in. It’s a low-slung city, in which tallest 

spire is still the steeple of the cathedral built at the turn of the twentieth-century. It all looks diminutive from 

above. Across the valley rises Parque Metropolitano, the city’s green, forested lung. If the clouds permit, you 

can also see a series of snowcapped conical volcanoes in the distance. 

Those cones remind you that you are standing on an active volcano. In 1660, the last major eruption of 

Pichincha spewed a massive column of ash into the air, plunging Quito—which was founded in the previous 

century by Spanish conquistadors on an earlier Inca site—into darkness and blanketing it with more than a 

foot of debris. After centuries of dormancy, Pichincha stirred again in 1981, and again in 1999, both times 

raining ash on the capital. So too, to a lesser degree, did a 2015 eruption of Cotopaxi, a volcano fifty miles 

distant, one of the peaks visible from the top of the Teleférico. “One hundred miles from the snows of 

Cotopaxi” is where H.G. Wells set his 1904 short story “The Country of the Blind,” the tale of a pristine, 

fertile valley sealed off from the rest of Ecuador by a huge fictional eruption, “the stupendous outbreak of 

Mindobamba, when it was night in Quito for seventeen days.”  

Wells’ text gets a sizable nod in Poso Wells, the second novel by Quito-based Ecuadorian writer Gabriela 

Alemán. Near the end of Poso Wells, a similar volcano threatens to erupt. Birds fall from the sky, sulphurous 

gases emerge from the peak. Key characters in the story—four aged men from an ancient civilization whose 

members have all gone blind—fall to the ground and wait for the end of the world. The blind men are 

refugees from Wells’s story, but in Alemán’s imagination, the creations of the English writer are no longer 

isolated or exotic, rather they roam Ecuadorian countryside, always up to no good. The malevolent refugees 

are connected to the disappearance of a series of several women from a squatter settlement, and to attempts by 

a multinational mining interest, in league with corrupt Ecuadorian politicians, to despoil the lush landscape 

from which their ancestors came. 

In this “mouth of the fucking devil,” forgotten by authorities, except during election years, a demagogic 

presidential candidate and his closest lieutenants perish in a freak accident involving a campaign speech, a 

microphone, an electric spark, and the candidate’s bladder overflowing with urine from too much whiskey 

and beer. When his surviving top-level acolyte, a millionaire next in line for the presidency, vanishes, legions 

of soldiers, police, and journalists are dispatched to look for him. In contrast, no official attention is paid to 

the disappearances of poor women in the same settlement, though they’ve been disappearing for years. 

Reports of the disappearances molder, untouched in the archives of the police. This scandal lying at the heart 

of the book, counterpoised to the high-level intrigue—a puzzle that one principled reporter and one 

determined local woman in Poso Wells set out to solve. 

But Poso Wells also offers scenes set in the country’s cloud forest, in between the lowlands and the volcanic 

massifs, where golden crowed quetzals survive in what is left of their habitat, where even the cuyes (domestic 

guinea pigs raised as food) can sense the evil of certain visitors, and where the local villagers defend their 

lands. 

Interspersed with the narrative are fragments of poetry, not poetic description but poems in several genres, 

long and short. They are declaimed by a pair of characters on a bed, or found on discarded scraps of paper, 

palimpsests of verse and soda-bottle stains. The mashup of genres and geographies is typical of Gabriela 

https://www.amazon.com/Poso-Wells-Gabriela-Alem%C3%A1n/dp/0872867552
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Alemán, about whom the Argentine writer Pedro Mairal has said, “In Bogotá, where I met her 

over mojitos and spiced canelazos, I watched her dance. I saw right away that within the harmony of her 

movements there was something that threatened to come apart. She looked like she’d fall flat on her back but 

she didn’t, she kept on dancing. Sometimes she writes like that—she does something unexpected, things fly 

apart, she leaps into the void, and you think there’s no way she can pull this off – but no, everything fits 

together, falls into place, flows.” 

  

In 2007, Alemán was chosen as one of the thirty-nine Latin American writers under thirty-nine that everyone 

should read, the selection was based on her first novel, Body Time (set in New Orleans, where she studied for 

a doctorate in Latin American film), Poso Wells, and three books of short stories. Since then she has 

published two more books of short stories and another novel, edited several anthologies, and co-founded a 

print and digital press in Quito, Ediciones Fakir. 

 

GABRIELA ALEMÁN 

Ediciones Fakir has its office in the historic center of the city and its mission is to explore how to identify 

audiences for Ecuadorian writing in the twenty-first century. As Alemán explains, “Ecuador is not a country 

that prides itself on its reading habits, so one of our main concerns is ‘spreading’ the love of books. To do that 

we try to make very affordable books and tap into established genres whose Ecuadorian practitioners aren’t 

well known. Last year we put out an anthology of horror stories from the nineteenth century, and this year it’s 

going to be Ecuadorian sci-fi. Ecuador doesn’t have a tradition of graphic novels, so one of our collections 

concentrates on those. There are also a number of very good books that are out of print or have disappeared 

from the canon, and we are doing an archeology of sorts to attempt to rewrite it.” These include the work of 

the poet and short story writer César Dávila Andrade (1918-1967), whom they consider to be the preeminent 

Ecuadorian writer of the 20th Century, though he is far from a household name. Andrade was known to his 

http://www.theparisreview.org/blog/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/17727.jpg
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friends as “Fakir” on the basis of both his skeletal build that suggested a religious ascetic, and a certain 

tendency toward the occult—hence the name of the press, in his honor. 

Alemán’s personal tastes in literature vary widely, from Latin American writers of many stripes to Toni 

Morrison, Karel Capek, and Ursula LeGuin. Her own oeuvre is equally eclectic. Her father was an Ecuadorian 

diplomat, which is why she was born in Brazil and grew up in a variety of cities of Latin America and 

Europe. Humo (Smoke), her third novel, published in 2017, is a historical fiction set in the rivers, jungles, 

deserts, and cities of Paraguay. Her short stories trot across borders, but Alemán never forgets her roots. The 

stories in her collection Albúm de familia (Family Album, 2010) feature characters from Mexico, the U.S., 

Puerto Rico, Germany, Argentina, and more, yet every story has a connection to the country that one narrator 

calls “the Middle of the World.” In one, John Wayne Bobbitt (whose penis, severed by his wife Lorena, 

figured in the 1993 U.S. tabloid sensation of the year) shows up in Buenos Aires in the arms of an Argentine 

ex-actress. Another called “Superheroes” revolves around El Santo, the wildly popular Mexican wrestler, 

comic-book superhero, and film actor of the 1940s-‘80s, but another of Alemán’s dogged journalist characters 

tracks down the key to his appeal in a mountain village in the north of Ecuador, where an ex-girlfriend of the 

wrestler (Venezuelan by birth) has chosen to settle for the rest of her life. “Whoever embodies the myth 

becomes it,” the journalist concludes. “The mechanism is perfect; the gearing, precise; the house of cards, 

fragile. And the story? Who cares? It can pass for perfect.” 

  

Translation also tries to pass for perfect while playing down the fact that it’s a kind of sleight of hand. The 

challenge of translating Poso Wells began with the title, the name of the squatter settlement. Poso is an 

unusual word in Spanish, echoing el pozo (the well), but actually meaning “sediment.” “Wells” of course 

refers to H.G., whose story Alemán read at age fourteen, amazed to find that one of her favorite English 

writers had set a story in her country. Much later, packing for one of her many moves from place to place, she 

found the book, reread it, and decided she had do something that would make use of it. 

The solution to translating the title turned out to be not to do it. The original title is half English and half 

Spanish, so the translation might as well be that way too. Other issues called for more intervention (or 

invention). The local boss, thug, and fixer in Guayaquil is referred to by his surname, Salem, which U.S. 

readers will hear as either a city famous for its witch trial or a vanished brand of menthol cigarettes. The 

heroine, Bella Altamirano, has a name that means “beauty” but her face has been disfigured by a scar 

resulting from domestic violence. The newspaperman has a Mexican poet sidekick, whose language is 

peppered with the slang and tastes of Mexico City, and their repartee is a comment on the cultural influences 

and divides between their countries. His poems are brief, aphoristic, and drenched in devices that only 

Spanish syntax allows, Another poem, a long one recited by a different character, contains the line musica de 

más pájaros negritos / y pajaros pajeros / como yo, which says, roughly, “music of black birds and birds that 

jerk off, like me,” but that’s not how it says it, of course, because the centerpiece is the 

pun, pajaros/pajeros, which has other associations as well. The translation required a voyage in the direction 

of feathers and cocks. 

But puzzles like these are also what makes literary translation so enjoyable, and for this book I had the 

collaboration of an author who frequently translates from English to Spanish, so our conversations about these 

and other mysteries were enriching for us both. She compares it to the experience of a writer friend who 

translates his own work while he’s writing, “so he can see whether what he’s saying makes sense.” In the end, 

she says, “It was like reading my own novel as if someone else had written it.”  
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And, as a matter fact, there are certain fragments of her book that someone else did write. The Mexican poet 

character is named Benito del Pliego, and his poems are the creations of a real person by that name, not a 

Mexican but a Spaniard resident in North Carolina. The long poem with the pajaros/pajeros is by the Quito-

born writer Andrés Villalba, who gets credited as “my friend Andrés” by the character reciting the poem, a 

gender-fluid poetry fan who rescues Benito from a police roundup. Ever the editor and disseminator, Alemán 

borrows not only from Wells, but from her friends who are poets and practitioners of Spanish-language 

literature around the globe. As a citizen of the Andes, perhaps it is not surprising she should have such an 

expansive view. 

  

Dick Cluster writes fiction and history and does literary and academic translation from Spanish. Poso 

Wells will be published in English by City Lights Books in August. Cluster’s translation of Gabriela 

Alemán’s story “Spears” appeared in the online magazine Lunch Ticket, Winter/Spring 2018; “Superheroes” 

will appear in the January/February 2019 issue of Kenyon Review. His Latin American baseball fiction 

anthology, Kill the Ámpaya, was published by Mandel Vilar Press in 2017. 

 

https://www.theparisreview.org/blog/2018/07/30/literary-ecuador-gabriela-aleman-quito-and-guayaquil/  

http://www.citylights.com/book/?GCOI=87286100812940
http://www.citylights.com/book/?GCOI=87286100812940
http://www.citylights.com/book/?GCOI=87286100812940
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Next-generation robotic cockroach can explore under water environments 

'HAMR' can walk on land, swim, and walk under water 

 

Harvard John A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied Sciences 

Summary: 

In nature, cockroaches can survive underwater for up to 30 minutes. Now, a robotic cockroach can do even 

better. Harvard's Ambulatory Microrobot, known as HAMR, can walk on land, swim on the surface of water, 

and walk underwater for as long as necessary, opening up new environments for this little bot to explore. 

Share: 

      

FULL STORY 

 

 

The next generation of Harvard's Ambulatory Microrobot (HAMR) can walk on land, swim on the surface of 

water, and walk underwater, opening up new environments for this little bot to explore. 

Credit: Yufeng Chen, Neel Doshi, and Benjamin Goldberg/Harvard University 
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In nature, cockroaches can survive underwater for up to 30 minutes. Now, a robotic cockroach can do even 

better. Harvard's Ambulatory Microrobot, known as HAMR, can walk on land, swim on the surface of water, 

and walk underwater for as long as necessary, opening up new environments for this little bot to explore. 

This next generation HAMR uses multifunctional foot pads that rely on surface tension and surface tension 

induced buoyancy when HAMR needs to swim but can also apply a voltage to break the water surface when 

HAMR needs to sink. This process is called electrowetting, which is the reduction of the contact angle 

between a material and the water surface under an applied voltage. This change of contact angle makes it 

easier for objects to break the water surface. 

Moving on the surface of water allows a microrobot to evade submerged obstacles and reduces drag. Using 

four pairs of asymmetric flaps and custom designed swimming gaits, HAMR robo-paddles on the water 

surface to swim. Exploiting the unsteady interaction between the robot's passive flaps and the surrounding 

water, the robot generates swimming gaits similar to that of a diving beetle. This allows the robot to 

effectively swim forward and turn. 

"This research demonstrates that microrobotics can leverage small-scale physics -- in this case surface tension 

-- to perform functions and capabilities that are challenging for larger robots," said Kevin Chen, a 

postdoctoral fellow at the Harvard John A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied Sciences (SEAS) and 

first author of the paper. 

The most recent research is published in the journal Nature Communications. 

"HAMR's size is key to its performance," said Neel Doshi, graduate student at SEAS and co-author of the 

paper. "If it were much bigger, it would be challenging to support the robot with surface tension and if it were 

much smaller, the robot might not be able to generate enough force to break it." 

HAMR weighs 1.65 grams (about as much as a large paper clip), can carry 1.44 grams of additional payload 

without sinking and can paddle its legs with a frequency up to 10 Hz. It's coated in Parylene to keep it from 

shorting under water. 

Once below the surface of the water, HAMR uses the same gait to walk as it does on dry land and is just as 

mobile. To return to dry land HAMR faces enormous challenge from the water's hold. A water surface tension 

force that is twice the robot weight pushes down on the robot, and in addition the induced torque causes a 

dramatic increase of friction on the robot's hind legs. The researchers stiffened the robot's transmission and 

installed soft pads to the robot's front legs to increase payload capacity and redistribute friction during 

climbing. Finally, walking up a modest incline, the robot is able break out of the water's hold. 

"This robot nicely illustrates some of the challenges and opportunities with small-scale robots," said senior 

author Robert Wood, Charles River Professor of Engineering and Applied Sciences at SEAS and core faculty 

member of the Harvard Wyss Institute for Biologically Inspired Engineering. "Shrinking brings opportunities 

for increased mobility -- such as walking on the surface of water -- but also challenges since the forces that 

we take for granted at larger scales can start to dominate at the size of an insect." 

Next, the researchers hope to further improve HAMR's locomotion and find a way to return to land without a 

ramp, perhaps incorporating gecko-inspired adhesives or impulsive jumping mechanisms. 

This research was co-authored by Benjamin Goldberg and Hongqiang Wang. It was supported by the Harvard 

John A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied Science, the Wyss Institute for Biologically Inspired 

Engineering and the Office of Naval Research's Defense University Research Instrumentation Program. 

 

Story Source: 
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Materials provided by Harvard John A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied Sciences. Original 

written by Leah Burrows. Note: Content may be edited for style and length. 
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Extreme weather 'potentially catastrophic' for bats 

By Helen Briggs BBC News 

 Image copyright Francisco AmorimImage caption Bats at a roost in Portugal 

Extreme weather appears to be disrupting the life cycle of Europe's bats. 

Scientists were alarmed to find that some bats in Portugal skipped winter hibernation altogether this year 

while others gave birth early. 

The findings add to growing fears that rising temperatures are having unpredictable effects on bats, birds and 

other wildlife. 

Bats born early in the year may suffer due to lack of insect food. 

"It's a phenological mismatch," said Dr Hugo Rebelo of the University of Porto, who is studying the impact of 

climate change on several Mediterranean bat species. 

"What this means is that the bat birth is more or less synchronised with the time of emergence of insects so 

that when bats give birth there are plenty of resources to feed on and then to feed their own pups. 

"With these chaotic weather patterns we are having now in winter and spring we don't know if everything is 

being mixed up. " 

Underground roosts 

Rare bat species have been routinely monitored in Portugal at their underground roosts since the 1980s. 

In order to survive the winter months, bats must hibernate as there are not enough insects flying around in the 

winter to meet their energy demands. 

Bats 'tricked' into flying into buildings 

Bat-sound library tracks biodiversity 

https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-41164615
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-36035968
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Dr Luísa Rodrigues, a biologist at The Institute of Conservation of Nature and Forests in Lisbon, said that for 

the first time in Portugal they found bats that had been born very early. 

"In January and February I visited 20 caves and mines and this happened only in one of them," she said. 

"It was a rare situation and even in the colony where we found this there were 500 bats and we found only 

two babies." 

These are only isolated cases, she said, but a sign that we need to keep monitoring the situation. 

"It's not a red alert but it's something that we need to be conscious of," she added. 

Image copyright Francisco AmorimImage caption Bats feed on insects such as moths 

The researchers are concerned that mild weather in the south of Portugal is interfering with bat hibernation. 

They do not know if this will have negative impacts on bat populations. 

If the bats emerge from hibernation too early, they struggle to find insect food for themselves and their young, 

particularly if there is a period of spring rain. 

This can lead to malnutrition and "huge mortality events". 

"We are completely in the dark," said Dr Rebelo. "We don't know if the loss of hibernation will be beneficial 

and bats will be overweight and more fit to reproduce or on the other hand they are having early births and 

they are not adapted to the spring rains." 

He said bat roosts have increased in temperature by as much as six to eight degrees in past decades. 

Image copyright Francisco AmorimImage caption Bats naturally help in pest control by preying on insects 

In the UK, there is some evidence that climate has had an impact on horseshoe bats. 

"The increasing variability of weather conditions is potentially catastrophic for bats," said Dr Fiona Mathews 

of the University of Exeter. 

"Although species in tropical regions do not hibernate, without any ill-effects, in temperate areas the situation 

is rather different as we cannot rely on there being good weather and plenty of food available in spring. 

"In the absence of hibernation, bats begin the process of pregnancy sooner, which can mean that babies are 

born at a time when their mothers cannot feed sufficiently to support them." 

Conservation status 

The two species that are most common in Portugal's bat roosts are the bent-wing bat and the greater mouse-

eared bat. Both species normally hibernate from December to late February. 

The bent-wing bat is present in the southern half of Europe, with the biggest populations found in the warmer 

Mediterranean area. It is classed as Near Threatened on the IUCN Red List. 

The greater mouse-eared bat occurs in western, central and southern Europe. It is one of the first bat species to 

give birth, but this normally happens in April. 

Temperature changes may affect the hibernation of bats in several ways, including the length and timing of 

hibernation, breeding success of female bats, and the types of insects available for bats to feed on. 

Follow Helen on Twitter. 

 

https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-43812484 

https://twitter.com/hbriggs?lang=en-gb
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-43812484
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Mistletoe Lacks Key Energy-Generating Complex 

The parasitic plant manages to go without a component of mitochondria found in all other multicellular life 

forms. 

By Shawna Williams |  

PIXABAY, TAPPANCSEuropean mistletoe doesn’t have a key enzyme that breaks down sugar into usable 

energy, two research groups report today (May 3) in Current Biology. The teams also reveal how the parasitic 

plant, which grows on trees, works around that gap in its energy-generating machinery. 

“This research is incredibly exciting,” graduate student Maureen Williams of Trinity College Dublin who was 

not involved in the studies, tells Gizmodo. “The evolution of parasitic lifestyles is one of the most fascinating 

stories of life on our planet, and these two papers, especially together, highlight the novel ways in which 

parasites adapt biochemically and genetically to out-compete their hosts—and other parasites.” 

The enzyme the plant is missing is called Complex I. It is so central to breaking down sugar into usable 

energy that it’s found in the mitochondria of everything from jellyfish to people. Typically, mitochondria 

contain highly conserved protein complexes, including Complex I, which they use in a process called 

respiration to break down the sugar glucose into a molecule called ATP, which cells use as fuel. Previous 

research had revealed that the genes for Complex I are missing from the genomes of mistletoe mitochondria, 

but there was a possibility those genes could have migrated to the nucleus of the cell at some point in the 

plant’s evolution. 

The two research groups, which are based in Germany and the U.K., decided to look for the protein complex 

itself in the plant. Instead, they found hints that mistletoe goes about energy generation very differently from 

its multicellular brethren. In addition to lacking Complex I, for example, mistletoe mitochondria have low 

https://pixabay.com/en/mistletoe-bough-white-berry-nature-672110/
https://www.cell.com/current-biology/fulltext/S0960-9822(18)30379-8
https://www.cell.com/current-biology/fulltext/S0960-9822(18)30365-8
https://gizmodo.com/mistletoe-somehow-survives-without-protein-needed-by-al-1825741143
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levels of some other complexes in the ATP assembly line. Cells pick up part of the slack by generating energy 

through reactions in the plasma of the cell such as glycolysis, a different way of converting glucose to energy. 

“[M]aybe because mistletoe is a parasite and it gets lots of nutrition from its host then it doesn't need a high 

capacity for respiration,” study coauthor Andrew Maclean of the John Innes Centre in the U.K. says in 

a statement. 

 

https://www.the-scientist.com/?articles.view/articleNo/52488/title/Mistletoe-Lacks-Key-Energy-Generating-

Complex/ 

  

https://www.jic.ac.uk/news-and-events/news/2018/05/mistletoe-mystery/
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An Exoplanet First! Helium Spotted on Bizarre Comet-Like World 

By Nola Taylor Redd, Space.com Contributor |  

  

Understanding the weather on alien planets just got a little less complicated.  

For the first time, astronomers have detected helium in the atmosphere of an alien world, a new study reports. 

The discovery shows that it's possible to probe the air of at least some exoplanets without launching a new 

space telescope dedicated to this endeavor, the researchers said. 

 

"This is a new method to probe the upper parts of an exoplanet atmosphere, where high-energy radiation is 

observed," study lead author Jessica Spake, an exoplanet hunter at the University of Exeter in England, told 

Space.com via email. "Hopefully, we'll be able to study many more upper planetary atmospheres this way." 

[Gallery: The Strangest Alien Planets] 

 

Artist's illustration of the alien planet WASP-107b, whose atmosphere is being stripped by radiation from its 

host star. 

Credit: Engine House VFX 

Revealing the unseen 

To study the atmosphere of a faraway planet, scientists must wait for it to pass between its host star and Earth. 

Just before and after the bulk of the planet blocks some of the light streaming from the star, some of that light 

passes through the world's atmosphere. By studying how the light from the star changes as it passes through 

that alien air, scientists are able to characterize the atmosphere's composition. 

https://www.space.com/31519-alien-life-hunt-biosignatures-exoplanet-atmospheres.html
https://www.space.com/159-strangest-alien-planets.html
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The process is difficult, and scientists have probed only a handful of worlds' atmospheres in this manner to 

date. So far, the study of exoplanet air has focused on hydrogen, the most abundant element in the 

universe and one of the main constituents of the solar system's gas giants. Early theoretical models predicted 

that helium should be among the most easily spotted elements in exoplanet atmospheres, but until now, it has 

remained unseen. 

Enter WASP-107b, a super-Neptune world that lies 200 light-years from Earth in the constellation of Virgo. 

Discovered in 2017, the gas giant is comparable in diameter to Jupiter but has just one-eighth of Jupiter's 

mass, making it one of the lowest-density worlds known. 

 

The exoplanet WASP-107b orbits a highly active K-type main sequence star about 200 light-years from 

Earth. 

Credit: ESA/Hubble, NASA, M. Kornmesser 

WASP-107b lies about eight times closer to its star than Mercury does to the sun, completing one orbit every 

5.7 Earth days. At a sweltering 932 degrees Fahrenheit (500 degrees Celsius), this planet's atmosphere is one 

of the hottest among any known exoplanet. 

Spake and her colleagues turned NASA's Hubble Space Telescope toward the overheated world to study it in 

infrared wavelengths. By analyzing the light passing through WASP-107b's atmosphere, the researchers were 

able to identify helium in its excited state. This was possible thanks to a quirk of quantum mechanics that kept 

the element's electrons at a higher-energy state for more than 2 hours instead of a handful of nanoseconds. 

https://www.space.com/52-the-expanding-universe-from-the-big-bang-to-today.html
https://www.space.com/52-the-expanding-universe-from-the-big-bang-to-today.html
https://www.space.com/17738-exoplanets.html
https://www.space.com/15892-hubble-space-telescope.html
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This focus on infrared light was key, the researchers said. Previous measurements of exoplanet 

atmospheres have relied on ultraviolet (UV) light, which Earth's atmosphere largely blocks. But infrared 

radiation passes through our air and clouds, meaning ground-based scopes can pick it up. 

Hubble isn't the only tool that astronomers can use for such infrared work. Spake said that NASA's $8.8 

billion James Webb Space Telescope, which is scheduled to launch in May 2020, will likely be able to make 

similar observations, as will ground-based instruments like the European Southern Observatory's Very Large 

Telescopein Chile, the Telescopio Nazionale Galileoin the Canary Islands and the Keck telescopesin Hawaii. 

[Photos: Hubble's Successor, the James Webb Space Telescope]  

In contrast, only a single space-based telescope has been capable of probing exoplanet atmospheres in the 

ultraviolet. 

"UV observations are … technically difficult, and only Hubble can do them right now," Spake said. "That's 

the main reason only a handful of upper atmospheres have been studied so far." 

The research was published online today (May 2) in the journal Nature. 

Alien Planet Quiz: Are You an Exoplanet Expert? 

Astronomers have confirmed more than 800 planets beyond our own solar system, and the discoveries keep 

rolling in. How much do you know about these exotic worlds? 

Start the Quiz 

 

Comet-like world 

https://www.space.com/38779-hubble-telescope-probes-exoplanet-atmospheres-video.html
https://www.space.com/38779-hubble-telescope-probes-exoplanet-atmospheres-video.html
https://www.space.com/12985-james-webb-space-telescope-photos.html
http://nature.com/articles/doi:10.1038/s41586-018-0067-5
javascript:void(0);
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WASP-107b is a great world to study with the new method, because a large quantity of the exoplanet's 

atmosphere is being lost to space. The researchers determined that ultraviolet radiation from WASP-107b's 

star is stripping away the planet's air, resulting in a long, comet-like tail on the world. 

"The helium we detected extends far out to space as a tenuous cloud surrounding the planet," study co-author 

Tom Evans, also of the University of Exeter, said in a statement.  

The abundance of helium doesn't mean that WASP-107b lacks hydrogen, team members added. 

"I think we'd expect hydrogen to be dominant in the atmosphere of WASP-107b," Spake said. "We just 

haven't directly detected it on this planet yet." 

The new method will also allow researchers to study planets farther away from our sun than could be probed 

in the ultraviolet, Spake said. Clouds of hydrogen in space can absorb UV light across longer distances, so 

UV studies generally must look in Earth's cosmic backyard. Infrared wavelengths, on the other hand, easily 

pass through hydrogen clouds, allowing for the examination of planets at greater distances. 

So far, the study of exoplanet atmospheres has focused on "hot Jupiters," the bloated gas giants that orbit their 

suns in mere days or even hours. Spake said that's because larger atmospheres are easier to study. WASP-

107b's atmosphere has a height of about 620 miles (1,000 kilometers); for comparison, about 99 percent of 

Earth's air is found within 20 miles (32 km) of the ground. 

But a cloud of escaping helium could make it easier to study the atmospheres of smaller, rockier worlds, study 

team members said. 

"If smaller, Earth-sized planets have similar helium clouds, this new technique offers an exciting means to 

study their upper atmospheres in the very near future," Evans said. 

 

https://www.space.com/40469-helium-detected-alien-planet-atmosphere.html 

  

https://www.exeter.ac.uk/news/
https://www.space.com/32011-extremely-hot-and-fast-planets-seem-to-defy-logic.html
https://www.space.com/36368-atmosphere-found-on-nearly-earth-size-planet.html
https://www.space.com/40469-helium-detected-alien-planet-atmosphere.html
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Nanoparticles could help rescue malnourished crops 

Normally used to fight cancer, these teeny liposomes deliver plant nutrients efficiently 

BY  

MARIA TEMMING  

 

PLANT 911  To help sickly plants get healthy and green (like these pictured), synthetic nanoparticles are the 

sugar that helps fertilizing medicine go down. 

BLONDINRIKARD FRÖBERG/FLICKR (CC BY 2.0) 

Synthetic nanoparticles used to fight cancer could also heal sickly plants. 

The particles, called liposomes, are nanosized, spherical pouches that can deliver drugs to specific parts of the 

body(SN: 12/16/06, p. 398). Now, researchers have filled these tiny care packages with fertilizing nutrients. 

The new liposomes, described online May 17 in Scientific Reports, soak into plant leaves more easily than 

naked nutrients. That allows the nanoparticles to give malnourished crops a more potent pick-me-up than the 

free-floating molecules in ordinary nutrient spray. 

Each liposome is a hollow sphere about 100 nanometers across, and is made of fatty molecules extracted from 

soybean plants. Once a plant leaf absorbs these nanoparticles, the liposomes spread to cells in the plant’s other 

leaves and its roots, where the fatty envelopes break down and release their molecular cargo. 

On the mend 

Compared with malnourished plants treated with standard spray containing free-floating nutrients (left), sickly 

plants treated with nanoparticle-enclosed nutrients (right) made a stronger recovery after two weeks. 

https://www.sciencenews.org/author/maria-temming
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/express-delivery-cancer-drugs
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/express-delivery-cancer-drugs
http://nature.com/articles/doi:10.1038/s41598-018-25197-y
http://nature.com/articles/doi:10.1038/s41598-018-25197-y
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A. KARNY ET AL/SCIENTIFIC REPORTS 2018 

Researchers first exposed tomato plants to either liposomes packed with a rare earth metal called europium, or 

free-floating europium molecules. Europium doesn’t naturally exist in plants or soil, so it’s easy to trace how 

much of this element plants soaked up after treatment. Three days after exposure, plants treated with 

liposomes had absorbed up to 33 percent of the nanoparticles. Plants exposed to free-floating europium took 

in less than 0.1 percent of the molecules 

The researchers then spritzed iron- and magnesium-deficient tomato plants with either a standard spray 

containing iron and magnesium, or a solution containing liposomes packed with those nutrients. Two weeks 

later, the leaves on plants treated with free-floating nutrients were still tinged yellow and curled. Plants that 

received liposome treatment sported healthy, green leaves. 

Avi Schroeder, a chemical engineer at the Israel Institute of Technology in Haifa, and colleagues don’t know 

exactly why liposomes are more palatable to plants than plain nutrients. But sprays that contain nutrient-

loaded liposomes could help farmers rejuvenate frail plants more efficiently than existing mixtures, Schroeder 

says. 

Liposome-based spray would need to be tested on a variety of vegetation before it could enter widespread use, 

says Ramesh Raliya, a nanobiotechnology researcher at Washington University in St. Louis not involved in 

the work. That’s because the pores on leaves where liposomes are assumed to enter plants can range from 50 

to 150 nanometers across. If a plant’s pores are smaller than 100 nanometers, the liposomes can’t squeeze 

inside.   
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Mariya Khodakovskaya, a biologist at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock, is wary of the potential cost 

of this new technique. Fashioning liposomes is expensive. That’s not a problem for making liposome-based 

medication, which requires only a small amount of nanoparticles. But for any new agricultural practice to take 

root, she says, “it has to be massive, and it has to be cheap.” 

Citations 

A. Karny et al. Therapeutic nanoparticles penetrate leaves and deliver nutrients to agricultural 

crops. Scientific Reports. Published online May 17, 2018. doi: 10.1038/s41598-018-25197-y. 

Further Reading 
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J. Rehmeyer. Express delivery for cancer drugs. Science News. Vol. 170, December 16, 2006, p. 398. 
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165, April 24, 2004, p. 261. 

 

https://www.sciencenews.org/article/nanoparticles-could-help-rescue-malnourished-crops 

  

http://nature.com/articles/doi:10.1038/s41598-018-25197-y
http://nature.com/articles/doi:10.1038/s41598-018-25197-y
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/changing-climate-could-worsen-foods-nutrition
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/fatty-coat-cancer-drugs-protects-heart
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/crop-nutrients-may-drop-carbon-dioxide-rises
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/cellular-smugglers-laden-nanoparticles-hitch-ride-bacteria
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/express-delivery-cancer-drugs
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/crafty-carriers-armoring-vesicles-more-precise-and-reliable-drug-delivery
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/nanoparticles-could-help-rescue-malnourished-crops
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Wireless 'RoboFly' Looks Like an Insect, Gets Its Power from Lasers 

By Mindy Weisberger, Senior Writer  

 

 

RoboFly is only slightly bigger than a real fly. 

Credit: Mark Stone/University of Washington 

A new type of flying robot is so tiny and lightweight — it weighs about as much as a toothpick — it can perch 

on your finger. The little flitter is also capable of untethered flight and is powered by lasers. 

This is a big leap forward in the design of diminutive airborne bots, which are usually too small to support a 

power source and must trail a lifeline to a distant battery in order to fly, engineers who built the new robot 

announced in a statement. 

Their insect-inspired creation is dubbed RoboFly, and like its animal namesake, it sports a pair of delicate, 

transparent wings that carry it into the air. But unlike its robot precursors, RoboFly ain't got no strings to hold 

it down. Instead, the miniature bot uses a lightweight onboard circuit to convert laser light into enough 

electrical power to send it soaring. [New Flying Robots Take Cues From Airborne Animals] 

Advertisement 

RoboFly's creators will present their findings about the robot on May 23 at the International Conference on 

Robotics and Automation, held in Brisbane, Australia. 

Animals' amazing abilities have inspired designs for robots that swim like manta rays, hover like 

jellyfish, jump like bush babies and even jog like humans. Prior to RoboFly, another insect-like bot, called 

RoboBee, demonstrated its ability to take off, land, hover and even perch midflight to conserve energy. 

https://www.washington.edu/news/2018/05/15/robofly/
https://www.livescience.com/57244-animal-flight-influences-flying-drones-designs.html
https://icra2018.org/
https://icra2018.org/
https://www.livescience.com/21847-mantabot-robot-fish-navy.html
https://www.livescience.com/41501-mini-flying-robot-hovers-like-jellyfish.html
https://www.livescience.com/41501-mini-flying-robot-hovers-like-jellyfish.html
https://www.livescience.com/57111-jumping-robots-mimic-adorable-primates.html
https://www.livescience.com/62538-atlas-robot-runs.html
https://www.livescience.com/54807-insectlike-robot-conserves-energy-midflight.html
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But RoboBee was leashed to its power supply and controller. RoboFly flies freely, thanks to a photovoltaic 

cell on its body that converts energy from a narrow laser beam. It produces about 7 volts of electricity, which 

a flexible onboard circuit boosts to the 240 volts required for liftoff. Meanwhile, a microcontroller on the 

circuit acts as RoboFly's "brain," sending pulses of voltage to the wings and making them flap much like an 

insect's wings would, according to the statement. 

 

Laser light bathes a photovoltaic cell, providing RoboFly with the power to take flight. 

Credit: Mark Stone/University of Washington 

 However, the cell doesn't store energy; the circuit must be within range of the fixed laser to generate power 

for the robot to take off, and once its cell moves beyond the laser's reach, RoboFly's flight is over.  

Tiny, highly maneuverable robots like RoboFly could quickly flutter into crevasses where bigger aerial 

drones simply wouldn't fit. One possible task for future versions of RoboFly could draw even more 

inspiration from flies — particularly, their talent for tracking down "smelly things," study co-author Sawyer 

Fuller, an assistant professor in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Washington, 

said in the statement. 

"I'd really like to make one that finds methane leaks," he said. "You could buy a suitcase full of them, open it 

up, and they would fly around your building looking for plumes of gas coming out of leaky pipes. If these 

robots can make it easy to find leaks, they will be much more likely to be patched up, which will reduce 

greenhouse [gas] emissions." 

Original article on Live Science. 

https://www.livescience.com/62599-lasers-power-wireless-robofly.html 

https://www.livescience.com/53536-drones-record-sea-ice.html
https://www.livescience.com/53536-drones-record-sea-ice.html
https://www.livescience.com/
https://www.livescience.com/62599-lasers-power-wireless-robofly.html
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Ancient Chinese farmers sowed literal seeds of change in Southeast Asia 

DNA analysis of 4,000-year-old skeletons suggests migrants helped spread farming and languages 

BY  

BRUCE BOWER  

2:14PM, MAY 17, 2018 

 

CHINA TIES  Excavations at Vietnam’s Man Bac site, including this work in 2007, uncovered skeletons of 

farmers from around 4,000 years ago. DNA from these skeletons supports an idea that ancient migrants from 

southern China spread farming and languages throughout much of Southeast Asia. 

LORNA TILLEY 

Magazine issue: Vol. 193, No. 10, June 9, 2018, p. 14 

People who moved out of southern China cultivated big changes across ancient Southeast Asia, a new 

analysis of ancient human DNA finds. 

Chinese rice and millet farmers spread south into a region stretching from Vietnam to Myanmar. There, they 

mated with local hunter-gatherers in two main pulses, first around 4,000 years ago, and again two millennia 

later, says a team led by Harvard Medical School geneticist Mark Lipson. Those population movements 

brought agriculture to the region and triggered the spread of Austroasiatic languages that are still spoken in 

parts of South and Southeast Asia, the scientists conclude online May 17 in Science. 

Over the past 20 years, accumulating archaeological evidence has pointed to the emergence of rice farming in 

Southeast Asia between 4,500 and 4,000 years ago, accompanied by tools and pottery showing links to 

southern China. Austroasiatic languages now found from Vietnam to India contain words for rice and 

agriculture, suggesting that ancient arrivals from southern China spoke an Austroasiatic tongue. Questions 

have remained, though, about where Austroasiatic languages originated and whether knowledge about 

farming practices, rather than farmers themselves, spread from China into Southeast Asia. 

https://www.sciencenews.org/author/bruce-bower
https://www.sciencenews.org/sn-magazine/june-9-2018
http://science.sciencemag.org/lookup/doi/10.1126/science.aat3188
http://science.sciencemag.org/lookup/doi/10.1126/science.aat3188
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Now, DNA from ancient Southeast Asians provides “clinching evidence” for the spread of farming via 

southern Chinese groups, says archaeologist Charles Higham of the University of Otago in Dunedin, New 

Zealand, who did not participate in the study. The new report aligns with other ancient DNA evidence 

of culture-changing population movements across parts of Asia starting around 5,000 years ago (SN: 

11/25/17, p. 16). “Ancient human DNA is showing that prehistoric people were far more mobile and 

exploratory than has often been thought,” Higham says. 

Lipson’s team obtained DNA from 18 human skeletons unearthed at five Southeast Asian sites dating to 

between around 4,100 and 1,700 years ago. These sites are located in Vietnam, Myanmar, Thailand and 

Cambodia. 

DNA preserves poorly in such hot, humid regions. A group led by study coauthor Ron Pinhasi, an 

archaeologist at the University of Vienna, recently found that human DNA survives best in a skull bone 

surrounding inner-ear structures that has especially dense tissue. In the new study, DNA was extracted from 

that bone for each ancient individual. 

Roughly 4,000-year-old farmers at Vietnam’s Man Bac site displayed a close genetic relationship to present-

day speakers of Austroasiatic languages, especially in southern China, Lipson’s group says. About 25 to 30 

percent of the Man Bac farmers’ ancestry came from hunter-gatherers, the scientists estimate, perhaps due to 

interbreeding of rice growers and foragers in southern China before any migrations occurred. Many 

populations today that speak Austroasiatic languages also display a similar genetic signature. Genetic signs of 

additional hunter-gatherer ancestry, probably acquired in Southeast Asia, appeared in two of eight Man Bac 

farmers. 

At approximately 2,000-year-old sites in Vietnam and Myanmar, farmers inherited a genetic makeup that 

differed in some ways from that of the earlier Man Bac crowd, but still closely resembled the DNA of 

present-day inhabitants of southern China. A second southern Chinese migration into Southeast Asia likely 

led to those DNA tweaks, the researchers say. 

Ancient DNA research in Asia is in the early stages, Pinhasi emphasizes. Further research will likely 

reveal more human population movements and genetic exchanges among various groups across Asia (SN 

Online: 11/10/17), he predicts. 

Citations 

M. Lipson et al. Ancient genomes document multiple waves of migration in Southeast Asian 

prehistory. Science. Published online May 17, 2018. doi:10.1126/science.aat3188. 

Further Reading 
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https://www.sciencenews.org/article/ancient-chinese-farmers-sowed-literal-seeds-change-southeast-asia 
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New Data: Hurricanes Will Get Worse 

Analysis of Hurricane Harvey, which drowned Houston, confirms predictions that the storms are likely to get 

bigger, be more intense and last longer 

 By Mark Fischetti  

 

 

Houston neighborhood after Hurricane Harvey.  Credit: Marcus Yam Getty Images 

Hurricane Harvey, which inundated the Houston area with up to 60 inches of rain last August, was one of the 

most outlandish storms ever to hit the U.S. Ironically, it crossed a Gulf of Mexico that had been calm for days 

and quickly quieted again afterward. This rare situation allowed scientists to obtain unusually specific data 

about the ocean before and after the hurricane, and about the storm’s energy and moisture. 

Last week researchers published that data in Earth’s Future. The numbers indicate the amount of energy 

Harvey pulled from the ocean, in the form of rising water vapor, equaled the amount of energy it dropped 

over land in the form of rain—the first time such an equivalence has been documented. Investigators say this 

revelation supports assertions climate change is likely to make Atlantic hurricanes bigger, more intense and 

longer-lasting than in the past. The researchers calculate climate change caused Harvey’s rainfall to be 15 to 

38 percent greater than it would have been otherwise. 

Kevin Trenberth, a senior climate scientist at the National Center for Atmospheric Research, led the 

team. Scientific American asked him why Harvey behaved so strangely, how it confirms predictions about 

changing hurricanes and what the U.S. and other nations prone to the storms should prepare for in the future. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

[An edited transcript of the interview follows:] 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/author/mark-fischetti/
https://www.gettyimages.com/license/840669568
http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/staff/trenbert/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/hurricane-harvey-why-is-it-so-extreme/
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You say hurricanes will get bigger, and last longer. Why? 

As climate change makes oceans hotter there is more heat—more energy—available, so there is likely to be 

an increase in hurricane activity. That can be the size of the storms, their duration and their intensity. 

So hurricane dynamics are really driven by ocean energy? 

Right. The way that energy moves around is transporting water vapor in the atmosphere—in this case, pulled 

up into the storm and dumped over the land in Texas. As the water vapor condenses it releases the latent 

ocean heat into the atmosphere. Our study was the first time anyone has been able to match up these two 

numbers. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Is moving energy a hurricane’s main role in the climate system? Why do we even have them? 

A hurricane moves heat out of the ocean rapidly. It keeps the oceans cooler. A hurricane is actually a relief 

valve for the tropical ocean. 

Why does it need a relief valve? 

In general, the global weather system doesn’t like to have big temperature contrasts. If it’s hot in one place 

and cold in another, that produces wind that blows the warm air toward the cold and the cold air toward the 

warm. The atmosphere is always trying to remove those temperature gradients. 

Similarly, thunderstorms move heat upward from a hot ocean to a cooler atmosphere but they don’t have the 

strong winds that a hurricane does, which produce the very large evaporating out of the ocean into the 

atmosphere. A hurricane is a collection of thunderstorms, but having the same number of thunderstorms 

without hurricane winds doesn’t cool off the tropical ocean to the same extent. Without hurricanes the tropical 

ocean would get really hot and the contrast between there and the middle latitudes would create different 

weather systems than we have now. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Warmer oceans mean more intense hurricanes. But you note that the number of large storms might actually 

decrease. Why? 

By pulling up an ocean’s heat, a hurricane leaves a colder ocean in its wake. One big storm creates more 

cooling than, say, four smaller storms. It leaves a cooler ocean that is less favorable for a new storm. 

That explains why Harvey got so big; your paper notes that the Gulf of Mexico water temperature was several 

degrees hotter than usual for late August. But why did Harvey stay big? 

Over the ocean a hurricane’s circulation typically reaches about 1,000 miles in all directions, grabbing 

moisture and bringing it into the storm. Once over land the storm dries and weakens. But even when two sides 

of Harvey were over land, the spiral arm bands reached well out over the Gulf, which was still very warm. 

That kept the storm going. 

After several days the storm moved back over the Gulf before it came inland again, and then moved north. 

We don’t attribute that movement to climate change. But the fact that when it did come back over the Gulf it 

reintensified is very much related to climate change. Despite the fact that Harvey had taken a lot of energy 

from the Gulf and cooled the waters in the upper 100 meters in particular, the deeper Gulf was still warm 

enough to well up and sustain hurricane-force winds. 

ADVERTISEMENT 
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The related question is why did Harvey remain over Houston so long? Some experts say it had to do with 

climate change altering the nature of the jet stream—giving it bigger bends, causing it to meander more 

slowly from west to east across the U.S.— which can help weather systems get stuck in one place. 

Some people suggest that may have played a role. I’m inclined to think it didn’t. The storm track does depend 

on the weather; a high-pressure system blocked Harvey from moving north or northeast over land as it 

normally would have. But that high wasn’t part of a big jet steam wave structure. Also, the idea of a slow jet 

stream, because of changing conditions in the Arctic, is still a controversial topic. I and others think the bigger 

factor is the tropical Pacific—systems like El Niño and so on. We need to research this more, but I think the 

effect of the tropics is much greater than the effect of polar regions. 

The end of the paper addresses what society needs to do to prepare for stronger hurricanes. It’s commentary, 

which is unusual. Why did you decide to include this? 

Physical scientists often do not talk about impacts and consequences. They often leave that to social scientists 

or economists. But we need to connect the physical and social effects much more. The Earths’ Futurejournal 

is designed to help bridge that divide. Our study is relevant to a lot of policy. And it’s especially relevant to 

the current administration, whose operational rule seems to be to do away with regulations even when they 

make sense and are based in science. 

You also recommended actions hurricane-prone regions should take. What is the most crucial? 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The hurricane damage last season in Puerto Rico, Florida and Texas shows that infrastructure should have 

been hardened for such storms, which were certainly going to come sooner or later. There were many 

meetings—I was at some of them—in which politicians, heads of countries and states, were very aware of two 

main threats: sea level rise and intense hurricanes. But they haven’t done much to prepare. 

In Texas, after Hurricane Ike in 2008, there were proposals to add flood control measures in Houston, and 

they were voted down. In contrast, places like Taiwan, in the typhoon belt, hardened their infrastructures: 

drainage systems, building codes to withstand category 4 and 5 storms, emergency systems. In 2015 Taiwan 

had four typhoons that caused flooding and damage—but each time, within about four days they were back up 

and fully operational because they had built-in resilience and were prepared. Places in the U.S. need to make 

that kind of investment. 

 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/new-data-hurricanes-will-get-worse/ 
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Lizards’ Green Blood Evolved Four Times 

The uncommon hue is present in skinks that aren’t closely related, but the advantage of the odd trait remains 

anyone’s guess.   

By Kerry Grens  

Prasinohaema prehensicauda, a green-blooded skinkCHRISTOPHER AUSTINSeveral species of New 

Guinea skinks, a type of lizard, are just as colorful inside as they are outside—bright green blood runs through 

their veins, an oddity among animals. But evolutionarily, the trait isn’t so strange. Researchers report 

in Science Advances today (May 16) that green blood likely arose in lizard lineages four different times. 

“Even if the trait only evolved once, the fact that it has been retained across several species indicates that it 

confers a tremendous advantage,” Adriana Briscoe, an evolutionary biologist at the University of California, 

Irvine, tells The Atlantic.  

What that advantage might be is unknown. The green comes from biliverdin, a byproduct of dying red blood 

cells. The lizards have it in such great abundance—20 times more than the highest concentration recorded in a 

human, according to The Atlantic—that such a level could kill other animals. 

“There’s so much green pigment in the blood that it overshadows the brilliant crimson coloration of red blood 

cells,” coauthor Chris Austin, a biologist at Louisiana State University, tells NPR. “The bones are green, the 

muscles are green, the tissues are green, the tongue and mucosal lining is green.” 

http://advances.sciencemag.org/content/4/5/eaao5017.full
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2018/05/why-do-these-lizards-have-green-blood/560543/
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2018/05/16/611115055/why-do-some-lizards-have-green-blood
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Prasinohaema virens, a green-blooded skinkCHRISTOPHER AUSTINTo find out how the trait arose in 

lizards, Austin and his colleagues examined the genomes of 51 species of skinks, including six with green 

blood. It turned out that many of the species with green blood aren’t closely related to one another, and have 

more in common phylogenetically with red-blooded skinks. 

Austin tells NPR that the biliverdin likely didn’t give the animals an advantage in deterring predators, as 

animals are able to eat the skinks without untoward GI troubles (he himself ate them, saying it was like “bad 

sushi”). It’s possible the green blood protects the animals from malaria, as in vitro studies have shown that 

human blood with high levels of bilirubin, a close relative, can stave off infection. 

 

https://www.the-scientist.com/?articles.view/articleNo/54596/title/Lizards--Green-Blood-Evolved-Four-

Times/ 
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Zika virus may pose greater threat of miscarriages than previously thought 

26 percent of nonhuman primates lost pregnancies despite not showing symptoms 

 

University of California - Davis 

Summary: 

Research from several institutions suggests that more women could be losing their pregnancies to the 

Zika virus without knowing they are infected. 

      

FULL STORY 

 

 

Pregnancy loss due to Zika A infections that don't cause women any symptoms may be a common but 

unrecognized cause of miscarriages and stillbirths. 

Credit: © Africa Studio / Fotolia 

Research from several institutions, including the California National Primate Research Center at UC Davis, 

suggests that more women could be losing their pregnancies to the Zika virus without knowing they are 

infected. 

The study, published in Nature Medicine July 2, found 26 percent of nonhuman primates infected with Zika 

during early stages of pregnancy experienced miscarriage or stillbirth even though the animals showed few 

signs of infection. 
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"These rates of fetal losses and stillbirths in Zika-infected pregnant monkeys were about four-fold higher than 

what is normally seen in unexposed monkey populations at these research centers," said Koen Van Rompay, 

corresponding author and core scientist at the California National Primate Research Center. "Many of the fetal 

and placental tissues had evidence of Zika virus replication and also had pathological lesions, which further 

supports the role of Zika virus in this detrimental outcome." 

Previous Zika research only measured miscarriages and stillbirths in women who displayed signs or 

symptoms of the virus. A recent study of women who were known to be infected with Zika found that 5 

percent did not carry to term or had stillbirths. 

"There are limitations to the human studies, which rely on symptomatic infections," said Dawn Dudley, lead 

author of the study and scientist in the University of Wisconsin-Madison's Department of Pathology and 

Laboratory Medicine. "Women get enrolled in the studies because they have Zika symptoms, but we know 

that up to half of people who have Zika don't show any symptoms at all. So, the pregnancy studies are 

probably missing half of the people who have Zika." 

The Zika virus is widely known for causing children to be born with a brain abnormality called 

microencephaly and other malformations. Zika disease in human adults includes fever, rash, headache, joint 

and muscle pain, as well as red eyes; however, most are asymptomatic. 

"For pregnant women who live in areas where Zika virus is prevalent, and who may experience spontaneous 

abortions, the possible link to Zika virus infection may be missed," said Lark Coffey, an arbovirologist at UC 

Davis and co-author on the manuscript. "Our data in monkeys indicate more research is needed so researchers 

can develop intervention strategies to protect pregnant women and their fetuses from Zika virus." 

The research data were aggregated from six National Primate Research Centers (NPRCs), where researchers 

have the ability to control the timing and method of infection in a way those studying human infections 

cannot. Researchers monitored pregnant monkeys -- rhesus macaques at the California, Oregon, Tulane and 

Wisconsin NPRCs, common marmosets at the Southwest NPRC, and pigtail macaques at the Washington 

NPRC -- to follow the progress of Zika virus in the bodies and into their fetuses and the tissues that support 

fetal development. In another recent study, Van Rompay, Coffey and colleagues showed that infection of 

Rhesus macaque monkeys with Zika virus in utero caused similar brain damage to that seen in human 

newborns. 

The timing of infection was found to be an important predictor of fetal loss. Exposure during the first 

trimester of pregnancy was more likely to result in fetal death -- a finding that parallels human reports. 

Another finding from the study was placental dysfunction, which commonly presented in the form of 

increased placental calcification during ultrasound examinations. 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by University of California - Davis. Note: Content may be edited for style and length. 
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http://blogs.ucdavis.edu/egghead/2018/07/02/zika-virus-may-pose-greater-threat-miscarriages-previously-thought/
http://www.ucdavis.edu/
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Friedrich, Thaddeus G. Golos, David H. O’Connor. Miscarriage and stillbirth following maternal 

Zika virus infection in nonhuman primates. Nature Medicine, 2018; DOI: 10.1038/s41591-018-0088-

5 

 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/07/180702111146.htm  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41591-018-0088-5
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41591-018-0088-5
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Forgotten Feminisms: Johnnie Tillmon’s Battle Against ‘The Man’ 

Judith Shulevitz 

Jack Rottier Collection/George Mason University Libraries 

Johnnie Tillmon (left) marching under the NWRO banner in the Poor People’s Campaign, Washington, D.C., 

May–June 1968 

This essay is the second in an occasional series about feminists and feminist movements left out of 

conventional history books—not for lack of merit, but because they contravened even the radical notions of 

their day, or because the establishment dismissed them as crazy, or both. The feminist canon is new and still 

in the process of formation, and there exists a wealth of forgotten or half-forgotten feminisms worth another 

look. I have chosen those that offer new (or rather, old) tools for tackling the injustices of our own time. 

In this column, I write about the National Welfare Rights Organization, which was active between 1966 and 

1975, and some of the men and women who led or influenced it: the black welfare mother Johnnie Tillmon, 

the black community organizer George Wiley, and the white sociologist Frances Fox Piven and her husband 

and collaborator, social work professor Richard Cloward. Perceived at the time as an anti-poverty rather than 

a feminist cause, the welfare rights movement demanded adequate government support for mothers who 

thought they were already working, just in the home. Long before “intersectionality” was a word, these black 

women knew that middle-class feminists didn’t speak for them. I draw heavily from a manifesto by Tillmon, 

http://www.nybooks.com/contributors/judith-shulevitz/
https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2018/04/06/forgotten-feminisms-an-appeal-against-domestic-despotism/
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“Welfare is a Women’s Issue,” published in 1972, a little-known masterpiece that ought to be read by every 

feminist in this country. 

 

In a nice, if perhaps pat, coincidence, two of the most consequential women’s groups of the 1960s share an 

official date of birth: June 30, 1966. One group came into existence quietly, a few blocks from the centers of 

national power in Washington, D.C., where Betty Friedan was attending a conference on the status of women 

and feeling disgruntled about the delegates’ failure to pass a resolution opposing sex discrimination. On June 

30, Friedan invited some two dozen like-minded conference-goers back to her hotel room. There, she showed 

them a paper napkin on which she’d scrawled three letters: N O W. The National Organization for Women. 

The other group emerged out of a much more visible campaign to raise awareness about the inadequacy of 

welfare benefits. The effort had begun ten days earlier with the Walk for Decent Welfare, a 155-mile march 

from Cleveland, Ohio, to Columbus, the state capital. A majority of the hundred or so marchers who trudged 

the roads were single black women and their children, though far from everyone on welfare at the time was a 

single black mother or her child. Some two million Americans received Old Age Assistance; a few thousand 

got Aid to the Blind; half a million people got disability checks; and slightly more than that number of adults 

without children were on general assistance. But the largest group of beneficiaries, by far, consisted of single 

mothers and children, more than eight million of them, supported (barely) by what was then called Aid to 

Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). Two thirds of them were white. 

Reporters covered the Walk for Decent Welfare with nearly the same level of detailthey had accorded the 

Selma-to-Montgomery civil rights march. Three days in, the Cleveland Enquirer announced that six marchers 

had quit the long walk because of “foot trouble,” but another three had taken their place. Others, too, fell by 

the wayside, and when the remaining thirty-five straggled into Columbus, the Mansfield News-Journal of 

Ohio recorded what they ate for dinner: meat loaf, mashed potatoes, two vegetables, ice cream, and cake.  

On June 30, the marchers rallied on the steps of the Ohio statehouse. Celebrities such as the comedian and 

activist Dick Gregory and the head of the Ohio AFL-CIO showed up, along with a small throng of politicians. 

Meanwhile, welfare-rights demonstrators protested in twenty-five other cities from coast to coast. In 

Philadelphia, about 150 men, women, and children held a “sleep-out” at a state office building to demand a 30 

percent raise in their welfare payments. In Louisville, Kentucky, a hundred people clamored for a federal food 

stamp program in Jefferson County. A hundred and fifty people gathered in front of New York’s City Hall. 

The press loved the pageantry. The New York Times and The Washington Post both ran front-page stories, 

and two of the three big TV networks put the protesters on the air. Several days later, the local anti-poverty 

groups that had pulled off this media coup came together to form an umbrella group called the National 

Welfare Rights Organization (NWRO)—the first national membership organization of poor people in 

America. Its leader was George Wiley, an African-American chemistry professor turned civil rights activist 

who had become a “welfare warrior” (in the phrase of one of the NWRO’s leading historians, Barnard 

professor Premilla Nadasen) leading an army of fired-up black mothers. 

Half a century later, the National Organization for Women is the largest and most established feminist group 

in the nation, while the National Welfare Rights Organization has all but vanished from public memory. 

Everyone knows who Betty Friedan is. Few besides researchers and historians of welfare have likely heard of 

the NWRO or its leaders. Yet during the nine short years of its existence, it improved the lives of a large 

cohort of American women and children who, arguably, were in greater need than any other. It won millions 

of dollars for women unfairly kept off the welfare rolls; secured grants for clothing, furniture, and children’s 

medical services; helped to create the food voucher program known as WIC (for Women, Infants, and 

Children); and, in a remarkable feat, convinced department stores such as Sears to extend credit to AFDC 

recipients for the big-ticket household items that middle-class consumers took for granted. Together with civil 

rights lawyers, the NWRO succeeded in persuading judges to strike down such standard features of life on 

welfare as the “man-in-the-house” rule. This shockingly demeaning provision allowed investigators to raid 

http://www.msmagazine.com/spring2002/tillmon.asp
https://now.org/about/history/honoring-our-founders-pioneers/
https://www.nytimes.com/1970/09/27/archives/now-its-welfare-lib-now-its-welfare-lib-welfare-has-come-to-be.html
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/1965/04/10/letter-from-selma
https://barnard.edu/news/prof-premilla-nadasen-explores-history-african-american-household-worker-unionizing
https://barnard.edu/news/prof-premilla-nadasen-explores-history-african-american-household-worker-unionizing
https://newrepublic.com/article/136200/racist-roots-welfare-reform
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mothers’ homes at any time of day or night to hunt for the men who, it was felt, should support needy families 

(instead of the government). A caseworker who found a man on the premises, or even saw a man’s clothes in 

a washing machine, could cut off a woman’s benefits. 

The NWRO’s obscurity should perhaps not come as a surprise. Welfare as a cause has dropped off the 

domestic political agenda over the last fifty years. It’s no longer even popular on the progressive left. You 

don’t hear Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren talking about welfare; they denounce inequality, which is not 

the same thing. Inequality is the gap between the rich and the poor—and if you’re a politician, you say, “the 

working poor.” The form of poor relief that earns the most praise, the Earned Income Tax Credit, goes to low-

income parents with jobs—in other words, “the deserving poor.” Welfare recipients, on the other hand, are 

considered toxic, and are politically isolated. This is a tragic circumstance, given that welfare support as the 

NWRO knew it has vanished. Aid to single mothers today is a fraction of what it once was. According to 

the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, just 23 percent of the poorest families got cash assistance in 2016, 

down from 68 percent in 1996. 

“Welfare’s virtual extinction has gone all but unnoticed by the American public and the press,” write Kathryn 

Edin and Luke Shaefer in $2 a Day: Living on Almost Nothing in America. In that 2015 book, Edin and 

Shaefer relate their startling discovery that the number of households living in extreme poverty (which they 

define as living on an income of $2 a day per family member) had skyrocketed since the Clinton 

administration enacted its welfare reforms in 1995. In 2018, Edin and Shaefer published a paper in which they 

observed that between 1995 and 2012, the number of children in $2-a-day households tripled, from 415,000 

(0.6 percent of all children) to 1.2 million (1.6 percent). Children of single mothers experienced the most 

concentrated surge in deep poverty during that period—an increase of 748 percent in their numbers. “If, 

before, all the children in single-mother families experiencing extreme poverty could fit into a single football 

stadium,” they write, “as of 2012 we had a population living in annual extreme poverty that was as large as 

the total number of children in a large city like, say, Chicago.” 

Another explanation for the NWRO’s nonappearance in histories of feminism is that mainstream feminists 

never quite knew what to do with the welfare rights movement. It scrambled all the known categories. Here 

was a group of mothers who, rather than wanting equal work and equal pay, demanded that the government 

support them while they stayed home and raised their kids. That didn’t sound like the kind of women’s 

liberation NOW’s supporters were fighting for. The NWRO’s organizational structure was also confusing. It 

was run by a man, Wiley, with a mostly male, largely white staff that was made up of professional community 

organizers in the tradition of Saul Alinsky. As for the mothers in the rank and file, including the few elected 

to leadership positions, well, they just didn’t look like feminists. For one thing, they were mostly “middle-

aged” and “fat”—those were the words of the movement’s most effective spokeswoman, Johnnie Tillmon, the 

group’s first chairwoman and, toward the end of its run, its director. In her 1972 essay, “Welfare Is a 

Women’s Issue,” Tillmon wrote: 

I’m a woman. I’m a black woman. I’m a poor woman. I’m a fat woman. I’m a middle-aged woman. And I’m 

on welfare. In this country, if you’re any one of those things you count less as a human being. If you’re all 

those things, you don’t count at all. 

Another thing that could keep a woman from counting was wearing the wrong clothes. The mothers, 

including Tillmon, showed up for protests and political meetings in church outfits. Wiley’s young aides took 

to calling them “the ladies,” and complained that they should be highlighting their poverty, not their hats. The 

“ladies,” however, had no intention of diminishing their dignity with unkempt hair or miniskirts. 

The National Welfare Rights Organization didn’t disconcert only feminists; it unnerved white liberals as a 

class. The “ladies” may have looked like bake-sale volunteers, but they were radical and acted it. Trained by 

Wiley and his staff in the art of direct action, they had no qualms about being impolite. They occupied welfare 

offices and refused to leave. On occasion, they tore phones off walls and pulled case-files out of filing 

cabinets. For a time, the militancy worked. A 1968 article in The New York Timesreported that “bands of 

https://www.cbpp.org/research/family-income-support/tanf-reaching-few-poor-families
http://www.twodollarsaday.com/
https://inequality.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/Pathways_Winter2018_Families-Left-Behind.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/1968/08/01/archives/the-deepening-welfare-crisis-protest-goals-are-bankruptcy-then-a.html
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organized clients… have jammed the centers, sometimes camping out in them overnight, broken down 

administrative procedure, playing havoc with mountains of paperwork, and have been increasingly 

successful.” But the incivility scared away allies, too, and would later contribute to the movement’s decline. 

Pictorial Parade/Getty Images 

George Wiley, the founder and national director of the National Welfare Rights Organization, July 1970 

 

Yet the reasons the women of the NWRO faded from view are the very reasons to resurrect their legacy now. 

These activists were black and broke and older, and their experiences and desires had few points of 

intersection with those of the young, white, well-educated women who strode confidently into the spotlight 

and defined feminism then—and define it even still now. Race and poverty made the welfare rights 
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movement’s critique of work and motherhood relevant today. We who strive and fail to master the so-called 

work-life divide; who watch as the gig economy and artificial intelligence deprive us of jobs, steady income, 

and health care; who live in the industrialized nation with the worst caregiver policies in the world; who 

watch the rich get richer and the poor get poorer—we need to hear what the NWRO, and Tillmon in 

particular, had to say. 

Welfare wasn’t supposed to go to single black mothers. Aid to Dependent Children (ADC), an early version 

of Aid to Families with Dependent Children, passed as part of the Social Security Act of 1935, was meant for 

widows and deserted wives who had lost their husbands’ wages through no fault of their own. No one 

expected these women to work. It was assumed they’d stay home and take care of their children. But black 

women, then mostly living in the South, were expected to work, usually as maids and field hands—and the 

bill specifically excluded domestic and farm workers, including women. That was the price for the support of 

Southern legislators, who were essential to the bill’s passage. Black women had been a source of such labor 

since slavery, and emancipation hadn’t changed things much. If they stopped working, as Senator Russell 

Long (Democrat of Louisiana) once infamously asked, then who would iron his shirts? Long was expressing a 

widely held Southern view. During the 1940s and 1950s, Louisiana and other Southern states stopped issuing 

welfare checks during cotton-picking season. 

In 1939, tweaks to Social Security made it possible for widows and their children to get survivors’ benefits, 

and they left the rolls of the ADC. It became primarily a program for divorced or unmarried mothers and their 

children. After World War II, the number of black welfare clients doubled and tripled. A backlash gained 

momentum and an old stereotype took a new form. The welfare recipient was transmogrified into a shiftless, 

promiscuous cheat. Never mind that more white than black women got government assistance: whites saw 

welfare mothers as black. In state after state, nasty rhetoric gave rise to nasty rules: the “man-in-the-house” 

diktat; laws requiring that households be “suitable,” a code word meaning that their children weren’t born out 

of wedlock; and residence requirements that denied welfare to anyone who had recently moved from out of 

the state. 

It was the disrespect that galled welfare recipients the most. “The demand for respect is foremost on the list of 

every welfare-client organization in the country,” reported an organizer in 1965. Caseworkers had total power 

and could use it capriciously, cutting benefits, refusing requests for emergency grants, and terminating aid 

without notification or the chance to appeal. Even asking for aid invited humiliation. “The moment they walk 

in the door of a Welfare Center to apply for help, people are stigmatized,” observed Jennette Washington, an 

NWRO member. “They are lined up like cattle begging for a meal.” 

Johnnie Tillmon had firsthand experience of such degradation. A feisty, self-reliant soul born to a 

sharecropper family in rural Arkansas, she had worked since she was seven. Her first job was in the cotton 

fields—not, she later told an oral historian, because her parents needed the wages, but because she was wild 

and they wanted to keep an eye on her. After leaving a bad marriage—her husband had been “running 

around”—she worked mostly in laundries. Wherever she went, she got involved in politics. After she moved 

to the Watts neighborhood of Los Angeles, she became a union shop steward, registered voters during local 

races, and joined her housing project’s community association. 

Tillmon had six children to support, but she’d heard the stories about welfare, and didn’t want to sign up. One 

day, though, she was hospitalized for tonsillitis. The head of the neighborhood association visited and told her 

that her teenage daughter had been skipping school, and that she ought to get on welfare so she could spend 

more time with her kids. In fact, he had already called downtown to start the paperwork for her. 

Unsurprisingly, Tillmon found her new life intolerable. Caseworkers inventoried her refrigerator, gave her a 

budget to follow, and asked prying questions about the men in her life. Within eight months, she had founded 

one of the first welfare rights groups in the country.  

As Tillmon tells the story, what radicalized her was a particularly humiliating incident involving a 

sprinkler. “In the housing project in those days, if you didn’t keep your grass watered and green, the men used 

https://books.google.com/books?id=xGfg9E8stfkC&pg=PA55&lpg=PA55&dq=Senator+Russell+Long+who+will+iron+my+shirts&source=bl&ots=X8k4iRqLPz&sig=Yp3kKNFhRUJFTtRtwWxuuv5on6Q&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjHn6_Swe_bAhXrw1kKHaaLA8kQ6AEITTAD#v=onepage&q=Senator%20Russell%20Long%20who%20will%20iron%20my%20shirts&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=it7gAwAAQBAJ&pg=PA47&lpg=PA47&dq=The+demand+for+respect+is+foremost+on+the+list+of+every+welfare-client+organization+in+the+country+organizer+1965&source=bl&ots=yFkevlfoOl&sig=tH_nX6_hR-064Y42WtTvDXSLw2I&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiFqajwwe_bAhUCpFkKHeD1AvsQ6AEIKTAA#v=onepage&q=The%20demand%20for%20respect%20is%20foremost%20on%20the%20list%20of%20every%20welfare-client%20organization%20in%20the%20country%20organizer%201965&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=it7gAwAAQBAJ&pg=PA47&lpg=PA47&dq=The+moment+they+walk+in+the+door+of+a+Welfare+Center+to+apply+for+help,+people+are+stigmatized+Jennette+Washington&source=bl&ots=yFkevlfoSi&sig=wEXA1ZDWed44ojEAmsAjb8ES7_s&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjN1euBwu_bAhVprlkKHccwD3sQ6AEIKTAA#v=onepage&q=The%20moment%20they%20walk%20in%20the%20door%20of%20a%20Welfare%20Center%20to%20apply%20for%20help%2C%20people%20are%20stigmatized%20Jennette%20Washington&f=false
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to come and turn your water hose on and charge you $3.25 for it,” Tillmon told the oral historian. So Mrs. 

Jackson, Tillmon’s neighbor, kept her sprinkler going on weekends. A church nearby had an overflow parking 

lot next to Mrs. Jackson’s apartment. One Sunday, a churchgoer parked her perfectly maintained 1959 Valet 

Ford in the lot. Mrs. Jackson’s sprinkler “went around and around, the water went across the hood of this car. 

Lady come out of church around 1:30, quarter to 2… walked out of the church with her hat on all nice and 

just had a fit.” The woman began screaming about the kind of people who lived in housing projects, “all of us 

on welfare, sitting down lazy and so on and didn’t have any money,” said Tillmon, “and my eyes just went 

like that.” 

Being yelled at by a church lady was the final affront. Tillmon went to her friend at the community 

association and said, “We oughta do something.” What she did was sly but effective. She sent notes to every 

woman in the housing project on welfare asking them that they come to the office to discuss their lease and 

benefits. Three hundred worried women showed up. First, Tillmon reassured them; then, she organized them. 

She went to another housing project, and another. The women she gathered together called themselves Aid to 

Needy Children (ANC) Mothers Anonymous, and by August 1963, they had opened an office staffed by 

welfare recipients who helped others fight back against the bureaucracy, hold on to their checks, get the 

special grants, and give their children the food, clothes, and shelter they needed. 

You might say that the welfare rights movement was both behind the times and ahead of them. Even before 

the Marxist-oriented—and equally misunderstood—Wages for Housework group came along in the late 

1960s and 1970s to defend women’s work as an unacknowledged form of proletarian labor, the women of the 

NWRO understood that their unpaid daily grind had value—social as well as economic—and deserved 

recognition and compensation. “The ladies of NWRO are the front-line troops of women’s freedom,” wrote 

Tillmon. “Both because we have so few illusions and because our issues are so important to all women—the 

right to a living wage for women’s work, the right to life itself.” 

Defending women’s work was not on NOW’s agenda, however; at least not in the 1960s. Its bible, 

Friedan’s Feminine Mystique, spoke to middle-class wives who’d married for lack of other options and felt 

they were wasting their education and talents on children and chores. They wanted out of the house. They 

wanted professional fulfillment and equal pay. 

Between the NOW-style feminists and the welfare rights movement lay a class divide and a culture gap. “We 

thought white women were crazy to want to give up their cushiony Miss Cleaver life,” said Catherine 

Jermany of the Los Angeles County Welfare Rights Organization. “We thought that was a good life.” NOW, 

on the other hand, drafted a Bill of Rights in 1968 that demanded “that poor women be given the same access 

to opportunities as men, without prejudice based on their status as mothers.” It probably didn’t occur to the 

drafters that the workplace may have held less allure for black mothers than for white ones, since neither 

black men nor black women had much access to opportunity, whatever their parental status.  

NWRO members sometimes went to NOW meetings, but they rarely felt welcome. Some NOW members had 

called the NWRO’s insistence on the choice to work or stay home a “hollow choice”; welfare activists were 

said to perpetuate sexist stereotypes. The NWRO didn’t necessarily like the feminists who visited them either. 

They weren’t pleased when Gloria Steinem spoke at one of their meetings in 1971 and trashed men—at least, 

that’s how they interpreted her remarks. The welfare mothers didn’t see the male-female divide the way 

younger feminists did. They didn’t have a beef with individual men or with marriage as an institution—many 

of them would have been glad to have husbands. What they felt trapped in was a dysfunctional relationship 

with an abusive state. 

“Welfare is like a super-sexist marriage,” wrote Tillmon, in the most famous passage of her essay. “You trade 

in a man for the man. But you can’t divorce him if he treats you bad. He can divorce you, of course, cut you 

off anytime he wants. But in that case, he keeps the kids, not you. The man runs everything.” In the 1970s, the 

man was understood to be cops, prison guards, housing authorities, the entire apparatus of white control over 

black bodies. “The man, the welfare system, controls your money,” Tillmon continued. “He tells you what to 

http://www.mdpi.com/2076-0787/6/2/14/htm
https://books.google.com/books?id=PIN8uLfl5iYC&pg=PA221&dq=NWRO++Catherine+Jermany+miss+cleaver&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjg8NDdxO_bAhXjtlkKHb2aAzEQ6AEIKTAA#v=onepage&q=NWRO%20%20Catherine%20Jermany%20miss%20cleaver&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=PIN8uLfl5iYC&pg=PA221&dq=NWRO++Catherine+Jermany+miss+cleaver&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjg8NDdxO_bAhXjtlkKHb2aAzEQ6AEIKTAA#v=onepage&q=NWRO%20%20Catherine%20Jermany%20miss%20cleaver&f=false
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buy, what not to buy, where to buy it, and how much things cost. If things—rent, for instance—really cost 

more than he says they do, it’s just too bad for you. He’s always right.” 

Reproductive freedom was another area in which the two camps agreed superficially but misunderstood each 

other in fundamental ways. Mainstream feminists thought it meant access to birth control and abortion. 

Minority women, well aware that in the not-so-distant past, eugenicists had launched campaigns to limit their 

fertility, understood it to mean being able to have as many children as they wanted, when they wanted them. 

Even then, these women had to worry about being sterilized in order to qualify for federal benefits. As usual, 

Tillmon put it forcefully: 

In ordinary marriage, sex is supposed to be for your husband. On AFDC, you’re not supposed to have any sex 

at all. You give up control of your own body. It’s a condition of aid. You may even have to agree to get your 

tubes tied so you can never have more children just to avoid being cut off welfare. 

Tillmon’s final word on reproduction was this: “Nobody realizes more than poor women that all women 

should have the right to control their own reproduction.” If you’d taken that sentence and put it on a placard 

and waved it at a protest back then, white women and black women would have thought it meant very 

different things. 

George A. Wiley Papers/Wisconsin Historical Society 
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Tillmon addressing a Mother’s Day March, with Wiley sitting beside her and Ethel Kennedy looking on, 

Washington, D.C., circa 1968–1969 

Over time, the National Welfare Rights Organization began to focus less on welfare rights and more on a 

guaranteed minimum income. Minimum income was meant to be a lifeline for all, stripped of any eligibility 

requirement other than straight-up economic need. This particular emphasis owed much to two Columbia 

University professors, Frances Fox Piven and Richard Cloward, who in the early 1960s developed some 

unusual theories about fighting poverty. They saw that people on welfare weren’t getting as much money as 

they were owed by law, and that millions of others weren’t getting any part of what they were due: “For every 

person on the rolls, there was another who was eligible.” If the poor could unite and form a mass movement 

and demand all the cash assistance the law said they should have, Piven and Cloward argued, that “would 

surely make a dent in the hunger, malnutrition, and poverty problem in the United States.” But Piven and 

Cloward didn’t stop there. They wanted to get rid of welfare altogether. Their thinking went like this: if all the 

people who were eligible got what they were owed, they’d break the banks of city and state governments, and 

the welfare bureaucracy would collapse. In the face of such a crisis, the federal government would have to 

intervene. The most logical intervention would be a guaranteed income, which, in Piven and Cloward’s view, 

would be the fairest redistribution of wealth to the poor. 

As strategies go, it was risky—what if breaking the bank led to less welfare, not more?—but Cloward found 

someone willing to try it. George Wiley had taken a leave from a professorship at Syracuse University in the 

early 1960s to join the Congress of Racial Equality, which had organized the Freedom Rides; he rose in 

CORE’s ranks, then lost a battle to become its leader and quit. Wiley liked the idea of mobilizing the poor and 

agreed with Piven and Cloward that a guaranteed minimum income was a good idea. Wiley never returned to 

academia. Instead, he visited the welfare rights groups that, like Tillmon’s, were popping up around the 

country in order to learn what they were thinking. In the spring of 1966, he helped the Ohio group orchestrate 

the Walk for Decent Welfare and concurrent protests. He convened a “national welfare rights meeting” in 

Chicago a few months later, in August 1966.  

Tillmon came to that meeting and found it electrifying. “Most of us had never been anywhere before, never 

met other people outside our own cities, never had an opportunity to talk about ourselves, our organizations, 

our communities,” she said. “People felt something they never felt before. They knew they weren’t alone in 

the situation.” One of the most empowering ideas was that welfare wasn’t charity but a right, because 

everyone deserved a decent standard of living. Tillmon explained with her usual pithiness: “The truth is a job 

doesn’t necessarily mean an adequate income. There are some ten million jobs that now pay less than the 

minimum wage, and if you’re a woman, you’ve got the best chance of getting one.”  

A guaranteed income for the poor wasn’t as novel as it sounded; nor was the idea the sole property of the 

radical left. The American revolutionary Thomas Paine had declared that nations should give every twenty-

one-year-old a lump sum on the grounds that those who inherit land have an unfair advantage over those who 

don’t. The libertarian thinker Friedrich Hayek supported “a sort of floor below which nobody need fall.” 

Another fierce defender of free markets, the Chicago School economist Milton Friedman, called for a 

negative income tax according to which, if you reported less than a certain amount, the Internal Revenue 

Service would pay you. 

Between 1965 and 1970, the number of families on welfare more than doubled. So, too, did total AFDC 

payments, from $6.3 billion to $14 billion. Much of this growth reflected rising unemployment. But the 

welfare rights movement was having an effect, too. Administrators attested to the fact that recipients acted as 

if they were owed their benefits, rather than humbly accepting their alms. 

The National Welfare Rights Organization’s successes impressed the leaders of the civil rights movement. 

Andrew Young, a senior aide to Martin Luther King Jr., once gave the welfare movement credit for helping to 

turn King and the Southern Christian Leadership Council toward economic issues in the second half of the 

1960s. In 1967, at a speech at Stanford University, King declared, “It seems to me that the Civil Rights 

https://www.thenation.com/article/weight-poor-strategy-end-poverty/
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movement must now begin to organize for the guaranteed annual income.” When King was planning the Poor 

People’s Campaign in 1968, he sought the NWRO’s endorsement. The encounter gave the organization’s 

women a chance to exact some revenge; they had often asked to meet him and had been rebuffed. So the 

NWRO made King come to a meeting to ask for its endorsement in person. When he showed up, the women 

bombarded him with technical questions about pending welfare legislation. King hemmed and hawed 

until Tillmon said, “You know, Dr. King, if you don’t know, you should say you don’t know.” King looked 

her straight in the eye and said, “Mrs. Tillmon, we don’t know about welfare and we have come to learn.” 

Watching King defer to Tillmon thrilled the women of the NWRO; the men of the civil rights movement were 

not known for listening to women. 

Getty Images 

http://articles.latimes.com/1995-07-09/news/ls-21958_1_welfare-rights/2
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President-elect Richard Nixon introducing Daniel Patrick Moynihan as the head of the new Council on Urban 

Affairs he created on January 23, 1969 

The push for a guaranteed minimum income yielded results in 1969, when the NWRO was at the peak of its 

influence. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, the Harvard professor (and later, Democratic senator) who had become 

President Richard Nixon’s urban policy guru, held a press conference at the White House to announce the 

Family Assistance Plan (FAP). Nixon thought that calling it a guaranteed minimum income plan would 

alienate conservatives and Moynihan didn’t use the term, but that’s what it was. The measure was designed to 

replace the AFDC. Had it passed, the FAP would have been, as Moynihan later wrote, “the most far-reaching 

new domestic legislation since the New Deal.” All families below the poverty line would get Tom Paine’s 

lump sum. It wouldn’t be taken away even if someone in the family was already working. No one would 

come sniffing around to see whether there was one parent in the household or two. Since the subsidy would 

come from the federal government, it wouldn’t vary from state to state, the way welfare did. (Welfare checks 

in the South tended to be a fraction of those in the North.) A week after the announcement, Gallup polls found 

that two thirds of the nation, Republicans as well as Democrats, supported the FAP. 

The Family Assistance Plan seems unimaginably progressive by today’s standards, but it wasn’t received that 

way at the time. The NWRO thought the stipends were stingy: $1,600 for a family of four (or with food 

stamps, $2,464; about $14,000 in today’s values). The “ladies” declared that $2,464 wouldn’t pay for a 

nutritious diet or any of the other special needs they’d fought for, such as clothing, furniture, and so on. They 

drafted a counterproposal and had it introduced in the Senate by Eugene McCarthy (Democrat of Minnesota), 

the former presidential candidate and liberal champion. His legislation called for a minimum income of 

$5,500 for a family of four; the NWRO later upped that amount to $6,500. 

The NWRO women had another objection to the FAP, however—one not shared by Wiley. The Moynihan 

proposal had a work requirement: all able-bodied adults and parents whose children had entered school would 

have had to register for work or training or lose their benefits, although their children would keep 

theirs. President Nixon called this “workfare,” and he was the first politician to use the term that Clintonian 

welfare reform turned into common parlance two decades later. Moynihan later argued that some incentive to 

work had to be included “to protect the program from political attack from the right,” and to make sure that 

the program “decreased dependency” and “increased the number of families that were essentially self-

sufficient.” Wiley agreed with Moynihan that a guaranteed-income program would indeed have to exhibit “a 

certain degree of reverence for the Protestant ethic” in order to be palatable to the American public, and that 

dependency was a thing to guard against. The “ladies” were having none of it. Their position was that if 

mothers were dependent, that’s because they weren’t being supported in the work they were already doing. 

They took workfare as an abridgment of their rights as mothers. As one of their leaders, Beulah Sanders, 

wrote to the House Ways and Means Committee: 

Surely the mother is in the best position to know what effect her taking a particular job would have on her 

young school child, but now we are told that for welfare mothers the choice will be made for them, work for 

the mother, government centers for the children, the government decides. 

The NWRO lobbied individual politicians in an effort to raise the stipend, but when that didn’t seem to work, 

the organization escalated its tactics. Wiley started characterizing the bill as a racist attack on the poor. The 

NWRO came up with a slogan, “Zap FAP,” and called for poor people to rise up and protest against the bill. 

Members of the NWRO camped out for an entire day in the office of Robert Finch, the secretary of the 

Department of Housing, Education, and Welfare, until they were evicted and arrested. The Washington 

Post ran a photograph of Wiley smiling and leaning back expansively in Finch’s chair, his feet up on the desk. 

Then the mothers staged a three-hour “wait-in” at the Senate Finance Committee’s hearing room to demand 

the right to testify. The committee’s chairman—the segregationist Long, as it turns out—sniped: “If they can 

find time to march in the street, picket, and sit all day in committee hearing rooms, they can find time to do 

http://www.thepublicdiscourse.com/2015/09/15600/
https://books.google.com/books?id=N6cwDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA124&lpg=PA124&dq=nwro+eugene+mccarthy+FAP&source=bl&ots=9vLZgznSkz&sig=z1Q4ukBFW6tz3kvF8QJ43fnAyR0&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiOo8DQyO_bAhXBt1kKHb2XCEoQ6AEIRzAE#v=onepage&q=nwro%20eugene%20mccarthy%20FAP&f=false
http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=2191
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some useful work.” The Post’s photograph that day featured Tillmon pointing an accusatory finger, her face 

distorted by anger. The press was turning against the NWRO. 

The FAP got through the House of Representatives, but died in the Senate Finance Committee. Moynihan 

blamed the NWRO, accusing it of having become an urban welfare elite that was too afraid of losing its cushy 

benefits to understand that his plan would raise the standard of living for “the working poor in Maine, Puerto 

Ricans in the Caribbean, Navajos in New Mexico, even blacks in Mississippi.” Moreover, by invoking race in 

their criticism of his bill, Moynihan said that the NWRO had squandered “a significant social opportunity,” 

because, he added bitterly, “Whites could not say this, but blacks could have. But blacks, too, were 

traumatized. To contradict the NWRO was both to break ranks and to risk a fearsome fury.” 

Getty Images 

Beulah Sanders of the NWRO, flanked by colleagues Etta Horn and George Wiley, quieting shouts of “sock it 

to him” as she argued for a radical overhaul of the nation’s welfare system before the Democratic Platform 

Committee at the 1968 national convention, Chicago, Illinois 

It is hard not to hear the sexism in the phrase “fearsome fury,” or Moynihan’s rage toward blacks who refused 

to express the proper gratitude. But the death of the FAP marked the beginning of the NWRO’s decline. By 

1971, the organization had half the membership it had had two years earlier. It was losing as many battles as it 

was winning, and even when it won, it lost by inciting further opposition. Wiley tried to form alliances with 

other poor people’s groups and the anti-war movement; while they welcomed his help, they didn’t return the 

favor by doing much for him. Besides, the other NWRO leaders felt that these partnerships diluted their 

message. In 1972, they pushed Wiley out as executive director and replaced him with Tillmon. She lacked his 
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fundraising skills, however, and by 1975, the organization could no longer pay the rent or the telephone bills 

for its basement office in Washington, and shut itself down. 

The demise of the NWRO did not signal the end of the welfare rights movement. Local groups kept 

advocating for recipients for decades, but they had lost their most visible representative. In 1973, Wiley and 

some former NWRO associates started a populist, grassroots organization meant to appeal to all low-income 

and middle-income Americans, not just blacks and welfare recipients, which they called the Movement for 

Economic Justice. Its causes would be better jobs, tax reform, national health insurance, decent housing, and 

other still-pressing objectives. Later that year, however, Wiley died during a storm on the Chesapeake Bay, 

falling over the side of an old eighteen-foot wooden cruiser he’d bought and was planning to fix up for his 

children. The Movement for Economic Justice limped along for three more years, until it, too, closed, in 1976. 

Tillmon, meanwhile, moved back to California and settled not far from her old housing project in Watts with 

her new husband, Harvey Blackston, a blues harmonica player of some renown. She worked with a local 

welfare rights group and became an adviser to then-Governor Jerry Brown, and later to the Republican 

Governor George Deukmejian. She died, aged sixty-nine, of diabetes in 1995. 

By then, much of what she had fought for had died, too. It is possible to trace a line from the coded sexism 

and racism of Moynihan’s complaints about the National Welfare Rights Organization through Ronald 

Reagan’s open attacks on welfare mothers(“lazy parasites,” “pigs at the trough”) to Clinton’s 1996 welfare 

reform, Temporary Aid for Needy Families (TANF), which replaced the AFDC. Besides imposing 

“workfare” and giving recipients only a certain number of years of welfare (the number varies from state to 

state), TANF distributes welfare funds to states in the form of block grants. States can do what they want with 

that money, and what many of them have done is siphon it off for other programs; they then deal with the 

shortfall by making eligibility requirements ever more stringent and the process of applying for welfare ever 

more onerous. When Edin and Shaefer went from city to city to research their book $2 a Day, they found that 

many of the poor mothers whom they encountered hadn’t even heard of TANF, and didn’t know they were 

entitled to its benefits. In their telling, one potential recipient finally yielded to her friends’ insistence that she 

should apply: after waiting all day standing in line, she was told to go home and apply online—and then told 

she’d still have to come back for an appointment and wait in line again. Food stamps (SNAP) and the 

children’s health insurance program (CHIP) are better known, but the Trump administration is now trying to 

dismantle those programs, too. 

But if welfare has all but died, the idea of a basic income has enjoyed a resurrection, bringing us full circle 

back to Piven, Cloward, and the NWRO. The universal basic income (UBI), like the guaranteed minimum 

income before it, finds advocates on both the left and the right. Among the UBI’s most vocal supporters are 

Silicon Valley executives who argue that virtually everyone will need a guaranteed income as they’re 

displaced by robots with advanced artificial intelligence and the ability to perform even managerial jobs. 

There are as many versions of the UBI as there are people clamoring for it. Libertarians such as the Cato 

Institute and Charles Murray see it as a way to shrink government, since a central bureaucracy would no 

longer have to administer so many programs; Murray’s version of UBI would wipe out all other forms of 

assistance, including Medicare and Social Security. Andy Stern, the former union leader, agrees with those 

who say that jobs aren’t coming back, but his UBI would hold onto health insurance and Social 

Security. Plenty of respected economists scoff at the whole idea, which they estimate would cost as much as 

$3 trillion a year in the US. Its advocates see it as a necessary and inevitable redistribution of the wealth 

currently hoarded by the exorbitantly rich, to be funded by wealth taxes, financial-transaction taxes, and 

military spending cuts. 

As driverless cars and trucks threaten to make obsolete the largest single occupation in the United States, it is 

becoming clear that the idea of a UBI is not going away. Finland recently conducted a pilot program (though 

shut it down early). Canada is conducting its own tests. The bankrupt city of Stockton, California, will be 

handing out $500 a month to about a hundred low-income families in the fall, no strings attached. There’s a 

passionate debate about a UBI in Scotland. It seems an apt moment to recall the NWRO and heed its 

https://www.nytimes.com/1995/11/27/us/johnnie-tillmon-blackston-welfare-reformer-dies-at-69.html
https://books.google.com/books?id=xGfg9E8stfkC&pg=PA178&lpg=PA178&dq=reagan+lazy+parasites,%E2%80%9D+%E2%80%9Cpigs+at+the+trough&source=bl&ots=X8k4iRtJJF&sig=0wFlnaCzVMZrc-DEEKbJ6Xt1IM0&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjOyrbvy-_bAhXQtlkKHcsxCrAQ6AEILzAC#v=onepage&q=reagan%20lazy%20parasites%2C%E2%80%9D%20%E2%80%9Cpigs%20at%20the%20trough&f=false
http://prospect.org/article/conversation-andy-stern-case-universal-basic-income
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/07/30/universal-basic-income-may-be-humane-or-a-3-trillion-dollar-black-hole.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/30/business/stockton-basic-income.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/30/business/stockton-basic-income.html
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objections. Any floor under the needy must be generous enough to let people live with dignity, and it should 

be attentive to the particular needs of caregivers (some versions of UBI would withhold it from children, a 

policy that would punish stay-at-home parents). And today’s women’s rights advocates should embrace the 

policy, rather than leave it to the handful of economists who understand that it’s a feminist cause. As the 

women of the NWRO knew through hard experience, society owes a big debt to mothers for the work they do 

free of charge to rear the next generation and enrich the world. 

 

http://www.nybooks.com/daily/2018/06/26/forgotten-feminisms-johnnie-tillmons-battle-against-the-man/  
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Little Panic: A Literary Laboratory Exploring What It Is Like to Live in the Stranglehold of Anxiety 

and What It Takes to Break Free 

“This terrible truth binds us all: fear there’s a single, unattainable, correct way to be human.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“Life and Reality are not things you can have for yourself unless you accord them to all others,” Alan 

Watts wrote in the early 1950s, nearly a quarter century before Thomas Nagel’s landmark essay “What Is It 

Like to Be a Bat?” unlatched the study of other consciousnesses and seeded the disorienting awareness that 

other beings — “beings who walk other spheres,” to borrow Whitman’s wonderful term — experience this 

world we share in ways thoroughly alien to our own. 

Today, we know that we need not step across the boundary of species to encounter such alien-seeming ways 

of inhabiting the world. There are innumerable ways of being human — we each experience life and reality in 

radically different ways merely by our way of seeing, but these differences are accentuated to an extreme 

when mental illness alters the elemental interiority of a consciousness. In these extreme cases, it can become 

impossible for even the most empathic imagination to grasp — not only cerebrally but with an embodied 

understanding — the slippery reality of an anguished consciousness so different from one’s own. Conversely, 

it can become impossible for those who share that anguish to articulate it, effecting an overwhelming sense of 

alienation and the false conviction that one is alone in one’s suffering. To convey that reality to those 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/06/alan-watts-reality/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1107604710/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1107604710/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/29/john-cameron-mitchell-walt-whitman/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/12/14/the-soul-of-an-octopus-sy-montgomery/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/08/12/on-looking-eleven-walks-with-expert-eyes/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1538711923/braipick-20
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unbedeviled by such mental anguish, and to wrap language around its ineffable interiority for others who 

suffer silently from the same, is therefore a creative feat and existential service of the highest caliber. 

That is what author, Happy Ending Music & Reading Series host, and my dear friend Amanda 

Stern accomplishes in Little Panic: Dispatches from an Anxious Life (public library) — part-memoir and part-

portrait of a cruelly egalitarian affliction that cuts across all borders of age, gender, race, and class, clutching 

one’s entire reality and sense of self in a stranglehold that squeezes life out. What emerges is a sort of literary 

laboratory of consciousness, anatomizing an all-consuming yet elusive feeling-pattern to explore what it takes 

to break the tyranny of worry and what it means to feel at home in oneself. 

Art by Catherine Lepange from Thin Slices of Anxiety: Observations and Advice to Ease a Worried Mind 

Part of the splendor of the book is the way Stern unspools the thread of being to the very beginning, all the 

way to the small child predating conscious memory. In consonance with Maurice Sendak, who so 

passionately believed that a centerpiece of healthy adulthood is “having your child self intact and alive and 

something to be proud of,” the child-Amanda emerges from the pages alive and real to articulate in that 

simple, profound way only children have what the yet-undiagnosed acute anxiety disorder actually feels like 

from the inside: 

Whenever I am afraid, worry sounds itself as sixty, seventy, radio channels playing at the same time inside 

my head. Refrains loop around and around my brain like fast jabber and I cannot get any of it to stop. I know 

there is something wrong with me, but no one knows how to fix me. Not anyone outside my body, and 

definitely not me. Eddie [Stern’s older brother] says a body is blood and bones and skin, and when everything 

falls off you’re a skeleton, but I am air pressure and tingly dots; energy and everything. I am air and nothing. 

[…] 

http://thehappyendingseries.com/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1538711923/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/little-panic-dispatches-from-an-anxious-life/oclc/1038786551&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/06/23/thin-slices-of-anxiety-catherine-lepage/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/01/21/maurice-sendak-studs-terkel/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/01/21/maurice-sendak-studs-terkel/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/06/23/thin-slices-of-anxiety-catherine-lepage/
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My breath flips on its side, horizontal and too wide to go through my lungs. 

The grave paradox of mental illness and mental health is that, despite what we now know about how 

profoundly our emotions affect our physical wellbeing, these terms sever the head from the body — the 

physical body and the emotional body. A century after William James proclaimed that “a purely disembodied 

human emotion is a nonentity,” Stern offers a powerful corrective for our ongoing cultural Cartesianism. Her 

vivid prose, pulsating with a life in language, invites the reader into the interiority of a deeply embodied mind 

that experiences and comprehends the world somatically: 

A burning clot of dread develops under my ribcage. One hundred radios are trapped in my head, all playing 

different stations at once. 

 

Art from Emotional Anatomy: The Structure of Experience 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/07/20/esther-sternberg-balance-within-stress-emotion/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/07/20/esther-sternberg-balance-within-stress-emotion/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/01/11/what-is-an-emotion-william-james/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/01/11/what-is-an-emotion-william-james/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/11/29/emotional-anatomy-stanley-keleman-vincent-perez/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/11/29/emotional-anatomy-stanley-keleman-vincent-perez/
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“I was born with a basketball net slung over my top ribs, where the world dunks its balls of dread,” she writes 

as she channels her young self’s budding awareness that something is terribly, fundamentally wrong with her: 

The kids around me are carefree and happy, but I’m not, and life doesn’t feel easy for me, ever, which means 

I’m being a kid in the wrong way. 

You can’t see the wrong on my outside, but I wish you could because then my mom would get me fixed. My 

mom can fix anything; she knows every doctor in New York City. 

And so Amanda is put through a series of tests. Although she is so small and slight as to be literally off the 

height and weight distribution chart for children her age, the medical tests fail to find the locus of her anguish: 

I am a growing constellation of errors. I don’t know what’s wrong with me, only that something is, and it 

must be too shameful to divulge, or so rare that even the doctors are stumped. 

Psychological tests follow. “Amanda equates performance with acceptability,” one clinician reports in the 

original test results punctuating the book like some ominous refrain of wrongness. Then there are the IQ tests. 

Growing up in an era well before scientists came to understand why we can’t measure so-called “general 

intelligence,” well before Howard Gardner revolutionized culture with his theory of multiple intelligences, the 

young Amanda does poorly on the tests — lest we forget, test-taking itself is an immensely anxiety-inducing 

act even for the average person unafflicted by a panic disorder. Deemed learning-disabled and held back a 

grade, she reanimates that first school day of her second second year in sixth grade: 

The air is fresh, the slight coolness in front of each breeze carrying the smell of change and beginning, except 

I’m not changing; my worries keep repeating themselves, just like the rest of my life. 

Looking back on this disorienting and rather punitive experience, Stern writes: 

There was a version of me that felt out of alignment with who I really was. The adults’ version had me 

learning disabled, and the other version — mine — had me devoured by mental anguish. 

It would be more than a decade until that mental anguish is finally correctly diagnosed as a severe panic 

disorder. But the intervening time — those formative years when one’s sense of self sets in as the child 

morphs into a young adult — is filled with a growing, gnawing shame of otherness. It takes root in the child’s 

conscience as she finds herself unable to learn to tell time. Her world is governed not by clocks and calendars 

but by countdowns tolling her acute separation anxiety — the suffocating dread of being away from her mom: 

Away is what time is made of; away is counted in fear-seconds, not number-seconds. 

[…] 

Time moves everyone forward, but it’s always forgetting to bring me. 

Perhaps the most savaging aspect of anxiety is how it kidnaps its victims from the present moment and hurls 

them into the dungeon of a dread-filled future. Channeling the early experience that becomes an overtone of 

her young life, she writes: 

Sometimes I feel like I’m watching a movie about myself. I am always in the future somehow, separated from 

my body, and it’s from there I feel sad for the moment I’m living. Soon this moment will be gone; it will turn 

into another moment that will go, and I think I must be the only person who feels life as though it’s already 

over. This is the weight I feel every time the sun goes down. No matter how hard I try to stop the feeling, I 

can’t. Even if I run from it, it meets me wherever I land. 

At night, when I’m in bed, I try to hear the house sounds that comfort me: the low mumblings of my siblings, 

the tamped down warble of the radio, the needle’s skipped return over scratches inside a song, the ceramic 

clatter of plates being rinsed, and the first turbulent bumps of the dishwasher before it coasts into its varoom 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/11/30/siddhartha-mukherjee-the-gene-intelligence/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/11/30/siddhartha-mukherjee-the-gene-intelligence/
http://explore.brainpickings.org/post/42511692554/1-linguistic-intelligence-the-capacity-to-use
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lulling hum. My mother’s voice talking on the phone curls its way to my room, and I pull it toward me, past 

the other sounds, and try to swallow it inside me. 

Anxiety warps time and space for this young mind trying to navigate the world’s topography of dread: 

When people try to explain that uptown is not far, or that a weekend isn’t long, it makes me feel worse, more 

afraid that my worries are right, and that the world I live in is different from the world everyone else lives in. 

That means I’m different, something I don’t want other people to figure out about me. Something is wrong 

inside me; I’ve always known that, but I don’t want anyone to ever see that I’m not the same as they are. 

This sense of being a problem to be solved becomes the dominant overtone of young Amanda’s life, until it 

swells into the aching suspicion that there may be no solution to it at all — that she is doomed to a life marked 

by the wrong way of being human: 

There is a way to be and I’m not being it, and I don’t know how to change. Is there someone I should be the 

exact copy of, and they’ve forgotten to introduce me? Or maybe a person is supposed to be a fact, like an 

answer that doesn’t change, and I’m more like an opinion, which the world doesn’t want? 

This terrifying suspicion seeps into the fabric of her being, permeating every aspect of her life. It leads her 

into confused and conflicted relationships that distort her understanding of love and leave her with a version 

of the same question: 

Is this what real life is then? An endless effort to match the story of yourself someone else tells? 

 

Art by Lisbeth Zwerger from a rare edition of Alice in Wonderland 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/07/07/best-illustrations-alice-in-wonderland/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/07/07/best-illustrations-alice-in-wonderland/
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When she is finally diagnosed with a panic disorder that gives shape and validity to her lifelong experience, 

she meets her diagnosis with elated relief. (A century earlier, Alice James — Henry and William James’s 

brilliant sister — had articulated that selfsame elation in her extraordinary diary: “Ever since I have been ill, I 

have longed and longed for some palpable disease, no matter how conventionally dreadful a label it might 

have, but I was always driven back to stagger alone under the monstrous mass of subjective sensations, which 

that sympathetic being ‘the medical man’ had no higher inspiration than to assure me I was personally 

responsible for, washing his hands of me with a graceful complacency under my very nose.”) Stern writes: 

I feel weirdly solid, like I’m a valid human being. I didn’t even realize my feelings were categorizable as 

symptoms. Panic disorder. The air is softer, expansive, as though the world has suddenly opened and is 

unfolding every opportunity my panic had once ruled out. Every single thing in my life now makes perfect 

sense: the connections I couldn’t bridge; the choices I couldn’t make; the strange switches the natural world 

and all its sunsets turned on and off in me. 

From this deeply personal experience emerges the universal assurance that what doesn’t kill you makes you 

more alive. Stern writes: 

Over my life I’ve worried so much and feared so many things, and though many of those things actually 

happened, here I am, still alive, having survived what I thought I couldn’t. I didn’t turn out the way I thought I 

would: I didn’t get married and I didn’t have kids, and the not-having didn’t kill me either. 

[…] 

We are all just moments in time, a blink in a trillion-year history, even if our existence sometimes feels 

endless. 

Art by Derek Dominic D’souza from Song of Two Worlds by Alan Lightman 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/08/07/diary-of-alice-james-death/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/02/10/song-of-two-worlds-alan-lightman-derek-dominic-dsouza/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/02/10/song-of-two-worlds-alan-lightman-derek-dominic-dsouza/
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With an eye to the centrality of anxiety in her own blink of existence, she telescopes to a larger truth about 

this widespread yet largely invisible affliction that seems a fundamental feature of being human: 

When did it start? It started before I was born. It started before my mother was born. It started when friction 

created the world. When does anything start? It doesn’t, it just grows, sometimes to unmanageable heights, 

and then, when you’re at the very edge, it becomes clear: something must be done. 

Left untreated, anxiety disorders, like fingernails, grow with a person. The longer they go untended, the more 

mangled and painful they become. Often, they spiral, straight out of control, splitting and splintering into 

other disorders, like depression, social anxiety, agoraphobia. A merry-go-round of features we rise and fall 

upon. Separation anxiety handicaps its captors, preventing them from leaving bad relationships, moving far 

from home, going on trips, to parties, applying for jobs, having children, getting married, seeing friends, or 

falling asleep. Some people are so crippled by their anxiety they have panic attacks in anticipation of having a 

panic attack. 

 

Art by Harvey Weiss from Time Is When by Beth Youman Gleick 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/10/20/time-is-when-gleick/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/10/20/time-is-when-gleick/
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I’ve had panic attacks in nearly every part of New York City, even on Staten Island. I’ve had them in taxis, on 

subways, public bathrooms, banks, street corners, in Washington Square Park, on multiple piers, the 

Manhattan Bridge, Chinatown, the East Village, the Upper East Side, Central Park, Lincoln Center, the 

dressing room at Urban Outfitters, Mamoun’s Falafel, the Bobst library, the Mid-Manhattan Library, the main 

library branch, the Brooklyn Library, the Fort Greene Farmer’s Market, laundromats, book kiosks, in the 

entrance of FAO Schwartz, at the post office, the steps of the Met, on stoops, at the Brooklyn Flea, in bars, at 

friends’ houses, on stage, in the shower, in queen-sized beds, double beds, twin beds, in my crib. 

I’ve grown so expert at hiding them, most people would never even know that I’m suffering. How, after all, 

do you explain that a restaurant’s decision to dim their lights swelled your throat shut, and that’s why you 

must leave immediately, not just the restaurant, but the neighborhood? If you cannot point to something, then 

it is invisible. Like a cult leader, anxiety traps you and convinces you that you’re the only one it sees. 

In a sentiment that calls to mind poet Nikki Giovanni’s remark to James Baldwin that “if you don’t 

understand yourself you don’t understand anybody else,” Stern adds: 

For better or worse, we can only teach others what we understand… Each person begins, after all, as a story 

other people tell. And when we fall outside the confines of our common standards, we will assume our 

deficits define us. 

[…] 

My fear and my conviction were the same: that I was the flaw in the universe; the wrongly circled letter in our 

multiple-choice world. This terrible truth binds us all: fear there’s a single, unattainable, correct way to be 

human. 

Little Panic stands as a mighty antidote to that universal fear. Complement it with Catherine 

Lepange’s illustrated meditation on anxiety and Seneca’s millennia-old, timeless wisdom on how to tame this 

psychic monster, then revisit William Styron’s classic masterwork accomplishing for the kindred monster of 

depression what Stern accomplishes for anxiety. 

 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/06/20/little-panic-amanda-

stern/?mc_cid=f8c0d630ee&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/04/04/james-baldwin-nikki-giovannis-dialogue/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/04/04/james-baldwin-nikki-giovannis-dialogue/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1538711923/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/06/23/thin-slices-of-anxiety-catherine-lepage/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/08/27/seneca-anxiety/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/08/27/seneca-anxiety/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/02/09/depression-william-styron-darkness-visible/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/06/20/little-panic-amanda-stern/?mc_cid=f8c0d630ee&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/06/20/little-panic-amanda-stern/?mc_cid=f8c0d630ee&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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Neanderthals practiced close-range hunting 120,000 years ago 

 

Johannes Gutenberg Universitaet Mainz 

Summary: 

Scientists reports the oldest unambiguous hunting lesions documented in the history of humankind. The 

lesions were found on skeletons of two large-sized extinct fallow deer killed by Neanderthals about 120,000 

years ago around the shores of a small lake near present-day Halle in the eastern part of Germany. 

      

FULL STORY 

 

 

Estimated impact angle shown in relation to a standing fallow deer for the hunting lesion observed in the 

pelvis of an extinct fallow deer killed by Neanderthals 120,000 years ago on a lakeshore close to current-day 

Halle in Germany. 
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Credit: Copyright Eduard Pop, MONREPOS Archaeological Research Center and Museum for Human 

Behavioral Evolution, Römisch-Germanisches Zentralmuseum, Leibniz Research Institute for Archaeology 

(RGZM 

An international team of scientists reports the oldest unambiguous hunting lesions documented in the history 

of humankind. The lesions were found on skeletons of two large-sized extinct fallow deer killed by 

Neandertals about 120,000 years ago around the shores of a small lake (Neumark-Nord 1) near present-day 

Halle in the eastern part of Germany. The study was led by Professor Sabine Gaudzinski-Windheuser of the 

Department of Ancient Studies at Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz (JGU) and was now published in the 

journal Nature Ecology and Evolution. 

The study constitutes a significant step forward in our knowledge of the Neandertal niche. It demonstrates 

how Neandertals obtained their prey, first and foremost in terms of their much debated hunting equipment 

while also shedding light on their hunting skills. 

With an innovative experimental ballistic setup including state-of-the-art motion-sensor technology, the 

researchers were able to reproduce the specific form of one of the lesions. The results prove the use of a 

wooden thrusting spear that was impacted with low velocity. This suggests that Neandertals approached 

animals very closely and thrusted rather than threw their spears at the animals, most likely from an underhand 

thrusting angle. Such a confrontational way of hunting required careful planning and concealment as well as 

close cooperation between individual hunters. 

The lake where the hunts took place was surrounded by a close canopy forest, a type of environment deemed 

particularly challenging for hunter-gatherers, even modern human ones. Interestingly, the excavations in the 

Neumark-Nord area have yielded tens of thousands of bones of large mammals, including red and fallow 

deer, horses, and bovids, as well as thousands of lithic artefacts from this uniquely rich Last Interglacial lake 

landscape, attesting to the success of Neandertal survival in forested environments. 

"Although hominins most likely started hunting with weapons more than 500,000 years ago, actual evidence 

on how wooden spear-like objects like those found at Clacton-on-Sea in England as well as in Schöningen 

and Lehringen in German were used was absent prior to the identification of the Neumark-Nord hunting 

lesions," stated Gaudzinski-Windheuser. "As far as spear use is concerned, we now finally have the crime 

scene fitting to the proverbial smoking gun." 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by Johannes Gutenberg Universitaet Mainz. Note: Content may be edited for style and 

length. 

 

Journal Reference: 

1. Sabine Gaudzinski-Windheuser, Elisabeth S. Noack, Eduard Pop, Constantin Herbst, Johannes 

Pfleging, Jonas Buchli, Arne Jacob, Frieder Enzmann, Lutz Kindler, Radu Iovita, Martin Street, Wil 

Roebroeks. Evidence for close-range hunting by last interglacial Neanderthals. Nature Ecology & 

Evolution, 2018; 2 (7): 1087 DOI: 10.1038/s41559-018-0596-1 

 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/07/180702111122.htm  

http://www.uni-mainz.de/presse/aktuell/5508_ENG_HTML.php
http://www.uni-mainz.de/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41559-018-0596-1
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Forgotten Feminisms: An Appeal Against ‘Domestic Despotism’ 

Judith Shulevitz 

Birmingham Museums and Art Gallery/Bridgeman Images 

Walter Langley: But Oh for the Touch of a Vanished Hand, 1888 

Women have long understood the iniquity of their degradation and lack of basic human rights, and written 

about it. Until relatively recently, however, their observations couldn’t build on one another to create a body 

of thought in the way, say, Western male political philosophy was able to do. Feminism (a coinage just over a 

century old) lacked continuity. It progressed through the centuries much as the Dodo ran the Caucus-Race 

in Alice in Wonderland: it took a step, stopped, forgot where it was, ran around in a circle, and started all over 

again. Books or essays or letters were written, read, then disappeared, and their authors disappeared, too. 

Maybe they had insisted on anonymity, or published under men’s names. Only in the past fifty years or so 

have scholars of feminism begun to excavate women’s political investigations to restore them to their places 

in what we can now call a feminist canon. 

But not all historical feminists who warrant a chapter (at the very least) in the anthologies have been given 

one. That’s not necessarily because they were less brilliant than Mary Wollstonecraft, Simone de Beauvoir, 

bell hooks, and others you’re likely to spot on Intro-to-Feminism syllabuses. A better explanation for their 

obscurity is that there’s a lot to read and we haven’t fully recognized the value of it all yet. In some cases, 

texts are still being discovered; in others, they are known but overlooked. And, on occasion, what has been 

forgotten is not the feminist herself (or, less often, himself), but her lesser-known ideas. We may be familiar, 

for example, with what Elizabeth Cady Stanton had to say about suffrage, but she also had important insights 

http://www.nybooks.com/contributors/judith-shulevitz/
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into women’s poverty and suggestions for how to alleviate it. Her reflections on that subject were influential 

in their time, but are rarely read today. 

In this series (of which this essay is the first installment), I will write about forgotten feminisms, early and 

late, that I think deserve more attention than they’re getting now. I begin with a book written in 1825 by a 

woman, the activist Anna Doyle Wheeler, and a man, an economist named William Thompson. Both led 

extraordinary lives and they collaborated on a tract that is so forthright and angry, and has such smart things 

to say about issues we still argue over today, that I guarantee you will wonder why you’ve never heard of it 

before. 

—Judith Shulevitz 

 

In 1825, William Thompson, a socialist economist, and Anna Doyle Wheeler, a writer and speaker on 

women’s rights, published a book-length tract with a title that is so strongly worded—Appeal of One Half the 

Human Race, Women, Against the Pretension of the Other Half, Men, to Retain Them in Political, and thence 

in Civil and Domestic, Slavery—that the modern reader may feel the need to flip back and check the 

publication date. This was the boldest attack on the patriarchy since Mary Wollstonecraft’s A Vindication of 

the Rights of Woman, which had come out some thirty-three years earlier, in 1792. John Stuart Mill’s The 

Subjection of Women, which appeared forty-four years after the Appeal, in 1869, is generally thought to be 

the next important entry in the feminist canon after Wollstonecraft. But the Appeal belongs squarely between 

the two. If the criterion for canonization is elegance of style, it rivals both. If the criterion is contemporary 

relevance, it outshines them. And yet, hardly anyone reads the Appeal anymore. The copy I borrowed from 

the library at Columbia University, which has a thriving women’s studies program, had a smattering of due 

dates stamped in the back. It took two days to arrive from Princeton, New Jersey. 

The Appeal is so far ahead of its time that our own is just barely catching up to it. The insight that makes it 

feel most of our moment has to do with what we now call the “motherhood penalty,” which Thompson and 

Wheeler see as a—perhaps, the—primary cause of women’s social inferiority. They had a precocious critique 

of equality feminism. Even in a society in which women had access to all the same educational and 

professional opportunities as men—a society that had never existed when they were writing and is today only 

partially realized—women would still fall behind, they said. Mothers performing unremunerated reproductive 

labor would inevitably incur a pecuniary loss: “Were all partial restraints, were unequal laws and unequal 

morals removed, were all the means and careers of all species of knowledge and exertion equally open to both 

sexes; still the barriers of physical organization must, under the system of individual competition, keep 

depressed the average station of women beneath that of men.” (Here, “physical organization” means 

“reproductive capacity” and “competition” means “capitalism.”) 

Neither Wollstonecraft nor Mill seriously considered the economic implications of motherhood, or saw it as a 

barrier to equality. When Wollstonecraft advocated emancipation, she did so in the name of motherhood—as 

long as it was “rational” and “natural,” that is, informed by a good education and not deformed by the 

enfeebling feminine ideals of the age. Mill said that when a woman married, she chose as her profession “the 

management of a household, and the bringing up of a family, as the first call on her exertions.” 

Thompson and Wheeler, by contrast, perceived that motherhood intrinsically disadvantaged women, at least 

under capitalism, since capitalists profited from women’s free labor and weren’t likely to start paying for it. 

Thompson and Wheeler also weren’t keen on the gendered geography (as we might say today) that trapped 

women in the home and made them financially dependent on men who were free to go out and earn. 

They called the domestic sphere “the eternal prison-house of the wife.” 

How did Thompson and Wheeler arrive at such modern ideas? The Appeal was written to rebut an essay by 

James Mill, John Stuart’s father, a prominent Utilitarian philosopher. In that tract, the Essay on 

Government (1820), which is still taught today, Mill argued for an extension of the franchise—but only to a 

https://digital.library.lse.ac.uk/objects/lse:cik442nul
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/07/upshot/a-child-helps-your-career-if-youre-a-man.html
https://books.google.com/books?id=bmJBAQAAMAAJ&pg=PR11&lpg=PR11&dq=Were+all+partial+restraints,+were+unequal+laws+and+unequal+morals+removed,+were+all+the+means+and+careers+of+all+species+of+knowledge+and+exertion+equally+open+to+both+sexes+still+the+barriers+of+physical+organization+must,+under+the+system+of+individual+competition,+keep+depressed+the+average+station+of+women+beneath+that+of+men&source=bl&ots=5uJC6gyruO&sig=VUrnWc44CvfsJsHt-kmnghPemgw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiX6u74q6PaAhVmm-AKHcBCCw0Q6AEILTAB#v=onepage&q=Were%20all%20partial%20restraints%2C%20were%20unequal%20laws%20and%20unequal%20morals%20removed%2C%20were%20all%20the%20means%20and%20careers%20of%20all%20species%20of%20knowledge%20and%20exertion%20equally%20open%20to%20both%20sexes%20still%2
https://books.google.com/books?id=PlZll-SI1FQC&pg=PA164&lpg=PA164&dq=the+management+of+a+household,+and+the+bringing+up+of+a+family,+as+the+first+call+on+her+exertions&source=bl&ots=Dncqi4kR6i&sig=XSN5NCPYTysMlbXwlHKJyQ20w9E&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjymcqsrKPaAhWuVN8KHdjLDHwQ6AEIKzAB#v=onepage&q=the%20management%20of%20a%20household%2C%20and%20the%20bringing%20up%20of%20a%20family%2C%20as%20the%20first%20call%20on%20her%20exertions&f=false
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broader swath of men. In a throwaway line, he said that women didn’t need political representation because 

their fathers or husbands represented their interests well enough. 

* 

That assertion infuriated Wheeler, and it helps to know a thing or two about her to understand the intensity of 

her feelings. Born in 1785 in County Tipperary, Ireland, into an educated family of Anglo-Irish generals and 

statesmen, Wheeler was a free-spirited, maybe even wild-spirited, beauty. A nobleman spotted her at the races 

and, at the age of fifteen, she married him, against her mother’s strong wishes. She should have listened to her 

mother. Francis Massey Wheeler, a coarse man once described by his daughter as coming from a long line of 

fools, spent his fortune on horses, fox-hunting, and drinking while his vast estate in County Limerick fell 

apart. He forbade Anna to leave it. He beat and raped her regularly, and she bore him six children, only two of 

whom lived past infancy. 

Somehow, in the middle of all this, Wheeler “stretched out on her sofa,” as that same daughter, Rosina, later 

wrote, “deep in the perusal of some French or German philosophical work that had reached her via London.” 

Rosina was no fan of her mother, either, at least not for the first half of her life. She also said Anna had taken 

in the “pernicious fallacies” of the French Revolution and was “strongly tainted with the corresponding 

poison” of Wollstonecraft’s Vindication. 

After twelve years of marriage, Wheeler had a fairy-tale-like reversal of fortune and escaped in high style. 

She and her daughters snuck off to the coast and her brother sailed them to Guernsey. Her uncle, who was the 

island’s governor, lived in splendor in the gubernatorial mansion. He retained a French governess and 

teachers who taught his niece along with her daughters, and he introduced her to dukes, diplomats, and 

European émigrés. Charmed by her intelligence, they helped her cultivate the arts of repartee and debate. One 

duke, a cousin of the future king of France, courted her for twelve years, ignoring the fact that she was still 

married (until the death of Massey in 1820). It didn’t hurt Anna’s cause that she had matured into a beauty, 

with pale skin, gently curled chestnut hair, grey-blue eyes, an aquiline nose, and a mouth that was, according 

to her uncharacteristically complimentary daughter, “the most beautiful I ever saw, teeth dazzling as a row of 

oriental pearls; her smile most enchanting. Anna’s voice was low and sweet,” wrote Rosina, “the most 

excellent thing in women.” 

After Anna’s uncle returned to England, she left the island, too. One of her son-in-law’s biographers—Rosina 

married the bestselling novelist and politician Edward Bulwer, Lord Lytton—says that when she left, nearly 

everyone on Guernsey gathered on the beach to say goodbye. She moved to Caen, France, where she 

became, according to her grandson, “the bel esprit of a little group of socialists and freethinkers, to the 

support of whose doctrines she devoted both her purse and her pen.” These were the Saint-Simonistes, named 

after Claude-Henri de Rouvroy, Comte de Saint-Simon, a French aristocrat turned philosopher who proposed 

the formation of collectivist communities of industrial workers; his followers later developed a strain of 

eroticism (evident in Saint-Simon’s writings) that landed many of them in jail. 

Trading Caen for London, Wheeler became a friend and correspondent of Robert Owen, the founder of Co-

operativism, the leading British socialist movement at the time. Co-operators, also known as Owenites, were 

dismayed by the combined ravages of industrialization and increasing inequality, and envisioned a classless, 

communitarian world. This would be brought about, initially, by communities of mutual association, 

voluntary and democratically-governed settlements in which the fruits of all labor would be distributed to 

laborers (think: early kibbutzes). When industrial workers realized the advantages of self-sufficiency, 

Owenites reasoned, they’d abandon the factories and, with them, industrial capitalism. They’d also become 

happier and more benevolent, thus proving one of Owenism’s central tenets, that human character was formed 

by circumstance, not nature—a belief that made Owenism particularly appealing to women. 

On a visit to Paris, Wheeler took up the as-yet-unknown François Marie Charles Fourier, who would become 

an important utopian socialist himself, and introduced him to Owen. She translated their correspondence, 

https://books.google.com/books?id=kCo6CQAAQBAJ&pg=PT77&lpg=PT77&dq=deep+in+the+perusal+of+some+French+or+German+philosophical+work+that+had+reached+her+via+London&source=bl&ots=pgnQG3CMGx&sig=dCcme-donxHRdNx3xmM2-UmIYv4&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihw53jraPaAhXRY98KHVAYAdgQ6AEILDAB#v=onepage&q=deep%20in%20the%20perusal%20of%20some%20French%20or%20German%20philosophical%20work%20that%20had%20reached%20her%20via%20London&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=kCo6CQAAQBAJ&pg=PT77&lpg=PT77&dq=deep+in+the+perusal+of+some+French+or+German+philosophical+work+that+had+reached+her+via+London&source=bl&ots=pgnQG3CMGx&sig=dCcme-donxHRdNx3xmM2-UmIYv4&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihw53jraPaAhXRY98KHVAYAdgQ6AEILDAB#v=onepage&q=deep%20in%20the%20perusal%20of%20some%20French%20or%20German%20philosophical%20work%20that%20had%20reached%20her%20via%20London&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=07LTAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA8&lpg=PA8&dq=rosina+strongly+tainted+with+the+corresponding+poisons&source=bl&ots=lf_bipUwkG&sig=IeDGCqECgjECj5zJyctAVZLpZIU&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjWjtahrqPaAhVEdt8KHb47DYEQ6AEIKTAA#v=onepage&q=rosina%20strongly%20tainted%20with%20the%20corresponding%20poisons&f=false
http://blog.wellcomelibrary.org/2015/09/a-blighted-life-the-incarceration-of-rosina-bulwer-lytton/
http://blog.wellcomelibrary.org/2015/09/a-blighted-life-the-incarceration-of-rosina-bulwer-lytton/
https://books.google.com/books?id=BwguAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA116&lpg=PA116&dq=the+bel+esprit+of+a+little+group+of+socialists+and+freethinkers,+to+the+support+of+whose+doctrines+she+devoted+both+her+purse+and+her+pen&source=bl&ots=y_iRjp50V8&sig=6FoPlgmB9Y6KNKJryjqm6HIHSgw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwispoibsKPaAhWSNd8KHb3zD48Q6AEIKTAA#v=onepage&q=the%20bel%20esprit%20of%20a%20little%20group%20of%20socialists%20and%20freethinkers%2C%20to%20the%20support%20of%20whose%20doctrines%20she%20devoted%20both%20her%20purse%20and%20her%20pen&f=false
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published articles in Co-operative periodicals, and gave “well-reasoned” lectures that “attracted considerable 

attention,” according to the prominent Owenite editor George Jacob Holyoake. After her husband finally 

drank himself to death, she grew close to the other eminent Utilitarian of the age, Jeremy Bentham, and began 

frequenting his home, a gathering spot for social reformers and philosophers. That’s where she met William 

Thompson. 

* 

Thompson was a strange and brilliant man, the son of a rich landowner in Cork, a teetotaler, and a proto-

vegan: he lived off vegetables, roots, and seeds. When he inherited his father’s property, the wretched 

conditions of its tenants shocked and radicalized him. He began by teaching them more efficient agricultural 

methods, built schools for their children, and ended up as a leading figure in London reformist circles. He 

turned out to have a genius for political and economic analysis. Holyoake once said that though Owen 

deserves credit for launching Co-operation, Thompson was its sharpest thinker and most systematic writer. 

Thompson’s masterpiece, Inquiry into the Principles of the Distribution of Wealth Most Conducive to Human 

Happiness, which came out a year before the Appeal, is a pioneering work of economic theory. Though it is 

largely forgotten now, scholars regard it as a precursor of Karl Marx’s Capital, begun around forty years later. 

The similarities between the two are striking. “Both writers adopt the labour theory of value and postulate that 

labour is the sole source of wealth,” writes the British academic Richard Pankhurst, Thompson’s biographer. 

“Both consider exploitation the fundamental of Capitalism and believe that the basic function of economics 

should be to analyse the distribution of wealth between the productive and exploiting classes.” Moreover, 

both build their system on the concept of “surplus value”—a term Thompson invented, though Marx gave him 

no credit. 

Thompson was also a disciple of Bentham, who is known for the position that moral action is that which 

produces the greatest good for the greatest number (the famous phrase doesn’t quite do justice to the 

complexity of Bentham’s thought). Radical in its time, classical Utilitarianism is today dismissed as 

conservative—indifferent to the oppressed, too accepting of the status quo. But Thompson and Wheeler 

weren’t classical Utilitarians; they were keenly aware of those left out of the aggregate good. Happiness, they 

said, should be “brought home to every individual of every family. There is no such thing as a general, 

abstract, happiness” (their italic). By “happiness,” they meant not only pleasure (another Utilitarian term), 

although they stated repeatedly that women need and deserve sexual enjoyment. They had in mind something 

more like the ability to exercise “capabilities,” as defined by the “capabilities approach” promoted in our time 

by the economist Amartya Sen and the philosopher Martha Nussbaum. Thompson and Wheeler would have 

liked Sen and Nussbaum’s phrase “human flourishing.” That’s what they were after, too. And as they saw it, 

that’s what women’s unpaid reproductive duties prevented them from achieving. 

In its attack on James Mill’s claim that husbands could represent the interests of wives, the Appeal focused on 

the early nineteenth-century doctrine of marriage, couverture (or coverture), which denied legal personhood to 

married women. Under couverture, a wife’s property belonged to her husband, even if it was hers before 

marriage. So did anything she earned during the marriage. She couldn’t sue, be sued, enter into a contract, or 

make a will without his permission (and he could revoke it at any time). She lived only where he chose to 

live, went out only by his leave, and invited over only guests he approved of. All their children belonged to 

him, and if he died, guardianship went to the nearest male relative. 

Her husband, meanwhile, could beat her “with a stick no thicker than his thumb,” and was free to cheat on her 

without penalty. Infidelity on her part was cause for divorce and withdrawal of all financial support. In short, 

said Thompson and Wheeler, a law that submerged a wife’s interests into a husband’s treated wives no better 

and perhaps worse than—in a comparison that James Mill had made to argue against women’s suffrage—

“children and idiots” (the law at least disapproved of the raping of children and idiots).  

https://books.google.com/books?id=AkQoAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA240&lpg=PA240&dq=George+Jacob+Holyoake+wheeler+attracted+considerable+attention&source=bl&ots=urUVTQ14E6&sig=WZwjuavXKEgLg0ctVwgJsQ_K4j4&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjw1MK_sqPaAhUrTt8KHQPZCycQ6AEIKTAA#v=onepage&q=George%20Jacob%20Holyoake%20wheeler%20attracted%20considerable%20attention&f=false
https://archive.org/details/inquiryintoprinc00thomuoft
https://books.google.com/books?id=bmJBAQAAMAAJ&pg=PR11&lpg=PR11&dq=Were+all+partial+restraints,+were+unequal+laws+and+unequal+morals+removed,+were+all+the+means+and+careers+of+all+species+of+knowledge+and+exertion+equally+open+to+both+sexes+still+the+barriers+of+physical+organization+must,+under+the+system+of+individual+competition,+keep+depressed+the+average+station+of+women+beneath+that+of+men&source=bl&ots=5uJC6gyruO&sig=VUrnWc44CvfsJsHt-kmnghPemgw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiX6u74q6PaAhVmm-AKHcBCCw0Q6AEILTAB#v=snippet&q=brought%20home%20to%20every%20individual%20of%20every%20family.%20There%20is%20no%20such%20thing%20as%20a%20general%2C%20abstract%2C%20happiness&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=bmJBAQAAMAAJ&pg=PR11&lpg=PR11&dq=Were+all+partial+restraints,+were+unequal+laws+and+unequal+morals+removed,+were+all+the+means+and+careers+of+all+species+of+knowledge+and+exertion+equally+open+to+both+sexes+still+the+barriers+of+physical+organization+must,+under+the+system+of+individual+competition,+keep+depressed+the+average+station+of+women+beneath+that+of+men&source=bl&ots=5uJC6gyruO&sig=VUrnWc44CvfsJsHt-kmnghPemgw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiX6u74q6PaAhVmm-AKHcBCCw0Q6AEILTAB#v=snippet&q=brought%20home%20to%20every%20individual%20of%20every%20family.%20There%20is%20no%20such%20thing%20as%20a%20general%2C%20abstract%2C%20happiness&f=false
https://www.britannica.com/topic/coverture
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A wife was a slave, they said. Wollstonecraft and others had used the same analogy—in an age of burgeoning 

abolitionism, it was something of a cliché—but Thompson and Wheeler went further, claiming that a 

woman’s slavery was more degrading than the slavery of Africans in the West Indies, because it was sexual in 

addition to everything else. Here, the writers reveal a deplorable, upper-class obliviousness to chattel slavery, 

in which enslaved women were raped to increase the owner’s stock. But what Thompson and Wheeler were 

trying to say in their obtuse way was that women were said to enter into a state of sexual subjugation freely, 

out of love, when in truth many did it for a lack of other options. 

At the risk of sounding “presentist,” let me list some other ways the Appeal anticipates new-fangled 

feminism. They pointed out that patriarchal power harms men as well as women: “A mole cannot enjoy the 

‘beauties and glories’… of the visible world; nor can brute men enjoy the intellectual and sympathetic 

pleasures of equal intercourse with women, such as some are, such as all might be,” they wrote. (“John Stuart 

Mill was perhaps the first philosopher to acknowledge the concept of desires deformed by 

patriarchy,” states the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. Wrong again.) 

In the age of #MeToo, I can’t leave out their views on marital rape. They took on the issue a century and a 

half before our immediate feminist foremothers were able to do so, though Thompson and Wheeler defined 

marital rape far more broadly than a twentieth-century feminist would have done since they were dealing with 

much grimmer marital conditions. Sex within marriage was rape by definition, they said, because wives were 

contractually required to service their husbands. Wives are the “instruments” of male “voluptuousness,” said 

Thompson and Wheeler, forced into “kissing the rod of domestic despotism.” They went as far as to call 

marriage, for a woman, functionally indistinguishable from prostitution: “This is the fate of the many, nay, of 

all your sex,” they write, in a passage directly addressed to women, “subject only to those shades of difference 

arising from very peculiar circumstances or the accident of independent fortune.” 

What would free women from bondage, rape, isolation, and economic disadvantage? Socialism, said 

Thompson and Wheeler, meaning, of course, Owenism. In a Co-operative community, the maximization of 

collective well-being would require the efforts, training, and talents of every member, regardless of gender. 

Women would be released from the burden of child-care if their skills lay elsewhere—in other words, there 

would be day care. Everyone would be supported to the degree that they contributed their labor eagerly. 

(Marx would rephrase this as “from each according to his ability, to each according to his needs.”) Thompson 

and Wheeler wanted to eliminate private households, which they considered reduplicative and wasteful. 

Members would pool the chores of daily life. When women no longer depended on men for their means of 

existence, they could give their love freely; it would “be earned, be merited, not, as 

now, bought or commanded” (their italics). At long last, men and women could “salute each other with a real 

and mutual modesty, founded on mutual benevolence, on a just estimate of your several characters… not, as 

now, with an air of superiority and condescending bounty on the one side, and on the other with downcast 

eyes, the willing and ignorant slaves of men’s pampered and brutalizing appetites.” 

* 

The Appeal’s association with Owenism may explain its obscurity, at least in part. The movement flourished 

for a few decades in England, France, and above all in America, where the reform-minded greeted Owen with 

enormous enthusiasm and Owenite communes were founded all across the country, from New York to 

California. But most Co-operative communities collapsed within a few years, though a handful of American 

ones persisted for decades—one lasted until nearly the turn of the twentieth century. There was too little 

capital to get the enterprises off the ground; the intellectuals had no idea how to farm; power struggles broke 

out among people who had barely known each other before they signed up to live together. Collectivism 

didn’t eliminate class differences. The elites avoided “servile labor” and condescended to “common” workers. 

Sexism undid the movement, too. Too many Owenites subscribed to the “Cult of True Womanhood,” which 

glorified women as morally superior to men and argued that they should exercise their improving influence on 

children and husbands in the unsullied sphere of the home. In her study of American Owenite 

https://books.google.com/books?id=bmJBAQAAMAAJ&pg=PR11&lpg=PR11&dq=Were+all+partial+restraints,+were+unequal+laws+and+unequal+morals+removed,+were+all+the+means+and+careers+of+all+species+of+knowledge+and+exertion+equally+open+to+both+sexes+still+the+barriers+of+physical+organization+must,+under+the+system+of+individual+competition,+keep+depressed+the+average+station+of+women+beneath+that+of+men&source=bl&ots=5uJC6gyruO&sig=VUrnWc44CvfsJsHt-kmnghPemgw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiX6u74q6PaAhVmm-AKHcBCCw0Q6AEILTAB#v=onepage&q=A%20mole%20cannot%20enjoy%20the%20%E2%80%98beauties%20and%20glories%E2%80%99%20of%20the%20visible%20world%3B%20nor%20can%20brute%20men%20enjoy%20the%20intellectual%20and%20sympathetic%20pleasures%20of%20equal%20intercourse%20with%20women%2C%20
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/feminism-moralpsych/
https://books.google.com/books?id=bmJBAQAAMAAJ&pg=PR11&lpg=PR11&dq=Were+all+partial+restraints,+were+unequal+laws+and+unequal+morals+removed,+were+all+the+means+and+careers+of+all+species+of+knowledge+and+exertion+equally+open+to+both+sexes+still+the+barriers+of+physical+organization+must,+under+the+system+of+individual+competition,+keep+depressed+the+average+station+of+women+beneath+that+of+men&source=bl&ots=5uJC6gyruO&sig=VUrnWc44CvfsJsHt-kmnghPemgw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiX6u74q6PaAhVmm-AKHcBCCw0Q6AEILTAB#v=onepage&q=kiss%20the%20rod%20of%20domestic%20despotism&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=bmJBAQAAMAAJ&pg=PR11&lpg=PR11&dq=Were+all+partial+restraints,+were+unequal+laws+and+unequal+morals+removed,+were+all+the+means+and+careers+of+all+species+of+knowledge+and+exertion+equally+open+to+both+sexes+still+the+barriers+of+physical+organization+must,+under+the+system+of+individual+competition,+keep+depressed+the+average+station+of+women+beneath+that+of+men&source=bl&ots=5uJC6gyruO&sig=VUrnWc44CvfsJsHt-kmnghPemgw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiX6u74q6PaAhVmm-AKHcBCCw0Q6AEILTAB#v=onepage&q=kiss%20the%20rod%20of%20domestic%20despotism&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=bmJBAQAAMAAJ&pg=PR11&lpg=PR11&dq=Were+all+partial+restraints,+were+unequal+laws+and+unequal+morals+removed,+were+all+the+means+and+careers+of+all+species+of+knowledge+and+exertion+equally+open+to+both+sexes+still+the+barriers+of+physical+organization+must,+under+the+system+of+individual+competition,+keep+depressed+the+average+station+of+women+beneath+that+of+men&source=bl&ots=5uJC6gyruO&sig=VUrnWc44CvfsJsHt-kmnghPemgw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiX6u74q6PaAhVmm-AKHcBCCw0Q6AEILTAB#v=onepage&q=subject%20only%20to%20those%20shades%20of%20difference%20arising%20only%20from%20very%20peculiar%20circumstances%20or%20the%20accident%20of%20independent%20fortune&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=bmJBAQAAMAAJ&pg=PR11&lpg=PR11&dq=Were+all+partial+restraints,+were+unequal+laws+and+unequal+morals+removed,+were+all+the+means+and+careers+of+all+species+of+knowledge+and+exertion+equally+open+to+both+sexes+still+the+barriers+of+physical+organization+must,+under+the+system+of+individual+competition,+keep+depressed+the+average+station+of+women+beneath+that+of+men&source=bl&ots=5uJC6gyruO&sig=VUrnWc44CvfsJsHt-kmnghPemgw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiX6u74q6PaAhVmm-AKHcBCCw0Q6AEILTAB#v=onepage&q=be%20earned%2C%20be%20merited%2C%20not%2C%20as%20now%2C%20bought%20or%20commanded&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=bmJBAQAAMAAJ&pg=PR11&lpg=PR11&dq=Were+all+partial+restraints,+were+unequal+laws+and+unequal+morals+removed,+were+all+the+means+and+careers+of+all+species+of+knowledge+and+exertion+equally+open+to+both+sexes+still+the+barriers+of+physical+organization+must,+under+the+system+of+individual+competition,+keep+depressed+the+average+station+of+women+beneath+that+of+men&source=bl&ots=5uJC6gyruO&sig=VUrnWc44CvfsJsHt-kmnghPemgw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiX6u74q6PaAhVmm-AKHcBCCw0Q6AEILTAB#v=onepage&q=salute%20each%20other%20with%20a%20real%20and%20mutual%20modesty%2C%20founded%20on%20mutual%20benevolence%2C%20on%20a%20just%20estimate%20of%20your%20several%20characters&f=false
http://www.pbs.org/stantonanthony/resources/index.html?body=culthood.html
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communities, Women in Utopia, historian Carol A. Kolmerten describes how even those male Co-operators 

familiar with the tenets of socialist feminism at best paid lip service to it. Owen himself lost interest in 

women’s rights in his later years. Female Co-operators were expected to cook, clean, do laundry, look after or 

teach the children—and toil in the fields. Today, we’d say they worked a double shift. In many communities, 

they had no voting rights, or could vote only on “domestic matters of their own concern.” Often enough, it 

was wives who talked their husbands out of joining the communities, or, if they had already joined, talked 

them into leaving. 

A few decades later, Karl Marx lampooned Co-operativism as impractical and naive, and generations of 

Marxists followed his example. The movement never recovered. His predecessors, said Marx, had understood 

neither the principles of “scientific socialism,” which substituted strategy for grand social visions, nor the 

need for a revolution of the proletariat, which Marx envisioned as an army of working men. By that time, 

labor organizations were becoming increasingly sexually conservative. Owenism had retreated into London 

clubs made up of secularist freethinkers, communitarian socialists, and feminists whose meetings, Marx 

said in a letter to a friend, were “full of follies and crotchets.” (The misogynistic undertow of “crotchet”—

which here meant a susceptibility to caprice or whimsy—is unmistakable.) For Marx, feminism was “an 

eccentricity, which diverted the energies of revolutionary-minded men,” in the words of Stan Shipley, a 

historian of mid-Victorian socialism. 

Thompson’s and Wheeler’s reputations were in no shape to survive the decline of their cause. When 

Thompson died in 1833 at fifty-seven, the London papers mocked him. He had attacked the Church, private 

property, the idle rich, and marriage; he had promoted free love and birth control. His relationship with 

Wheeler was unconventional, to say the least. Historians still don’t know whether they were lovers or just 

dear friends, but in any case, they both opposed marriage, at least in its then-existing form. 

In his will, Thompson left a one-hundred-pound annuity to Wheeler and the rest of his estate, worth between 

fifteen and sixteen thousand pounds, to the Co-operativist movement. He requested, among other things, that 

shares in Co-Operative communities be given to “industrious persons, particularly young females” who 

couldn’t otherwise afford to join. Thompson’s sisters challenged the will on the grounds that Thompson was 

insane. Their lawyers read extracts from one of his books (not the Appeal) aloud in court: in it, he called 

marriage “irrevocable despotism,” argued that people should have sexual intercourse with whomever made 

them happy, and suggested that childbearing and rearing be the responsibility only of “those women whose 

organization was best adapted to it.” A quarter-century later, the sisters won their case, though there wasn’t 

much money left by then. 

When a posthumous edition of the Inquiry came out in 1850, it had been bowdlerized. The editor had cut most 

of its controversial passages, including almost everything having to do with women. One reason Marx could 

steal from Thompson with impunity is that much of what he used had already been excised. (It has been 

established that Marx read the original edition and took copious notes on it.) 

Wheeler was forgotten along with Thompson. After all, most historians of radicalism were men. Worse, her 

chroniclers were her daughter Rosina and Rosina’s husband Edward Bulwer Lytton, and their biographers. 

Their accounts of Wheeler aren’t pretty. The couple once had young Benjamin Disraeli over to dinner, after 

which he pronounced Wheeler “not so pleasant… very clever but awfully revolutionary.” The Bulwer 

Lyttons’ marriage failed; he cheated on her, but his biographers have tended to blame Anna for having raised 

such an intolerable daughter. (Rosina came around to her mother’s point of view after she and Edward 

separated and he took their children and began a campaign of vilification against her in the press. In 1858, he 

had her kidnapped and committed to a mental asylum while he ran for political office, though she was 

released after three weeks. In 1857, Rosina even published her own Appeal, although hers mostly just 

defended herself against her husband.) 

Contributing to Wheeler’s near-invisibility is the fact that the Appeal came out under Thompson’s name 

alone. The two may have thought that the public would take the book more seriously that way. It does seem as 

https://books.google.com/books?id=ZvqvCwAAQBAJ&pg=PA13&lpg=PA13&dq=karl+marx+follies+and+crotchets&source=bl&ots=kr0UvUYQmm&sig=CDUGxGEjJ2qsH6wZFLMGICmZ7aw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiTisWauaPaAhUEPN8KHSsLCCsQ6AEIOTAG#v=onepage&q=karl%20marx%20follies%20and%20crotchets&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=ZvqvCwAAQBAJ&pg=PA13&lpg=PA13&dq=karl+marx+follies+and+crotchets&source=bl&ots=kr0UvUYQmm&sig=CDUGxGEjJ2qsH6wZFLMGICmZ7aw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiTisWauaPaAhUEPN8KHSsLCCsQ6AEIOTAG#v=onepage&q=karl%20marx%20follies%20and%20crotchets&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=UUsFAAAAQAAJ&pg=RA2-PA55&lpg=RA2-PA55&dq=william+thompson+irrevocable+despotism&source=bl&ots=3TX_ah1MSf&sig=mJ63f9msIeagsHGZ970nQa6wc6s&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjsqaeguqPaAhVGmeAKHdq2DbEQ6AEILzAB#v=onepage&q=william%20thompson%20irrevocable%20despotism&f=false
https://archive.org/details/inquiryintoprinc00thomrich
https://books.google.com/books?id=9u4_DwAAQBAJ&pg=PT391&lpg=PT391&dq=disraeli+not+so+pleasant%E2%80%A6+very+clever,+but+awfully+revolutionary&source=bl&ots=JS2PFviXog&sig=ayVZ06SwQciQKR9bmIWbFRg0Fbs&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj3kY3kuqPaAhUFPN8KHTYwBEUQ6AEIKTAA#v=onepage&q=disraeli%20not%20so%20pleasant%E2%80%A6%20very%20clever%2C%20but%20awfully%20revolutionary&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=THa6YZR_1dAC&pg=PA71&lpg=PA71&dq=rosina+bulwer+lytton+appeal+1857&source=bl&ots=5YM0rCaxq5&sig=I3qyHOPqoqhMYEUJF30bBBNIJvw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjyjKfJu6PaAhURTt8KHSOYAdYQ6AEIKzAB#v=onepage&q=rosina%20bulwer%20lytton%20appeal%201857&f=false
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if Thompson wrote the bulk of the book; on the whole, it evinces his calm, orderly style. Thompson, however, 

insisted that book was a genuine collaboration. In his “Introductory Letter to Mrs. Wheeler,” he writesthat he 

owes to her the book’s “bolder and more comprehensive views.” In a touching premonition of the 

contemporary acknowledgment of privilege and cultural appropriation, he declares that he hesitated to write 

them down because, “thanks to the chance of having been born a man,” he had never experienced the bitter 

realities of having been born a woman. But in the end, he said, Wheeler lacked the “leisure and resolution to 

undertake the drudgery of the task.” Nonetheless, the book has occasional eruptions of high sarcasm, as well 

as direct exhortations to women (“Women of England! Women, in whatever country ye breathe—wherever ye 

breathe, degraded—awake!”) that sound a lot more like Wheeler than Thompson. 

* 

Thompson and Wheeler’s Appeal left its mark mainly on the female thinkers and speakers who succeeded 

Wheeler in the Owenite movement, and then on John Stuart Mill. A great many ideas attributed to Mill 

originated with Thompson and Wheeler. All three were social constructionists, questioning the link between 

biological sex and supposedly female character traits like submissiveness. Echoing their phrasing, he spoke of 

the “perverting influence” and “despotism” of marriage and the family. He, too, worried that male power over 

women deformed men’s characters; he envisioned a more egalitarian version of companionate marriage. 

Historians and philosophers—including the late twentieth-century feminist philosopher Susan Moller Okin—

have argued that Mill never read the Appeal, but it’s almost inconceivable that he didn’t. He had moved in 

Utilitarian circles since he was a child. The book directly attacked his father. He took part in public debates 

about Utilitarianism with Thompson and wrote that he knew Thompson well and admired him. 

When socialism re-emerged as Marxism toward the end of the nineteenth century, the project of remaking the 

world in such a way as to allow women to develop, flourish, and be sexually fulfilled, had gone underground, 

though it cropped up here and there in various, even more obscure books. Thompson and Wheeler’s 

crystallization of Owenite feminism would not reemerge until 1954, when Richard Pankhurst, grandson of the 

Suffragist Emmeline Pankhurst, discovered Thompson and wrote his biography, along with a short essay on 

Wheeler. 

Over the past half century, a few feminist history classics—Sheila Rowbotham’s Women, Resistance and 

Revolution (1972), Dolores Hayden’s The Grand Domestic Revolution (1981)—have devoted a line or two to 

Thompson and Wheeler; and Barbara Taylor’s Eve and the New Jerusalem (1983) has a short section on 

Wheeler. A now-retired scholar at the Royal College of Surgeons in Cork, Ireland, Dolores Dooley, wrote an 

excellent study of the Appeal called Equality in Community (1996), but it is not widely read. In short, 

Thompson and Wheeler remain more or less as obscure now as they were in 1954. One reason may be that, 

until very recently, mainstream feminists focused more on old-boy sexism in the workplace than on the 

systemic causes of women’s poverty. Sheryl Sandberg’s Lean In and Hillary Clinton’s glass-ceiling-obsessed 

campaign dwelt on male-female pay inequity without noting that the pay gapis much bigger between mothers, 

who make 79 cents on every dollar a man makes, and unmarried non-mothers, who make 96 cents. 

But as the world of opportunity that Thompson and Wheeler were able so remarkably to imagine continues to 

materialize for women, then slip out of their reach, people are catching on as to why. It is becoming ever more 

evident that the market economy and the unpaid labor of love and care dovetail with each other to “keep 

depressed,” in Thompson and Wheeler’s excellent phrase, “the average station of women beneath that of 

men.” Today, Thompson and Wheeler deserve the credit they’re due for their prescience on that score, and on 

all the others, too. 
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Remarks on Moduli Spaces and String Theory 

Carlos Shahbazi   

Source: Higgs 

Centre for Theoretical Physics 

The concept of moduli space is of utmost relevance in theoretical physics and mathematics, especially in 

geometry, topology and string theory. A moduli space is, roughly speaking, a space  that classifies a given 

class of objects  modulo an equivalence relation # which identifies the objects in  that we want to 

consider as equivalent or, more plainly put, that we want to consider as being “the same” 12. Ideally, each 

point in  should correspond to an object in  unique up to the given equivalence #. In other words, if we 

have a moduli space associated to a given classification problem defined by  and #, we should be able to 

establish a bijection between  and the class of objects  modulo the chosen equivalence relation #. It is in 

this sense that T classifies inequivalent objects in . The previous bijection identifies  and  as sets. 

However, moduli theory, namely the theory that is concerned with the study of moduli spaces, attempts to go 

beyond a set-theoretic identification, and, at least in a geometric context, aims at endowing  with natural 

geometric structures inherited from the geometric properties of the objects that we attempt to classify 3. In 

https://mappingignorance.org/author/shahbazi/
https://higgs.ph.ed.ac.uk/moduli-space-supergravity-solutions
https://higgs.ph.ed.ac.uk/moduli-space-supergravity-solutions
https://mappingignorance.org/2018/06/25/remarks-on-moduli-spaces-and-string-theory/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-5406-1
https://mappingignorance.org/2018/06/25/remarks-on-moduli-spaces-and-string-theory/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-5406-2
https://mappingignorance.org/2018/06/25/remarks-on-moduli-spaces-and-string-theory/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-5406-3
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fact, understanding  can potentially inform on the properties of the objects we want to classify. More 

formally, the standard ingredients of a moduli problem are as follows: 

– A class of objects  to be classified. 

– An equivalence relation # on . 

– A notion of family of objects in  with base space , which roughly speaking is nothing but a collection 

of objects in parametrized by . 

– A notion of equivalence of families. 

These ingredients are required to satisfy a number of consistency conditions: 

– A family parametrized by a single point is just an object in , and equivalence of families over a point 

coincides with the equivalence of objects in  given by the relation #. 

– Families behave naturally and functorially with respect to pull-backs induced by maps of base spaces. 

In this note, we focus on the type of moduli problems that arise in differential geometry and related areas of 

string theory. A standard moduli problem in this differential-geometric context commonly considers the 

following set-up 4: 

– A manifold  fixed up to diffeomorphism. This is the underlying structure of the moduli problem. 

– An additional class of structures  of a certain type on , such as a complex structures, symplectic 

structures or Ricci flat metrics. The structure  is usually (in interesting cases) non-unique, that is, we can 

endow  with many inequivalent structures  of the same type. 

In this situation, one is interested in classifying all inequivalent structures  of the given chosen type. The 

set of all structures of type defines the class  of objects we want to classify. The notion of equivalence # 

depends on the moduli problem under consideration, but, for the examples mentioned above, equivalence is 

defined in terms of diffeomorphisms of . That is, two structures  and  are considered as equivalent 

if and only if there exists a diffeomorphism of  relating  and  (through its induced action on ). 

The classification of complex structures on a given manifold was in fact one of the first examples of moduli 

problems to be systematically studied, and this case greatly motivated the development of the theory of 

moduli spaces [4]. A standard example of moduli problem concerning complex structures consists in 

classifying complex tori modulo isomorphism of complex manifolds, namely modulo biholomorphism. A 

complex torus is a pair  consisting on a torus  and a complex structure  on . 

Since all torus are diffeomorphic, we can think of this classification problem as the problem of classifying all 

inequivalent complex structures on a given, fixed, torus. The equivalence relation is now the natural 

one:  and  are said to be equivalent if they are mapped to each other by a diffeomorphism, that is, 

if  and  are biholomorphic complex manifolds. In this situation, it can be seen that there 

exists an uncountable infinity of inequivalent complex tori, which are classified by the 

space , where  denotes the upper half plane and  acts on  by 

fractional transformations. The famous -invariant gives now a biholomorphism 

between  and the complex plane. In other words, points 

of , are in one-to-one correspondence with isomorphism classes of complex tori. 

A slightly more general type of moduli problem, again in a differential-geometric context of relevance in 

string theory, considers the following starting set-up 5: 

– A manifold  fixed modulo diffeomorphism. 

– A system of partial differential equations  on . 

– A configuration space  for the system of partial differential equations , which corresponds 

https://mappingignorance.org/2018/06/25/remarks-on-moduli-spaces-and-string-theory/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-5406-4
https://mappingignorance.org/2018/06/25/remarks-on-moduli-spaces-and-string-theory/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-5406-5
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with the space of variables of . Usually  can be understood as the space of smooth sections of 

certain fiber bundles and can be endowed with the structure of an infinite dimensional manifold (possibly 

after completion). 

We note that in order to properly define , it may be necessary to fix a number of extra structures on M, 

such as principal bundles or gerbes. This type of moduli problem is particularly relevant in the context of 

string theory compactifications from the space-time perspective, namely through its low-energy supergravity 

approximation. Given the set up introduced above, the goal is to study the moduli space of solutions of , 

which is defined as the space of solutions modulo the appropriate notion of equivalence. An example of this 

type of moduli space, which is physically motivated and had a tremendous impact in the understanding of 

four-manifold topology, is given by the moduli space of instantons on a closed four-dimensional Riemannian 

manifold. The latter consists of a particular type of solutions to the Yang-Mills equations. Yang-Mills theory 

was introduced by Chen Ning Yang and Robert Mills in 1954 as a mathematical model for the strong 

interaction. Since then, it has found impressive applications. For instance, the complete standard model of 

particle physics is a particular type of matter-coupled Yang Mills theory. Their classical formulation is based 

on the theory of connections on principal bundles, which are required to satisfy a particular partial differential 

equation 6. 

The simplest model is given by the Yang Mills equations on an oriented manifold: a connection  on a 

principal bundle  satisfies the Yang Mills equations if and only if the exterior covariant derivative of the 

Hodge dual of the curvature of  vanishes. In four Riemannian dimensions there is a particular class of 

connections, called (anti) self-dual instantons, that automatically satisfy the Yang Mills equations. An (anti) 

self-dual instanton on an oriented four manifold  is a connection on a principal bundle  over  whose 

curvature is self-dual or anti self-dual. On a closed manifold, these instantons are absolute minimizers of the 

Yang-Mills functional, whence it is natural to study the moduli space of instantons on  modulo the 

appropriate notion of equivalence. The appropriate notion of equivalence of instantons, or connections in 

general, corresponds in this context with gauge equivalence, that is, two connections on  are equivalent if 

they are related by a gauge transformation, which is nothing but a based automorphism of . The (anti) self-

duality condition is an elliptic condition modulo gauge transformations, whence it is reasonable to expect that 

the moduli space of instantons over a closed manifold M be finite dimensional. This is indeed the case, and 

when appropriately defined, the moduli becomes a particular type of orbifold. From the mathematical point of 

view, the main motivation for studying the moduli  of instantons is that it carries crucial information about 

the topological properties of M as a smooth manifold. By a careful study of , Simon K. Donaldson was able 

to prove in 1983 the following outstanding result 7: 

Theorem: Let  be a simply connected closed four manifold with positive-definite intersection form . 

Then,  is diagonalizable. 

Shortly before, Michael H. Freedman 8 had proven that every unimodular symmetric bilinear form is realized 

as the intersection form of a simply connected closed topological four manifold. As there are plenty of 

unimodular symmetric bilinear forms which are not diagonalizable over the integers, the previous theorem 

implies that the simply connected topological four-manifolds which realize these non-diagonalizable bilinear 

forms do not admit smooth structures. The question whether every simply connected closed four manifold 

admits a differentiable structure was indeed an important open problem in topology. After this theorem 

appeared there was an explosion of activity in the exploration of moduli spaces of instantons and their 

applications to four manifolds. A new area of geometry and topology was born: mathematical gauge theory. 

Only a few years later, in 1994, Edward Witten shocked the community by proposing a set of invariants, the 

Seiberg-Witten invariants, which were conjectured to contain the same information as the polynomial 

Donaldson invariants while being based on a much simpler theory inspired by supersymmetry 9. This theory is 

Seiberg-Witten theory, and remains to these days as one of the outstanding applications of supersymmetry to 

mathematics. 
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Aside from their mathematical applications, moduli spaces can also play a crucial role in the formulation of 

certain physical theories, such as the usual suspect, a.k.a. the only game in town, a.k.a. string theory . In order 

to obtain four-dimensional physical models, string theory is usually compactified on an appropriate closed 

manifold, for example a closed Calabi-Yau three-fold or a closed  holonomy seven dimensional manifold 

(the latter in the case of M-theory) 10. From the space-time point of view, the effective theory describing such 

compactifications is a supergravity theory preserving a given number of supersymmetries. The number of 

preserved supersymmetries depends on the topological and geometric details of the internal compactification 

manifold. 

Supergravity theories are supersymmetric theories of gravity whose mathematical global structure is 

constrained in a beautiful and delicate way by supersymmetry. The global mathematical structure of 

supergravity is still far from being completely understood, although an impressive amount of results has been 

obtained during the last four decades regarding its local structure. It is known that Supergravity theories 

contain non-linear sigma models whose target spaces are given by Riemannian manifolds carrying special 

geometric structures. For instance, the target space of the sigma model of four-dimensional 

supergravity is locally given by a product of a projective Special-Kähler manifold and a Quaternionic-Kähler 

manifold. Similarly, the target space of the maximally supersymmetric supergravity theory in four 

dimensions, namely  supergravity, is, interestingly enough, locally isometric 

to . Here  denotes the maximally non-compact real form of the complex 

exceptional Lie group  and  denotes its maximal compact subgroup. The remarkable fact 

here is that supersymmetry is believed to imply that these local geometries should precisely correspond to the 

local moduli space of the compactification that yields the given lower-dimensional supergravity theory. From 

the higher-dimensional supergravity point of view, compactification moduli spaces correspond to the moduli 

space of solutions to the supergravity equations of motion on the internal compact space. These moduli spaces 

usually include as a subset the moduli space of interesting geometric structures of intrinsic mathematical 

relevance, such as the moduli space of torsion-free Calabi-Yau or  structures. Since supergravity 

equations are very involved, supergravity moduli spaces are in general incredibly hard to characterize. 

Therefore, it is remarkable that low-dimensional supergravity can potentially predict the geometry of 

compactification moduli spaces just from its supersymmetric structure. The theory of moduli spaces in 

geometry and topology has been a crucial ingredient of string theory since its very beginning, in the long 

tradition of this theory/framework of containing remarkably rich connections with state of the art 

mathematics. Despite their importance and an increasing activity in the topic, most of the mathematical 

problems related to supergravity theories and their compactification moduli spaces remain completely open. 
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After the Fall 

John Lanchester 

Some of the more pessimistic commentators at the time of the credit crunch, myself included, said that the 

aftermath of the crash would dominate our economic and political lives for at least ten years. What I wasn’t 

expecting – what I don’t think anyone was expecting – was that ten years would go by quite so fast. At the 

start of 2008, Gordon Brown was prime minister of the United Kingdom, George W. Bush was president of 

the United States, and only politics wonks had ever heard of the junior senator from Illinois; Nicolas Sarkozy 

was president of France, Hu Jintao was general secretary of the Chinese Communist Party, Ken Livingstone 

was mayor of London, MySpace was the biggest social network, and the central bank interest rate in the UK 

was 5.5 per cent. 

It is sometimes said that the odds you could get on Leicester winning the Premiership in 2016 was the single 

most mispriced bet in the history of bookmaking: 5000 to 1. To put that in perspective, the odds on the Loch 

Ness monster being found are a bizarrely low 500 to 1. (Another 5000 to 1 bet offered by William Hill is that 

Barack Obama will play cricket for England. I’d advise against that punt.) Nonetheless, 5000 to 1 pales in 

comparison with the odds you would have got in 2008 on a future world in which Donald Trump was 

president, Theresa May was prime minister, Britain had voted to leave the European Union, and Jeremy 

Corbyn was leader of the Labour Party – which to many close observers of Labour politics is actually the least 

likely thing on that list. The common factor explaining all these phenomena is, I would argue, the credit 

crunch and, especially, the Great Recession that followed. 

Perhaps the best place to begin is with the question, what happened? Answering it requires a certain amount 

of imaginative work, because although ten years ago seems close, some fundamentals in the way we perceive 

the world have shifted. The most important component of the intellectual landscape of 2008 was a widespread 

feeling among elites that things were working fine. Not for everyone and not everywhere, but in aggregate: 

more people were doing better than were doing worse. Both the rich world and the poor world were 

measurably, statistically, getting richer. Most indices of quality of life, perhaps the most important being 

longevity, were improving. We were living through the Great Moderation, in which policymakers had finally 

worked out a way of growing economies at a rate that didn’t lead to overheating, and didn’t therefore result in 

the cycles of boom and bust which had been the defining feature of capitalism since the Industrial Revolution. 

Critics of capitalism had long argued that it had an inherent tendency towards such cycles – this was a central 

aspect of Marx’s critique – but policymakers now claimed to have fixed it. In the words of Gordon Brown: 

‘We set about establishing a new economic framework to secure long-term economic stability and put an end 

to the damaging cycle of boom and bust.’ That claim was made when Labour first got into office in 1997, and 

Brown was still repeating it in his last budget as chancellor ten years later, when he said: ‘We will never 

return to the old boom and bust.’ 

I cite this not to pick on Gordon Brown, but because this view was widespread among Western policymakers. 

The intellectual framework for this overconfidence was derived from contemporary trends in 

macroeconomics. Not to put too fine a point on it, macroeconomists thought they knew everything. Or maybe 

not everything, just the most important thing. In a presidential address to the American Economic Association 

in 2003, Robert Lucas, Nobel prizewinner and one of the most prominent macroeconomists in the world, put 

it plainly: 

Macroeconomics was born as a distinct field in the 1940s, as a part of the intellectual response to the Great 

Depression. The term then referred to the body of knowledge and expertise that we hoped would prevent the 

recurrence of that economic disaster. My thesis in this lecture is that macroeconomics in this original sense 

has succeeded: its central problem of depression prevention has been solved, for all practical purposes, and 

has in fact been solved for many decades. 
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Solved. For many decades. That was the climate of intellectual overconfidence in which the crisis began. It’s 

been said that the four most expensive words in the world are: ‘This time it’s different.’ We can ignore the 

lessons of history and indeed of common sense because there’s a new paradigm, a new set of tools and 

techniques, a new Great Moderation. But one of the things that happens in economic good times – a very clear 

lesson from history which is repeatedly ignored – is that money gets too cheap. Too much credit enters the 

system and there is too much money looking for investment opportunities. In the modern world that money is 

hotter – more rapidly mobile and more globalised – than ever before. Ten and a bit years ago, a lot of that 

money was invested in a sexy new opportunity created by clever financial engineering, which magically 

created high-yielding but completely safe investments from pools of risky mortgages. Poor people with 

patchy credit histories who had never owned property were given expensive mortgages to allow them to buy 

their first homes, and those mortgages were then bundled into securities which were sold to eager investors 

around the world, with the guarantee that ingenious financial engineering had achieved the magic trick of high 

yields and complete safety. That, in an investment context, is like claiming to have invented an antigravity 

device or a perpetual motion machine, since it is an iron law of investment that risks are correlated with 

returns. The only way you can earn more is by risking more. But ‘this time it’s different.’ 

The thing about debt and credit is that most of the time, in conventional economic thinking, they don’t present 

a problem. Every credit is a debt, every debt is a credit, assets and liabilities always match, and the system 

always balances to zero, so it doesn’t really matter how big those numbers are, how much credit or debt there 

is in the system, the net is always the same. But knowing that is a bit like climbing up a very, very long ladder 

and knowing that it’s a good idea not to look down. Sooner or later you inevitably do, and realise how 

exposed you are, and start feeling different. That’s what happened in the run-up to the credit crunch: people 

suddenly started to wonder whether these assets, these pools of mortgages (which by this point had been sold 

and resold all around the financial system so that nobody was clear who actually owned them, like a toxic 

version of pass the parcel in which nobody knows who is holding the parcel or what’s in it), were worth what 

they were supposed to be worth. They noticed just how high up the ladder they had climbed. So they started 

descending the ladder. They started withdrawing credit. What happened next was the first bank run in the UK 

since the 19th century, the collapse of Northern Rock in September 2007 and its subsequent nationalisation. 

Northern Rock had an unusual business model in that instead of relying on customer deposits to meet its 

operational needs it borrowed money short-term on the financial markets. When credit became harder to come 

by, that source of funding suddenly wasn’t there any more. Then, just as suddenly, Northern Rock wasn’t 

there any more either. 

That was the first symptom of the global crisis, which reached the next level with the very similar collapse of 

Bear Stearns in March 2008, followed by the crash that really did take the entire global financial system to the 

brink, the implosion of Lehman Brothers on 15 September. Because Lehmans was a clearing house and 

repository for many thousands of financial instruments from around the system, suddenly nobody knew who 

owed what to whom, who was exposed to what risk, and therefore which institutions were likely to go next. 

And that is when the global supply of credit dried up. I spoke to bankers at the time who said that what 

happened was supposed to be impossible, it was like the tide going out everywhere on Earth simultaneously. 

People had lived through crises before – the sudden crash of October 1987, the emerging markets crises and 

the Russian crisis of the 1990s, the dotcom bubble – but what happened in those cases was that capital fled 

from one place to another. No one had ever lived through, and no one thought possible, a situation where all 

the credit simultaneously disappeared from everywhere and the entire system teetered on the brink. The first 

weekend of October 2008 was a point when people at the top of the global financial system genuinely 

thought, in the words of George W. Bush, ‘This sucker could go down.’ RBS, at one point the biggest bank in 

the world according to the size of its balance sheet, was within hours of collapsing. And by collapsing I mean 

cashpoint machines would have stopped working, and insolvencies would have spread from RBS to other 

banks – and no one alive knows what that would have looked like or how it would have ended. 
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The immediate economic consequence was the bailout of the banks. I’m not sure if it’s philosophically 

possible for an action to be both necessary and a disaster, but that in essence is what the bailouts were. They 

were necessary, I thought at the time and still think, because this really was a moment of existential crisis for 

the financial system, and we don’t know what the consequences would have been for our societies if 

everything had imploded. But they turned into a disaster we are still living through. The first and probably 

most consequential result of the bailouts was that governments across the developed world decided for 

political reasons that the only way to restore order to their finances was to resort to austerity measures. The 

financial crisis led to a contraction of credit, which in turn led to economic shrinkage, which in turn led to 

declining tax receipts for governments, which were suddenly looking at sharply increasing annual deficits and 

dramatically increasing levels of overall government debt. So now we had austerity, which meant that life got 

harder for a lot of people, but – this is where the negative consequences of the bailout start to be really 

apparent – life did not get harder for banks and for the financial system. In the popular imagination, the 

people who caused the crisis got away with it scot-free, and, as what scientists call a first-order 

approximation, that’s about right. 

In addition, there were no successful prosecutions of anyone at the higher levels of the financial system. 

Contrast that with the savings and loan scandal of the 1980s, basically a gigantic bust of the US equivalent of 

mortgage companies, in which 1100 executives were prosecuted. What had changed since then was the 

increasing hegemony of finance in the political system, which brought the ability quite simply to rewrite the 

rules of what is and isn’t legal. One example I saw when I was researching Whoops!, my book on the crisis, 

was in Baltimore. There people going to buy houses for the first time would turn up at the mortgage 

company’s office and be told: ‘Look, I’m really sorry, I know we said we’d be able to get you a loan at 6 per 

cent, but something went wrong at the bank, so the number on here is 12 per cent. But listen, I know you want 

to come out of here owning a house today – that’s right isn’t it, you do want to leave this room owning your 

own house for the first time? – so what I suggest is, since there’s a lot of paperwork to get through, you sign 

it, and we sort out this issue with the loan later, it won’t be a problem.’ That is a flat lie: the loan was fixed 

and unchangeable and the contract legally binding, but under Maryland law, the principle is caveat emptor, so 

the mortgage broker can lie as much as they want, since the onus is on the other party to protect their own 

interests. The result, just in Baltimore, was tens of thousands of people losing their homes. The charity I 

talked to had no idea where many of those people were: some of them were sleeping in their cars, some of 

them had gone back to wherever they came from outside the city, others had just vanished. And all that 

predatory lending was entirely legal. 

That impunity, the sense that these things had consequences for us but not for the people who caused the 

crisis, has been central to the story of the last ten years. It has also been central to the public anger generated 

by the crash and the Great Recession. In the summer of 2009, when I was writing Whoops!, I remember 

thinking that a huge storm of rage was coming towards governments once the public realised what a giant 

hole had been dug for them by the financial system in collusion with their leaders. Then the book came out, 

and I was giving talks about it all over the place from its publication in January 2010 through the spring and 

summer, and there was this mysterious lack of rage. People seemed numb and incredulous but not yet angry. 

In July 2010 I was in Galway for the arts festival, giving a talk in a room where, I later learned, a former 

taoiseach was famous for accepting envelopes full of cash during Galway’s racing week. By that point in the 

publication process you normally have your talk down to a fine art, or as fine as it’s going to get, and my spiel 

consisted of basically comic points about how reckless and foolish the financial system had been. Normally 

when I gave the talk people would laugh at the various punchlines, but now there was complete silence in the 

room – the jokes weren’t landing at all. And yet I could tell people were actually listening. It felt strange. 

Then the questions began, and all of them were about blame, and I realised everyone in the room was furious. 

All the questions were about whose fault the crash was, who should be punished, how it was possible that this 

could have happened and how outrageous it was that the people responsible had got away with it and the rest 
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of society was paying the consequences. I remember thinking that the difference between Ireland and the UK 

is just that they’re a few months ahead. This is what’s coming. 

* 

By now we’re eight years into that public anger. Remember that remark made by Robert Lucas, the 

macroeconomist, that the central problem of depression prevention had been solved? How’s that been 

working out? How it’s been working out here in the UK is the longest period of declining real incomes in 

recorded economic history. ‘Recorded economic history’ means as far back as current techniques can reach, 

which is back to the end of the Napoleonic Wars. Worse than the decades that followed the Napoleonic Wars, 

worse than the crises that followed them, worse than the financial crises that inspired Marx, worse than the 

Depression, worse than both world wars. That is a truly stupendous statistic and if you knew nothing about 

the economy, sociology or politics of a country, and were told that single fact about it – that real incomes had 

been falling for the longest period ever – you would expect serious convulsions in its national life. 

Just as grim, life expectancy has stagnated too, which is all the more shocking because it is entirely 

unexpected. According to the Continuous Mortality Investigation, life expectancy for a 45-year-old man has 

declined from an anticipated 43 years of extra life to 42, for a 45-year-old woman from 45.1 more years to 44. 

There’s a decline for pensioners too. We had gained ten years of extra life since 1960, and we’ve just given 

one year back. These data are new and are not fully understood yet, but it seems pretty clear that the decline is 

linked to austerity, perhaps not so much to the squeeze on NHS spending – though the longest spending 

squeeze, adjusted for inflation and demographics, since the foundation of the NHS has obviously had some 

effect – but to the impacts of austerity on social services, which in the case of such services as Meals on 

Wheels and house visits function as an early warning system for illness among the elderly. As a result, 

mortality rates are up, an increase that began in 2011 after decades in which they had fallen under both 

parties, and it’s this that is causing the decline in life expectancy. 

Life expectancy in the United States is also falling, with the first consecutive-year drop since 1962-63; infant 

mortality, the generally accepted benchmark for a society’s development, is rising too. The principal driver of 

the decline in life expectancy seems to be the opioid epidemic, which took 64,000 lives in 2016, many more 

than guns (39,000), cars (40,000) or breast cancer (41,000). At the same time, the income of the typical 

worker, the real median hourly income, is about the same as it was in 1971. Anyone time-travelling back to 

the early 1970s would have great difficulty explaining why the richest and most powerful country in the 

history of the world had four and a half decades without pandemic, countrywide disaster or world war, 

accompanied by unprecedented growth in corporate profits, and yet ordinary people’s pay remained the same. 

I think people would react with amazement and want to know why. Things have been getting consistently 

better for the ordinary worker, they would say, so why is that process about to stop? 

It would be easier to accept all this, philosophically anyway, if since the crash we had made some progress 

towards reform in the operation of the banking system and international finance. But there has been very little. 

Yes, there have been some changes at the margin, to things such as the way bonuses are paid. Bonuses were a 

tremendous flashpoint in the aftermath of the crash, because it was so clear that a) bankers were insanely 

overpaid; and b) they had incentives for taking risks that paid them huge bonuses when the bets succeeded, 

but in the event they went wrong, all the losses were paid for by us. Privatised gains, socialised losses. The 

bonus system has been addressed legally, with new legislation enforcing delays before bonuses can be paid 

out, and allowing them to be clawed back if things go wrong. But overall remuneration in finance has not 

gone down. It’s an example of a change that isn’t really a change. The bonus pool in UK finance last year was 

£15 billion, the largest since 2007. 

It’s not that there haven’t been changes. It’s just that it isn’t clear how much of a change the changes are. 

Bonuses are one example. Another concerns the ring-fencing being introduced in the UK to separate 

investment banking from retail banking – to separate banks’ casino-like activities on international markets 

from their piggy-bank-like activities in the real economy. In the aftermath of the crisis there were demands for 
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these two functions to be completely separated, as historically they have been in many countries at many 

times. The banks fought back hard and as usual got what they wanted. Instead of separation we have a 

complicated, unwieldy and highly technical process of internal ring-fencing inside our huge banks. When I 

say huge, I’m referring to the fact that our four biggest banks have balance sheets that, combined, are two and 

a half times bigger than the UK economy. Mark Carney has pointed out that our financial sector is currently 

ten times the size of our GDP, and that over the next couple of decades it is likely to grow to 15 or even 

twenty times its size. 

The ring-fence has been under preparation for several years and comes into effect from 2019. It increases the 

complexity of the system, and a very clear lesson from history is that complexity allows opportunities to game 

the rules and exploit loopholes. One way of describing modern finance is that it’s a mechanism for enabling 

very clever, very well paid, very highly incentivised people to spend all day every day thinking of ways to get 

around rules. Complexity works to their advantage. As for the question of whether ring-fencing makes the 

financial system safer, the answer again is that we don’t really know. As the financial historian David Marsh 

observed, the only way you can properly test a firewall is by having a fire. 

I think the ring-fence is an opportunity missed. That goes for a lot of the small complicated rules designed to 

make banks and the financial system safer. Bankers complain about them a lot, which is probably a good sign 

from the point of view of the public, but it’s not clear they will actually make the system safer compared with 

the much simpler and cruder mechanism of increasing the amount of equity banks have to hold. At the 

moment banks operate almost entirely with leverage, meaning borrowed money. When they lose money, they 

mainly lose other people’s money. An increase in the statutory requirement for bank equity, and the resulting 

reduction in the amount of leverage they are allowed to employ, would make banks safe through a simple act 

of brute force: they’d have to lose a lot more of their own money before they started to lose any of anyone 

else’s. The new rules have made the banks hold more equity, but the systems for calculating how much are 

notoriously complex and in any case the improvement is a matter of degrees, not an order of magnitude. The 

plan for increased equity has been most rigorously advocated by the Stanford economist Anat Admati, and the 

banks absolutely hate the idea. It would make them less profitable, which in turn means bankers would be 

paid much less, and the system would with absolute certainty be much safer for the public. But that is not the 

direction we’ve taken, especially in the US, where Trump and the Republican Congress are tearing up all the 

post-crash legislation. 

In some cases, it’s not so much a case of non-change change as of good old-fashioned no change. Take the 

notorious problem of banks that are too big to fail. That issue is unambiguously more serious than it was 

before the last crash. The failing banks were eaten by surviving banks, with the result that the surviving banks 

are now bigger, and the too big to fail problem is worse. Banks have been forced by statute to bring in ‘living 

wills’, as they’re known, to arrange for their own bankruptcy in the event of their becoming insolvent in the 

way they did ten years ago. I don’t believe those guarantees. These banks have balance sheets that are in some 

cases as big as the host country’s GDP – HSBC in the UK, or the seriously struggling Deutsche Bank in 

Germany – and the system simply could not sustain a bankruptcy of that size. Germany is more likely to 

introduce compulsory public nudity than it is to let Deutsche Bank fail. 

In other areas, we’re in the territory that Donald Rumsfeld called known unknowns. The main example is 

shadow banking. Shadow banking is all the stuff banks do – such as lending money, taking deposits, 

transferring money, executing payments, extending credit – except done by institutions that don’t have a 

formal banking licence. Think of credit card companies, insurance companies, companies that let you send 

money overseas, PayPal. There are also huge institutions inside finance that lend money back and forwards to 

keep banks solvent, in a process known as the repo market. All these activities taken together make up the 

shadow banking system. The thing about this system is that it’s much less regulated than formal banks, and 

nobody is certain how big it is. The latest report from the Financial Stability Board, an international body 

responsible for doing what it says on the tin, estimates the size of the shadow system at $160 trillion. That’s 

twice the GDP of Earth. It’s bigger than the entire commercial banking sector. Shadow banking was one of 
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the main routes for spreading and magnifying the crash ten years ago, and it is at least as big and as opaque as 

it was then. 

This brings me to the main and I think least understood point about contemporary financial markets. The 

mental image of a market is misleading: the metaphor implies a single place where people meet to trade and 

where the transactions are open and transparent and under the aegis of a central authority. That authority can 

be formal and governmental or it can just be the relevant collective norms. There are inevitably some 

asymmetries of information – usually sellers know more than buyers – but basically what you see is what you 

get, and there is some form of supervision at work. Financial markets today are not like that. They aren’t 

gathered together in one place. In many instances, a market is just a series of cables running into a data centre, 

with another series of cables, belonging to a hedge fund specialising in high-frequency trading, running into 

the same computers, and ‘front-running’ trades by profiting from other people’s activities in the market, 

taking advantage of time differences measured in millionths of a second.＊ That howling, shrieking, 

cacophonous pit in which traders look up at screens and shout prices at each other is a stage set (literally so: 

the New York Stock Exchange keeps one going simply for the visuals). The real action is all in data centres 

and couldn’t be less like a market in any generally understood sense. In many areas, the overwhelming 

majority of transactions are over the counter (OTC), meaning that they are directly executed between 

interested parties, and not only is there no grown-up supervision, in the sense of an agency overseeing the 

transaction, but it is actually the case that nobody else knows what has been transacted. The OTC market in 

financial derivatives, for instance, is another known unknown: we can guess at its size but nobody really 

knows. The Bank for International Settlements, the Basel-based central bank of central banks, gives a twice 

yearly estimate of the OTC market. The most recent number is $532 trillion. 

* 

So that’s where we are with markets. Non-change change, in the form of bonus regulation and ring-fencing; 

no change or change for the worse in the case of complexity and shadow banking and too big to fail; and no 

overall reduction in the level of risk present in the system. 

We are back with the issue of impunity. For the people inside the system that caused a decade of misery, no 

change. For everyone else, a decade of misery, magnified by austerity policies. Note that austerity policies 

were not recommended by mainstream macroeconomists, who predicted that they would lead to flat or 

shrinking GDP, as indeed they did. Instead politicians took the crisis as a political inflection point – a phrase 

used to me in private by a Tory in 2009, before the public realised what was about to hit them – and seized the 

opportunity to contract government spending and shrink the state. 

The burden of austerity falls much more on the poor than on the better-off, and in any case it is a heavily 

loaded term, taking a personal virtue and casting it as an abstract principle used to direct state spending. For 

the top 1 per cent of taxpayers, who pay 27 per cent of all income tax, austerity means you end up better off, 

because you pay less tax. You save so much on your tax bill you can switch from prosecco to champagne, or 

if you’re already drinking champagne, you switch to fancier champagne. For those living in precarious 

circumstances, tiny changes in state spending can have direct and significant personal consequences. In the 

UK, these have been exacerbated by policies such as benefit sanctions, in which vulnerable people have their 

benefits withheld as a form of punishment – a self-defeating policy whose cruelty is hard to overstate. 

We thus arrive at the topic that more than any other sums up the decade since the crash: inequality. For 

students of the subject there is something a little crude about referring to inequality as if it were only one 

thing. Inequality of income is not the same thing as inequality of wealth, which is not the same as inequality 

of opportunity, which is not the same as inequality of outcome, which is not the same as inequality of health 

or inequality of access to power. In a way, though, the popular use of inequality, although it may not be 

accurate in philosophical or political science terms, is the most relevant when we think about the last ten 

years, because when people complain about inequality they are complaining about all the above: all the 

different subtypes of inequality compacted together. 

https://www.lrb.co.uk/v40/n13/john-lanchester/after-the-fall#fn-asterisk
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The sense that there are different rules for insiders, the one per cent, is global. Everywhere you go people are 

preoccupied by this widening crevasse between the people at the top of the system and everyone else. It’s 

possible of course that this is a trick of perspective or a phenomenon of raised consciousness more than it is a 

new reality: that this is what our societies have always been like, that elites have always lived in a 

fundamentally different reality, it’s just that now, after the last ten difficult years, we are seeing it more 

clearly. I suspect that’s the analysis Marx would have given. 

The one per cent issue is the same everywhere, more or less, but the global phenomenon of inequality has 

different local flavours. In China these concerns divide the city and the country, the new prosperous middle 

class and the brutally difficult lives of migrant workers. In much of Europe there are significant divides 

between older insiders protected by generous social provision and guaranteed secure employment, and a 

younger precariat which faces a far more uncertain future. In the US there is enormous anger at oblivious, 

entitled, seemingly invulnerable financial and technological elites getting ever richer as ordinary living 

standards stay flat in absolute terms, and in relative terms, dramatically decline. And everywhere, more than 

ever before in human history, people are surrounded by images of a life they are told they should want, yet 

know they can’t afford. 

A third driver of increased inequality, alongside austerity and impunity for financial elites, has been monetary 

policy in the form of Quantitative Easing. QE, as it’s known, is the government buying back its own debt with 

newly minted electronic money. It’s as if you could log into your online bank account and type in a new 

balance and then use that to pay off your credit card bill. Governments have used this technique to buy back 

their own bonds. The idea was that the previous bondholders would suddenly have all this cash on their 

balance sheets, and would feel obliged to put it to work, so they would spend it and then someone else would 

have the cash and they would spend it. As Merryn Somerset Webb recently wrote in the Financial Times, the 

cash is like a hot potato that is passed back and forwards between rich individuals and institutions, generating 

economic activity in the process. 

The problem concerns what people do with that hot potato cash. What they tend to do is buy assets. They buy 

houses and equities and sometimes they buy shiny toys like yachts and paintings. What happens when people 

buy things? Prices go up. So the prices of houses and equities have been sustained, kept aloft, by quantitative 

easing, which is great news for people who own things like houses and equities, but less good news for people 

who don’t, because from their point of view, these things will become ever more unaffordable. A recent 

analysis by the Bank of England showed that the effect on house prices of QE had been to keep them 22 per 

cent higher than they would otherwise have been. The effect on equities was 25 per cent. (The analysis used 

data up to 2014, so both those numbers will have gone up.) We’re back to that question of whether something 

could be necessary and a disaster at the same time, because QE may well have played an important role in 

keeping the economy out of a more severe depression, but it has also been a direct driver of inequality, in 

particular of the housing crisis, which is one of the defining features of contemporary Britain, especially for 

the young. 

Napoleon said something interesting: that to understand a person, you must understand what the world looked 

like when he was twenty. I think there’s a lot in that. When I was twenty, it was 1982, right in the middle of 

the Cold War and the Thatcher/Reagan years. Interest rates were well into double digits, inflation was over 8 

per cent, there were three million unemployed, and we thought the world might end in nuclear holocaust at 

any moment. At the same time, the underlying premise of capitalism was that it was morally superior to the 

alternatives. Mrs Thatcher was a philosophical conservative for whom the ideas of Hayek and Friedman were 

paramount: capitalism was practically superior to the alternatives, but that was intimately tied to the fact that 

it was morally better. It’s a claim that ultimately goes back to Adam Smith in the third book of The Wealth of 

Nations. In one sense it is the climactic claim of his whole argument: ‘Commerce and manufactures gradually 

introduced order and good government, and with them, the liberty and security of individuals, among the 

inhabitants of the country, who had before lived almost in a continual state of war with their neighbours and 

of servile dependency on their superiors. This, though that has been the least observed, is by far the most 
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important of all their effects.’ So according to the godfather of economics, ‘by far the most important of all 

the effects’ of commerce is its benign impact on wider society. 

I know that the plural of anecdote is not data, but I feel that there has been a shift here. In recent decades, 

elites seem to have moved from defending capitalism on moral grounds to defending it on the grounds of 

realism. They say: this is just the way the world works. This is the reality of modern markets. We have to 

have a competitive economy. We are competing with China, we are competing with India, we have hungry 

rivals and we have to be realistic about how hard we have to work, how well we can pay ourselves, how 

lavish we can afford our welfare states to be, and face facts about what’s going to happen to the jobs that are 

currently done by a local workforce but could be outsourced to a cheaper international one. These are not 

moral justifications. The ethical defence of capitalism is an important thing to have inadvertently conceded. 

The moral basis of a society, its sense of its own ethical identity, can’t just be: ‘This is the way the world is, 

deal with it.’ 

I notice, talking to younger people, people who hit that Napoleonic moment of turning twenty since the crisis, 

that the idea of capitalism being thought of as morally superior elicits something between an eye roll and a 

hollow laugh. Their view of capitalism has been formed by austerity, increasing inequality, the impunity and 

imperviousness of finance and big technology companies, and the widespread spectacle of increasing 

corporate profits and a rocketing stock market combined with declining real pay and a huge growth in the new 

phenomenon of in-work poverty. That last is very important. For decades, the basic promise was that if you 

didn’t work the state would support you, but you would be poor. If you worked, you wouldn’t be. That’s no 

longer true: most people on benefits are in work too, it’s just that the work doesn’t pay enough to live on. 

That’s a fundamental breach of what used to be the social contract. So is the fact that the living standards of 

young people are likely not to be as high as they are for their parents. That idea stings just as much for parents 

as it does for their children. 

This sense of a system gone wrong has led to political crises all across the developed world. From a personal 

point of view, looking back over the last ten years, some of this I saw coming and some of it I didn’t. I 

predicted the anger and the decade of economic hard times, and in general I thought life was going to become 

tougher. I thought it might well lead to a further crisis. But I was wrong about the nature of the crisis. I 

thought it was likely to be financial rather than political, in the first instance: a second financial crisis which 

fed into politics. Instead what has happened is Brexit, Trump, and variously startling electoral results from 

Italy, Hungary, Poland, the Czech Republic and elsewhere. 

Part of what happened can be summed up by a British Telecom ad from the 1980s. Maureen Lipman rings up 

her grandson to congratulate him on his exam results. She has baked a cake and is decorating it but freezes 

when he tells her, I failed. She asks him what he failed and he says everything: maths English physics 

geography German woodwork art. But then he lets slip that he passed pottery and sociology and Lipman says: 

‘He gets an ology and he says he’s failed? You get an ology, you’re a scientist.’ 

I suspect I got the wrong ology. Sociology would have been a better social science than economics for 

understanding the last ten years. Three dominos fell. The initial event was economic. The meaning of it was 

experienced in ways best interpreted by sociology. The consequences were acted out through politics. From a 

sociological point of view, the crisis exacerbated faultlines running through contemporary societies, faultlines 

of city and country, old and young, cosmopolitan and nationalist, insider and outsider. As a direct result we 

have seen a sharp rise in populism across the developed world and a marked collapse in support for 

established parties, in particular those of the centre-left. 

Electorates turned with special venom against parties offering what was in effect a milder version of the 

economic consensus: free-market capitalism with a softer edge. It’s as if the voters are saying to those parties: 

what actually are you for? It’s not a bad question and it’s one that everyone from the Labour Party to the SDP 

in Germany to the socialists in France to the Democrats in the US are all struggling to answer. It’s worth 

noticing another phenomenon too: electorates are turning to very young leaders – a 43-year-old in Canada, a 
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37-year-old in New Zealand, a 39-year-old in France, a 31-year-old in Austria. They have ideological 

differences, but they have in common that they were all in metaphorical nappies when the crisis and the Great 

Recession hit, so they definitely can’t be blamed. Both France and the US elected presidents who had never 

run for office before. 

In conclusion, it’s all doom and gloom. But wait! From another perspective, the story of the last ten years has 

been one of huge success. At the time of the crash, 19 per cent of the world’s population were living in what 

the UN defines as absolute poverty, meaning on less than $1.90 a day. Today, that number is below 9 per 

cent. In other words, the number of people living in absolute poverty has more than halved, while rich-world 

living standards have flatlined or declined. A defender of capitalism could point to that statistic and say it 

provides a full answer to the question of whether capitalism can still make moral claims. The last decade has 

seen hundreds of millions of people raised out of absolute poverty, continuing the global improvement for the 

very poor which, both as a proportion and as an absolute number, is an unprecedented economic achievement. 

 

The economist who has done more in this field than anyone else, Branko Milanović at Harvard, has a 

wonderful graph that illustrates the point about the relative outcomes for life in the developing and developed 

world. The graph is the centrepiece of his brilliant book Global Inequality: A New Approach for the Age of 

Globalisation.† It’s called the ‘elephant curve’ because it looks like an elephant, going up from left to right 

like the elephant’s back, then sloping down as it gets towards its face, then going sharply upwards again when 

it reaches the end of its trunk. Most of the people between points A and B are the working classes and middle 

classes of the developed world. In other words, the global poor have been getting consistently better off over 

the last decades whereas the previous global middle class, most of whom are in the developed world, have 

seen relative decline. The elite at the top have of course been doing better than ever. 

What if the governments of the developed world turned to their electorates and explicitly said this was the 

deal? The pitch might go something like this: we’re living in a competitive global system, there are billions of 

desperately poor people in the world, and in order for their standards of living to improve, ours will have to 

decline in relative terms. Perhaps we should accept that on moral grounds: we’ve been rich enough for long 

enough to be able to share some of the proceeds of prosperity with our brothers and sisters. I think I know 

what the answer would be. The answer would be OK, fine, but get rid of the trunk. Because if we are 

experiencing a relative decline why shouldn’t the rich – why shouldn’t the one per cent – be slightly worse off 

in the same way that we are slightly worse off? 

The frustrating thing is that the policy implications of this idea are pretty clear. In the developed world, we 

need policies that reduce the inequality at the top. It is sometimes said these are very difficult policies to 

devise. I’m not sure that’s true. What we’re really talking about is a degree of redistribution similar to that 

experienced in the decades after the Second World War, combined with policies that prevent the international 

rich person’s sport of hiding assets from taxation. This was one of the focuses of Thomas Piketty’s Capital, 

and with good reason. I mentioned earlier that assets and liabilities always balance – that’s the way they are 

designed, as accounting equalities. But when we come to global wealth, this isn’t true. Studies of the global 

balance sheet consistently show more liabilities than assets. The only way that would make sense is if the 

world were in debt to some external agency, such as Venusians or the Emperor Palpatine. Since it isn’t, a 

simple question arises: where’s all the fucking money? Piketty’s student Gabriel Zucman wrote a powerful 

book, The Hidden Wealth of Nations (2015), which supplies the answer: it’s hidden by rich people in tax 

havens. According to calculations that Zucman himself says are conservative, the missing money amounts to 

$8.7 trillion, a significant fraction of all planetary wealth. It is as if, when it comes to the question of paying 

their taxes, the rich have seceded from the rest of humanity. 

A crackdown on international evasion is difficult because it requires international co-ordination, but common 

sense tells us this would be by no means impossible. Effective legal instruments to prevent offshore tax 

evasion are incredibly simple and could be enacted overnight, as the United States has just shown with its 

https://www.lrb.co.uk/v40/n13/john-lanchester/after-the-fall#fn-dagger
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crackdown on oligarchs linked to Putin’s regime. All you have to do is make it illegal for banks to enact 

transactions with territories that don’t comply with rules on tax transparency. That closes them down 

instantly. Then you have a transparent register of assets, a crackdown on trust structures (which incidentally 

can’t be set up in France, and the French economy functions fine without them), and job done. Politically hard 

but in practical terms fairly straightforward. Also politically hard, and practically less so, are the actions 

needed to address the sections of society that lose out from automation and globalisation. Milanović’s 

preferred focus is on equalising ‘endowments’, an economic term which in the context implies an emphasis 

on equalising assets and education. If changes benefit an economy as a whole, they need to benefit everyone 

in the economy – which by implication directs government towards policies focused on education, lifelong 

training, and redistribution through the tax and benefits system. The alternative is to carry on as we have been 

doing and just let divides widen until societies fall apart. 

 

https://www.lrb.co.uk/v40/n13/john-lanchester/after-the-fall  
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Sound-waves: Making opaque materials totally transparent 

 

Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne 

Summary: 

Researchers have found a way to make materials that are normally opaque to sound waves completely 

transparent. Their system involves placing acoustic relays at strategic locations so that sound waves can 

propagate at a constant amplitude -- regardless of what may lie in their path. This method could eventually be 

used to make it possible to hide objects like submarines. 

Share: 

      

FULL STORY 

 

 

From left to right: Hervé Lissek, Romain Fleury and Etienne Rivet next to the 3.5 meters tube. 

Credit: @Alain Herzog / EPFL 

Most naturally occurring materials have a disordered atomic structure that interferes with the propagation of 

both sound and electromagnetic waves. When the waves come into contact with these materials, they bounce 

around and disperse -- and their energy dissipates according to a highly complex interference pattern, 

diminishing in intensity. That means it's virtually impossible to transmit data or energy intact across wave-

scattering media and fully leverage the potential of wave technology. 
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For an example, you need look no further than your smartphone -- the geolocation function works less well 

inside buildings where radiofrequency waves scatter in all directions. Other potential applications include 

biomedical imaging and geological surveying, where it's important to be able to send waves across highly 

disordered media. 

A team of researchers from two labs at EPFL's School of Engineering, working in association with TU Wien 

and the University of Crete, has developed a system that allows sound waves to travel across such media with 

no distortion. It uses tiny speakers as acoustic relays to offset the wave scattering, and has been successfully 

tested on a real acoustic system. Their work has just been published in Nature Physics. 

Using speakers to eliminate obstacles 

In the researchers' system, the tiny speakers can be controlled to amplify, attenuate or shift the phase of the 

sound waves. That lets them offset the diffusion that results when the waves hit obstacles, and thereby 

reproduce the original sound exactly on the other side of the disordered medium. 

How does it work? "We realized that our acoustic relays had to be able to change the waves' amplitudes and 

phases at strategic locations, to either magnify or attenuate them," says Romain Fleury, head of EPFL's 

Laboratory of Wave Engineering (LWE) and a co-author of the study. 

The researchers tested their system by building an air-filled tube and placing various kinds of obstacles such 

as walls, porous materials and chicanes into it, in order to create a highly disordered medium through which 

no sound waves could pass. They then placed their tiny speakers between the obstacles and set up electronic 

controls to adjust the speakers' acoustic properties. "We've been working on using controlled speakers as 

active sound absorbers for years, so it made sense to use them for this new application too," says Hervé 

Lissek, head of the acoustics research group at EPFL's Signal Processing Laboratory 2 (LTS2) and a co-

author of the study. "Until now, we only needed to attenuate sound waves. But here we had to develop a new 

control mechanism so we could also amplify them, like how we can already amplify optical waves with 

lasers," adds Etienne Rivet, another co-author at EPFL who wrote a thesis on the subject. Their new method -- 

the only one of its kind in acoustics -- uses programmable circuits to control several speakers simultaneously 

and in real time. 

Making objects invisible 

The researchers' method for active acoustic control is similar to that used in noise cancelling headphones and 

could potentially be used for sounds containing common ambient frequencies. It could also be used to 

eliminate the waves that bounce off objects like submarines, making them undetectable by sonar. Moreover, 

the theory underlying their work is universal and could have parallel applications in optics or 

radiofrequencies, to make objects invisible or to take images through opaque materials. 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne. Note: Content may be edited for style and 

length. 
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Toy Stories: Portraits of Children and their Toys Around the World 

LAURA STAUGAITIS 

 

Cun Zi Yi, age 3 – Chongquing, China. All photographs provided by and © Gabriele Galimberti 

Gabriele Galimberti spent more than two years traveling the world, visiting over fifty countries to photograph 

young children with their toys. The Italian photographer shares in a statement on Toy Stories, “I recorded the 

spontaneous and natural joy that unites kids despite their diverse backgrounds. Whether the child owns a 

veritable fleet of miniature cars or a single stuffed monkey, the pride that they have is moving, funny, and 

thought provoking.” 

http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/06/toy-stories-gabriele-galimberti/
http://www.thisiscolossal.com/about/#laura
http://www.gabrielegalimberti.com/
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In addition to documenting the socioeconomic range of families around the world, Galimberti’s colorful 

portraits capture the unique personalities of each young person before his camera lens. The photographer has 

published a book, also called Toy Stories, which compiles all of the portraits from this series. His other titles 

include My Couch is your Couch, about how people live around the world, and In Her Kitchen, which 

documents grandmothers and their culinary traditions. You can see more of Galimberti’s work and travels 

on Instagram. (via Booooooom) 

 

Maudy Sibanda, 3 – Kalulushi, Zambia 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1419711741/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1419711741&linkCode=as2&tag=colossal0d-20&linkId=b0851f8ad87073dd0b6043bc9216afe8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0804185573/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=colossal0d-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0804185573&linkId=2709653afb2d57e43fde76ff8aa21518
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0804185557/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=colossal0d-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0804185557&linkId=5aa32a168e0491b2d007a44fc6ae6d71
https://www.instagram.com/gabrielegalimbertiphoto/
https://www.booooooom.com/2017/06/19/kids-from-around-the-world-photographed-with-their-favourite-toys/
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Gabriel Pascoal, age 3 – Sao Paulo – Brasil 
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Norden Brahke – age 5 age – Morocco 
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Alessia Pellegrini, age 5 – Castiglion Fiorentino, Italy 
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Virginia May Salisbury, age 5 – American Fork, Utah 
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Radhika Vachani, age 6 – Mumbai, India 
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Noel Hawthorne, age 5 – South Dallas, Texas 
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Abel Sientes Armas, age 4 – Nopaltepec, Mexico 
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Naya Gutierrez, age 3 – Managua, Nicaragua 
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Arafa and Aisha Saleh Aman, age 4 – Bububu, Zanzibar 
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Ralf Mazulis – age 4 – Riga, Lettonia 

 

 

http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/06/toy-stories-gabriele-

galimberti/?mc_cid=e76c85e1ab&mc_eid=2d0f5d931f  
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Rilke on the Lonely Patience of Creative Work 

“Works of art are of an infinite loneliness and with nothing so little to be reached as with criticism. Only love 

can grasp and hold and be just toward them.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“The most regretful people on earth,” the poet Mary Oliver wrote in contemplating the artist’s task and the 

central commitment of the creative life, “are those who felt the call to creative work, who felt their own 

creative power restive and uprising, and gave to it neither power nor time.” 

That is what Rainer Maria Rilke(December 4, 1875–December 29, 1926), another great poet with a 

philosophical bent and uncommon existential insight, explored a century earlier in the third letter collected in 

his indispensable Letters to a Young Poet (public library) — the wellspring of wisdom on art and life, which 

Rilke bequeathed to the 19-year-old cadet and budding poet Franz Xaver Kappus. 

Rilke’s first letter to his young correspondent had laid out his core ideas about what it takes to be an artist. 

Building upon that foundation in the third letter, he echoes his contemporary Franz Kafka’s assertion 

that “patience is the master key to every situation”and considers the master key to the creative life: 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/10/12/mary-oliver-upstream-creativity-power-time/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/10/12/mary-oliver-upstream-creativity-power-time/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1461190525/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/letters-to-a-young-poet/oclc/295956&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/10/04/rilke-letters-to-a-young-poet-writing/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/10/22/conversations-with-kafka-love-patience/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1461190525/braipick-20
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Being an artist means, not reckoning and counting, but ripening like the tree which does not force its sap and 

stands confident in the storms of spring without the fear that after them may come no summer. It does come. 

But it comes only to the patient, who are there as though eternity lay before them, so unconcernedly still and 

wide. I learn it daily, learn it with pain to which I am grateful: patience is everything! 

The patience of making art is a lonely patience — one that demands the solitude essential for creative work, 

be it art or science, so widely recognized by creators across time and discipline. “Oh comforting solitude, how 

favorable thou art to original thought!” wrote neuroscience founding father Santiago Ramón y Cajal in 

considering the ideal environment for intellectual breakthrough. “Nourish yourself with grand and austere 

ideas of beauty that feed the soul… Seek solitude,” Eugene Delacroix counseled himself as a young artist in 

1824. “Solitude, a rest from responsibilities, and peace of mind, will do you more good than the atmosphere 

of the studio and the conversations,” the young Louise Bourgeois counseled an artist friend in the following 

century, just as the poet May Sarton was exulting in her sublime ode to solitude: “There is no place more 

intimate than the spirit alone.” 

 

Art by Isol from Daytime Visions 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/04/20/cajal-science-solitude/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/04/17/delacroix-journal-solitude/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/04/15/louise-bourgeois-solitude/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/12/01/may-sarton-canticle-6-considerations/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/05/25/daytime-visions-isol/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/05/25/daytime-visions-isol/
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Rilke articulates this vital incubatory solitude of creative work to his young correspondent in a sentiment of 

growing poignancy and urgency amid our age of instant and ill-considered opinions: 

Leave to your opinions their own quiet undisturbed development, which, like all progress, must come from 

deep within and cannot be pressed or hurried by anything. Everything is gestation and then bringing forth. To 

let each impression and each germ of a feeling come to completion wholly in itself, in the dark, in the 

inexpressible, the unconscious, beyond the reach of one’s own intelligence, and await with deep humility and 

patience the birth-hour of a new clarity: that alone is living the artist’s life: in understanding as in creating. 

He echoes Goethe’s largehearted, increasingly needed wisdom on the only appropriate response to the 

creative labors of others and writes: 

Works of art are of an infinite loneliness and with nothing so little to be reached as with criticism. Only love 

can grasp and hold and be just toward them. 

1902 portrait of Rainer Maria Rilke by Helmuth Westhoff, Rilke’s brother-in-law 

 

Letters to a Young Poet — which also gave us Rilke on what it really means to love, the life-expanding value 

of uncertainty, and why we read — remains one of the most beautiful, profound, and timeless works ever 

composed. Complement this particular portion with Rachel Carson on writing and the loneliness of creative 

work and Virginia Woolf on the relationship between loneliness and creativity, then revisit Rilke on the 

nature of creativity. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/06/22/rilke-patience-solitude-

art/?mc_cid=f8c0d630ee&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/03/goethe-schiller-criticism/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/03/goethe-schiller-criticism/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1461190525/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/29/rilke-on-love/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/06/01/rilke-on-questions/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/06/01/rilke-on-questions/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/12/04/rilke-letters-to-a-young-poet-reading/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/08/28/rachel-carson-house-of-life-writing-loneliness/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/08/28/rachel-carson-house-of-life-writing-loneliness/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/06/16/virginia-woolf-loneliness/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/16/rilke-inspiration-creativity/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/16/rilke-inspiration-creativity/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/06/22/rilke-patience-solitude-art/?mc_cid=f8c0d630ee&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/06/22/rilke-patience-solitude-art/?mc_cid=f8c0d630ee&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1461190525/braipick-20
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Smoking Ocean Vents Found in Surprisingly Shallow Water 

Scientists have found new hydrothermal vents off the Azores, and they may harbor unique life. 

WATCH: HYDROTHERMAL OCEAN VENTS FOUND IN SURPRISINGLY SHALLOW WATER 

By Stephen Leahy 

 

PUBLISHED JUNE 21, 2018 

Follow along on the expedition to the Azores live on Open Explorer, our science and exploration community. 

A new field of hydrothermal vents was just discovered in the Azores. Hydrothermal vents are deep-sea hot 

springs at the bottom of the sea floor that form unique, chimney-like structures. They are often home to 

strange forms of life. 

“This is an extraordinary discovery since this hydrothermal field is shallower than all others known in the 

Mid-Atlantic Ridge,” says Emanuel Gonçalves, co-leader of a deep-sea expeditionorganized by 

Portugal’s Oceano Azul Foundation in partnership with the Waitt Foundation and National Geographic 

Pristine Seas. 

“It’s like finding an alien environment on Earth,” says Enric Sala, a marine ecologist and National 

Geographic Explorer-in-Residence. “These are rare examples of ecosystems that live off energy from the 

center of the Earth instead of sunlight,” he says. 

The Azores are nine volcanic islands in the North Atlantic Ocean. They lie about 850 miles (1,360 km) to the 

west of Portugal, which administers them. The newly discovered vents are just 60 miles offshore of one of the 

islands, and only 1,870 feet (570 meters) deep. Most vents are in more remote regions and much deeper, like 

the first-ever-discovered vents that are 8,000 feet deep (2440 meters), and over 200 miles offshore of the 

Galapagos Islands. 

Operating Portugal’s remotely operated deep sea submersible “LUSO,” expedition scientists found multiple 

chimneys of different heights and evidence of bacteria at the new hydrothermal field. 

https://openexplorer.nationalgeographic.com/expedition/pristineseasazores
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/media/deep-sea-hydrothermal-vents/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/travel/destinations/europe/portugal/things-to-do-azores-islands/
https://openexplorer.nationalgeographic.com/expedition/pristineseasazores
https://www.oceanoazulfoundation.org/
http://waittfoundation.org/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/projects/pristine-seas/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/projects/pristine-seas/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/expeditions/experts/enric-sala/?beta=true
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/expeditions/experts/enric-sala/?beta=true
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Tubeworms (red), an eelpout fish, and a crab jockey for space near a hydrothermal vent. (Learn about 

the weird animal community at the Pacific Ocean's deepest hydrothermal vent.) 

PHOTOGRAPH BY EMORY KRISTOF, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CREATIVE 

Carbon dioxide bubbles out of the seafloor at the Champagne Vent in the Western Pacific Ocean. The wide 

range of chemicals that bubble out of hydrothermal vents fuel microbes that form the base of ecosystems 

unlike those anywhere else. 

PHOTOGRAPH BY PACIFIC RING OF FIRE 2004 EXPEDITION. NOAA OFFICE OF OCEAN 

EXPLORATION; DR. BOB EMBLEY, NOAA PMEL, CHIEF SCIENTIST  

Microbial mats coat a coral reef in a bizarre overlap of habitats 623 feet (190 meters) down in the Western 

Pacific Ocean. Chemicals released by a hydrothermal vent power the microbes, while sunlight provides 

energy for the reef. 

PHOTOGRAPH BY PACIFIC RING OF FIRE 2004 EXPEDITION. NOAA OFFICE OF OCEAN 

EXPLORATION; DR. BOB EMBLEY, NOAA PMEL, CHIEF SCIENTIST  

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2015/06/150610-hydrothermal-vent-gulf-california-ocean-earth-science/
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Superheated water laden with metals like iron, copper, and zinc sulfide builds up towering chimneys in an 

image taken in the Western Pacific Ocean's Mariana Arc region. These towers are about 30 feet (9 meters) 

tall. 

PHOTOGRAPH BY PACIFIC RING OF FIRE 2004 EXPEDITION. NOAA OFFICE OF OCEAN 

EXPLORATION; DR. BOB EMBLEY, NOAA PMEL, CHIEF SCIENTIST 

White water, which looks like smoke, spews out of small sulfur chimneys in the Western Pacific Ocean. The 

area was named the Champagne Vent because carbon dioxide bubbles fizz out of the seafloor. 

PHOTOGRAPH BY PACIFIC RING OF FIRE 2004 EXPEDITION. NOAA OFFICE OF OCEAN 

EXPLORATION; DR. BOB EMBLEY, NOAA PMEL, CHIEF SCIENTIST  

Vents are found where continental plates meet, forming 40,000-mile-long mountain ranges or ridges that 

zigzag up and down the middle of the world's ocean basins like a giant zipper. The Mid-Atlantic Ridge part of 

this zipper runs about 10,000 miles (16,000 km) in a curving path from the Arctic Ocean, through the middle 

of the Azores Islands, and down to the southern tip of Africa. Sea water seeps down into the cracks and 

fissures created where the continental plates interact. When this seawater meets the Earth’s molten magma it 

gets superheated and rises up through holes or vents in the sea floor, carrying with it minerals leached from 

the crustal rock below. (Learn more about the discovery of such “smokers.”) 

https://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2011/08/110808-hydrothermal-vents-volcanic-animals-ocean-deep-sea-science-alien/
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Few people thought life could survive in total darkness and under tons of pressure in the deep ocean until the 

first vents were discovered in 1977, says Stace Beaulieu, a marine biologist at Woods Hole Oceanographic 

Institution. 

But now we know vents are a kind of oasis for totally unexpected lifeforms that can thrive in a toxic chemical 

soup, where temperatures can reach 650 degrees F (350 degrees C). Bacteria and archaea feed on the minerals 

bubbling up from these holes in the Earth, and they are in turn fed on by worms, crabs, and even fish that have 

become specialized and cannot survive anywhere else. 

Over 700 unique species have been found at vents, and it is likely new species are waiting to be discovered at 

the new Azores vents, says Beaulieu. 

 

 

https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2018/06/hydrothermal-vents-discovered-azores-science-environment/ 

  

http://www.whoi.edu/website/sbeaulieu/
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Air pollution contributes significantly to diabetes globally 

Even low pollution levels can pose health risk 

Washington University in St. Louis 

Summary: 

New research links outdoor air pollution -- even at levels deemed safe -- to an increased risk of diabetes 

globally, according to a new study. The findings raise the possibility that reducing pollution may lead to a 

drop in diabetes cases in heavily polluted countries such as India and less polluted ones such as the United 

States. 

Share: 

      

FULL STORY 

 

 

Air pollution hangs over Hong Kong. 

Credit: © Stripped Pixel / Fotolia 

New research links outdoor air pollution -- even at levels deemed safe -- to an increased risk of diabetes 

globally, according to a study from Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis and the Veterans 

Affairs (VA) St. Louis Health Care System. 

The findings raise the possibility that reducing pollution may lead to a drop in diabetes cases in heavily 

polluted countries such as India and less polluted ones such as the United States. 
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Diabetes is one of the fastest growing diseases, affecting more than 420 million people worldwide and 30 

million Americans. The main drivers of diabetes include eating an unhealthy diet, having a sedentary lifestyle, 

and obesity, but the new research indicates the extent to which outdoor air pollution plays a role. 

"Our research shows a significant link between air pollution and diabetes globally," said Ziyad Al-Aly, MD, 

the study's senior author and an assistant professor of medicine at Washington University. "We found an 

increased risk, even at low levels of air pollution currently considered safe by the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) and the World Health Organization (WHO). This is important because many 

industry lobbying groups argue that current levels are too stringent and should be relaxed. Evidence shows 

that current levels are still not sufficiently safe and need to be tightened." 

The findings are published June 29 in The Lancet Planetary Health. 

While growing evidence has suggested a link between air pollution and diabetes, researchers have not 

attempted to quantify that burden until now. "Over the past two decades, there have been bits of research 

about diabetes and pollution," Al-Aly said. "We wanted to thread together the pieces for a broader, more solid 

understanding." 

To evaluate outdoor air pollution, the researchers looked at particulate matter, airborne microscopic pieces of 

dust, dirt, smoke, soot and liquid droplets. Previous studies have found that such particles can enter the lungs 

and invade the bloodstream, contributing to major health conditions such as heart disease, stroke, cancer and 

kidney disease. In diabetes, pollution is thought to reduce insulin production and trigger inflammation, 

preventing the body from converting blood glucose into energy that the body needs to maintain health. 

Overall, the researchers estimated that pollution contributed to 3.2 million new diabetes cases globally in 

2016, which represents about 14 percent of all new diabetes cases globally that year. They also estimated that 

8.2 million years of healthy life were lost in 2016 due to pollution-linked diabetes, representing about 14 

percent of all years of healthy life lost due to diabetes from any cause. (The measure of how many years of 

healthy life are lost is often referred to as "disability-adjusted life years.") 

In the United States, the study attributed 150,000 new cases of diabetes per year to air pollution and 350,000 

years of healthy life lost annually. 

The Washington University team, in collaboration with scientists at the Veterans Affairs' Clinical 

Epidemiology Center, examined the relationship between particulate matter and the risk of diabetes by first 

analyzing data from 1.7 million U.S. veterans who were followed for a median of 8.5 years. The veterans did 

not have histories of diabetes. The researchers linked that patient data with the EPA's land-based air 

monitoring systems as well as space-borne satellites operated by the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA). They used several statistical models and tested the validity against controls such as 

ambient air sodium concentrations, which have no link to diabetes, and lower limb fractures, which have no 

link to outdoor air pollution, as well as the risk of developing diabetes, which exhibited a strong link to air 

pollution. This exercise helped the researchers weed out spurious associations. 

Then, they sifted through all research related to diabetes and outdoor air pollution and devised a model to 

evaluate diabetes risk across various pollution levels. 

Finally, they analyzed data from the Global Burden of Disease study, which is conducted annually with 

contributions from researchers worldwide. The data helped to estimate annual cases of diabetes and healthy 

years of life lost due to pollution. 

The researchers also found that the overall risk of pollution-related diabetes is tilted more toward lower-

income countries such as India that lack the resources for environmental mitigation systems and clean-air 

policies. For instance, poverty-stricken countries facing a higher diabetes-pollution risk include Afghanistan, 

Papua New Guinea and Guyana, while richer countries such as France, Finland and Iceland experience a 

lower risk. The U.S. experiences a moderate risk of pollution-related diabetes. 
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In the U.S., the EPA's pollution threshold is 12 micrograms per cubic meter of air, the highest level of air 

pollution considered safe for the public, as set by the Clean Air Act of 1990 and updated in 2012. However, 

using mathematical models, Al-Aly's team established an increased diabetes risk at 2.4 micrograms per cubic 

meter of air. Based on VA data, among a sample of veterans exposed to pollution at a level of between 5 to 10 

micrograms per cubic meter of air, about 21 percent developed diabetes. When that exposure increases to 11.9 

to 13.6 micrograms per cubic meter of air, about 24 percent of the group developed diabetes. A 3 percent 

difference appears small, but it represents an increase of 5,000 to 6,000 new diabetes cases per 100,000 

people in a given year. 

In October 2017, The Lancet Commission on pollution and health published a report outlining knowledge 

gaps on pollution's harmful health effects. One of its recommendations was to define and quantify the 

relationship between pollution and diabetes. 

"The team in St. Louis is doing important research to firm up links between pollution and health conditions 

such as diabetes," said commission member Philip J. Landrigan, MD, a pediatrician and epidemiologist who 

is the dean for global health at Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York and chair of its Department of 

Preventive Medicine. "I believe their research will have a significant global impact." 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by Washington University in St. Louis. Original written by Kristina Sauerwein. Note: 

Content may be edited for style and length. 

 

Journal Reference: 

1. Bowe B, Xie Y, Li T, Yan Y, Xian H, Al-Aly Z. The 2016 Global and National Burden of Diabetes 

Mellitus Attributable to Fine Particulate Matter Air Pollution. The Lancet Planetary Health, June 29, 

2018 

 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/06/180630153740.htm  

https://medicine.wustl.edu/?p=61685&preview=1&_ppp=e1fc2ad883
http://www.wustl.edu/
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A Keith Haring Mural Painted in 1986 and Under Wraps for 30 Years Has Been Revealed in 

Amsterdam 

LAURA STAUGAITIS 

 

Keith Haring’s recently unveiled mural in Amsterdam. Photo: Hanna Hachula, courtesy Stedelijk Museum 

Completed over just two days in 1986, a Keith Haring mural in Amsterdam has been revealed once again after 

nearly thirty years out of sight. The famed artist completed the 40-foot tall-white line painting on an outside 

wall during his (indoor) exhibit at the Stedelijk Museum. However, it disappeared from view a few years later 

when the brick facade was weatherboarded to improve climate control; the building was a storage site for the 

museum’s collections. Over the last ten years, graffiti artist Aileen Middel (a.k.a. Mick La Rock) pushed for 

the mural—his largest in Europe—to be revealed once again. The restoration of the mural was made possible 

because the museum changed its storage location and the building is now a Markt Kwartier West grocery 

store and distribution center. (via Artnet) 

http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/06/keith-haring-mural-amsterdam/
http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/06/keith-haring-mural-amsterdam/
http://www.thisiscolossal.com/about/#laura
http://www.haring.com/
https://www.stedelijk.nl/en
http://www.micklarock.com/about/
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/amsterdam-is-home-to-the-largest-keith-haring-mural-in-europe-unveiled-for-the-first-time-in-30-years-1308560
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The mural being unveiled. Photos: Mick La Rock 

 

Haring painting the mural in 1986. Photo: Patricia Steur 

http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/06/keith-haring-mural-

amsterdam/?mc_cid=e76c85e1ab&mc_eid=2d0f5d931f 

http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/06/keith-haring-mural-amsterdam/?mc_cid=e76c85e1ab&mc_eid=2d0f5d931f
http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/06/keith-haring-mural-amsterdam/?mc_cid=e76c85e1ab&mc_eid=2d0f5d931f
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Amanda Palmer and The Decomposers Cover Joni Mitchell’s “Big Yellow Taxi” in Tribute to Rachel 

Carson 

Art and science meet resistance in a modern reimagining of a classic anthem for the protection of nature. 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

I dedicated the 2018 edition of The Universe in Verse to one of my great heroes, Rachel Carson(May 27, 

1907–April 14, 1964), who catalyzed the modern environmental movement with her epoch-making 1962 

book Silent Spring. Carson — a biologist who never relinquished her first love of literature — launched a 

courageous crusade against the deadly impact of pesticides and DDT in particular on nature. Conveying her 

https://www.brainpickings.org/the-universe-in-verse/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/01/27/rachel-carson-silent-spring-dorothy-freeman/
https://amandapalmer.bandcamp.com/track/big-yellow-taxi
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unassailable science through exquisite literary prose, she awakened millions of lay people to the chemical 

industry’s ruthless assault on nature — not with mere facts, but with a larger poetic truth about our 

relationship and responsibility to this beautiful, fragile planet we call home. The creation of the first Earth 

Day and the founding of the Environmental Protection Agency were both direct consequences of her work. 

She never lived to see either — like Copernicus, Carson died shortly after the publication of her paradigm-

shifting book. But she left behind a novel understanding of nature as a complex and beautiful interleafing of 

relationships, of which we are only a small part — a small part with a great responsibility for stewarding the 

whole. 

It is hard, with our pathological cultural amnesia, to fully appreciate today just how far Silent Spring reached 

— beyond science, beyond policy. For years after its publication, after Carson’s death, the book’s message 

rippled and rippled across the groundwaters of popular culture. New Yorker cartoons and Peanuts strips 

celebrated Carson and her legacy, which touched a young musician only just making her name. 

 

Rachel Carson (left) and Joni Mitchell 

In 1970, Joni Mitchell composed “Big Yellow Taxi” — a song that would become a sort of bittersweet 

anthem of the environmental movement. It features this stanza inspired by Carson’s exposé of how pesticides, 

long marketed as harmless, were killing the birds and the bees: 

Hey farmer farmer — 

Put away the DDT 

I don’t care about spots on my apples 

Leave me the birds and the bees 

Please! 

In putting together The Universe in Verse — a labor-of-love celebration of science and nature through poetry, 

and a voice of resistance against the current assault on nature, with all proceeds benefiting the Natural 

Resources Defense Council — I realized that among the lovely humans who had donated their time and talent 

to read poems were four stellar musicians. So I asked one of them — my frequent collaborator and dear 

friend Amanda Palmer — to reimagine “Big Yellow Taxi” in a cover dedicated to Carson. She kindly did, 

enlisting the accompaniment of the other three — cellist Zoë Keating, Hedwig and the Angry Inch co-

creator John Cameron Mitchell, and singer, songwriter, and guitarist Sean Ono Lennon. In a lovely burst of 

spontaneity, this makeshift band christened themselves The Decomposers and proceeded to deliver a stunning 

rendition of Mitchell’s masterpiece, emanating the timelessness and growing urgency of Carson’s message. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/the-universe-in-verse/
http://nrdc.org/
http://nrdc.org/
https://www.brainpickings.org/tag/the-universe-in-verse/
https://www.brainpickings.org/tag/amanda-palmer/
http://patreon.com/amandapalmer
http://zoekeating.com/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/29/john-cameron-mitchell-walt-whitman/
https://twitter.com/seanonolennon
https://www.brainpickings.org/the-universe-in-verse/
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Amanda Palmer and The Decomposers at The Universe in Verse, April 28, 2018. (Photograph: Molly Walsh 

for Brain Pickings) 

Prior to the show, they made a studio recording of the song at Pioneer Works, where The Universe in 

Verse was hosted. It is now released as a record, with cover art generously donated by Pioneer Works founder 

Dustin Yellin. All proceeds from the downloads benefit the Natural Resources Defense Council — please 

enjoy, >download, and join this small but significant act of resistance against the destruction of our Pale Blue 

Dot. 

Below is the live performance with my prefatory contextualization, courtesy of Kickstarter 

Live and Bridgeside Productions, who contributed to this many-peopled project of goodwill by donating the 

livestream and the recording: 

For more of The Universe in Verse, see poet Marie Howe’s stunning tribute to Stephen Hawking, 

astrophysicist Janna Levin’s reading of Maya Angelou’s cosmic clarion call to humanity, and other 

highlights, then revisit the full recording of the inaugural 2017 show. 

To become a patron of Amanda’s music, a great deal of which benefits various humanitarian and 

environmental causes, join me in supporting her on Patreon. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/06/18/amanda-palmer-big-yellow-

taxi/?mc_cid=f8c0d630ee&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

http://pioneerworks.org/
https://www.patreon.com/posts/19387276
https://amandapalmer.bandcamp.com/track/big-yellow-taxi
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/09/a-brave-and-startling-truth-maya-angelou/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/09/a-brave-and-startling-truth-maya-angelou/
https://live.kickstarter.com/
https://live.kickstarter.com/
https://www.gobridgeside.com/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/22/singularity-marie-howe-stephen-hawking/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/09/a-brave-and-startling-truth-maya-angelou/
https://www.brainpickings.org/tag/the-universe-in-verse/
https://www.brainpickings.org/tag/the-universe-in-verse/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/05/29/the-universe-in-verse/
https://www.patreon.com/amandapalmer
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/06/18/amanda-palmer-big-yellow-taxi/?mc_cid=f8c0d630ee&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/06/18/amanda-palmer-big-yellow-taxi/?mc_cid=f8c0d630ee&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/the-universe-in-verse/
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Kate Millett: ‘Sexual Politics’ & Family Values 

Judith Shulevitz 

Fred W. McDarrah/Getty Images 

Kate Millett with one of her sculptures at her studio at 295 Bowery, New York City, July 7, 1967 

When Kate Millett died, half-forgotten, on September 6 at the age of eighty-two, obituary writers struggled to 

take the full measure of this pioneering feminist writer and activist. Maybe Second Wave feminism now 

seems so far away that we’re hazy about what once made it so thrilling and threatening. Let me state it 

plainly: Millett invented feminist literary criticism. Before her, it did not exist. Her urgent, elegant 1970 

masterwork, Sexual Politics, with its wry takedowns of the casual misogyny and rape scenes that had made 

the reputations of the sexual revolutionaries du jour—Norman Mailer, Henry Miller, D.H. Lawrence—

introduced a new and remarkably durable idea: you could interpret literature in light of its gender dynamics. 

You could go to novels and poems for an education in sex as power. You may not agree that literature is the 

proper medium for consciousness-raising, but you can’t deny that Millett made reading a life-changing, even 

world-changing, act. 

Millett was preceded by a great many other “lady critics,” as they were then infuriatingly called, the most 

estimable being, of course, Virginia Woolf. But Woolf was a more traditional reader, if also a subtler and 

more brilliant one, and not quite so single-mindedly focused on sex. After Millett came Adrienne Rich, Elaine 

Showalter, academic feminism, gender theory, queer studies, and all the still-ramifying dismantlings of 

patriarchy that dominate the study of culture today. 

Millett was a synthesizer. She popularized the ideas bubbling up in the radical feminist circles of New York 

and London. This didn’t endear her to the members of those circles, who didn’t like it when a sister turned 

into a media star. Germaine Greer and Shulamith Firestone did the same thing, but they didn’t make the cover 

of Time, as Millett did. But what set her apart was the breadth of her intellectual ambition. She wrote Sexual 

Politics as a dissertation in the English department at Columbia, but, graduate student or not, she was going to 

http://www.nybooks.com/contributors/judith-shulevitz/
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/kate-millett.jpg
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get to the bottom of how her sex came to be so degraded—if she had to take on all of human history to do it. 

“The second chapter, in my opinion the most important in the book and far and away the most difficult to 

write, attempts to formulate a systematic overview of patriarchy as a political institution,” she states in the 

preface. Grandiose? Sure. But also: what guts! 

If some of Sexual Politics, such as her long disquisition on Freud, feels dated, that’s partly because Millett 

changed the way we think about figures like him. Hardly anyone reads Freud literally anymore. “Penis envy” 

now sounds like a phrase you’d splash onto some ironic retro poster, not a real diagnosis. The idea that a 

political order based on domination has its origin in the subordination of women—well, it no longer seems 

novel, and she bears some responsibility for that, too. What remains enthralling, though, are Millett’s close 

readings, her exposés of the naked emperors of the literary left. “After receiving his servant’s congratulations 

on his dazzling performance, Rojack proceeds calmly to the next floor and throws his wife’s body out of the 

window,” is Millett’s deadpan description of the aftermath of the hero’s sodomization of a maid in 

Mailer’s An American Dream. Millett then observes, “The reader is given to understand that by murdering 

one woman and buggering another, Rojack became a ‘man.’”  

Millett has been accused of conflating author and character—Mailer and Rojack, and so on, a charge that isn’t 

always unfair but doesn’t necessarily absolve the authors of swinishness. She’s at her very best, though, when 

she writes about an author she loves, Jean Genet, whom she understands to be “doing gender” (a phrase she 

wouldn’t have used, of course). That is, in telling stories of sadistic pimps and submissive drag queens, 

Genet enacted a parodic critique of gender norms (more phraseology she wouldn’t have heard yet). Genet’s 

novels, she writes, “constitute a painstaking exegesis of the barbarian vassalage of the sexual orders, the 

power structure of ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ as revealed by a homosexual, criminal world that mimics with 

brutal frankness the bourgeois heterosexual society.” (Any academic capable of writing a phrase like 

“barbarian vassalage” should have been awarded a Distinguished Professorship.)  

Millett could be sloppy in her scholarship, as Irving Howe sniffed in an epic-length obloquy in Harper’s. 

“Brilliant in an unserious way,” he wrote, unserious being the most damning thing you could say about an 

intellectual if you were a New York member of the species. She quoted tendentiously, which was Mailer’s 

complaint (one of them, anyway) in “Prisoner of Sex,” a bellow of wounded pride that was even longer than 

Howe’s and also published in Harper’s. 

But these were quibbles, and couldn’t stop her hurtle toward fame. For a glorious moment, this very bookish 

literary critic was the face of American feminism. The New York Times called her the “high priestess.” After 

“Prisoner of Sex” became the talk of the town—and the revered Harper’s editor Willie Morris was fired for 

publishing it—Mailer organized a riotous debate known as “Town Bloody Hall,” which was filmed by Chris 

Hegedus and D.A. Pennebaker and is now streamable. It was a circus, and it was Millett who set it in motion, 

even though she refused to show up. Mailer aimed a torrent of insults at the feminists who did agree to take 

the stage or appear in the audience, among them Greer, Diana Trilling, Susan Sontag, Betty Friedan, and 

Cynthia Ozick. They rolled their eyes and gave as good as they got—much better, in most cases—and the 

crowd roared with delight. Try to imagine a public clash of ideas being so joyously gladiatorial today. 

And then Millett faded away. She is owed a posthumous apology for the shameful way she was pushed out of 

the limelight. What did her in was the revelation, also in Time, that she was bisexual. Her non-heterosexuality 

irked Friedan, who feared more than just about anything that Women’s Lib might be tainted by the “lavender 

menace.” And Millett’s failure to commit to lesbianism outraged the militants on the other end of the 

spectrum. “The line goes, inflexible as a fascist edict, that bisexuality is a cop-out,” Millett later wrote. 

Confronted by a group called the “Radicalesbians” at a meeting that promptly made its way into Time, Millett 

said, “Yes I said yes I am a Lesbian.” She added, “It was the last strength I had.” 

It was her last strength because Millett suffered from acute manic depression and couldn’t cope with the 

demands of being a celebrity public intellectual. Even as she continued her rounds of speeches and political 

activities, she began to withdraw to her farm upstate. Unstable, suicidal, she had to fight her own friends and 

https://phfilms.com/films/town-bloody-hall/
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family to get out of the mental hospitals they committed her to. She spilled garbled and unedited confessional 

memoirs into journals and then into print. Maybe she was acting on the feminist credo that the personal is 

political, and there are occasional flights of genius in these books. Flying (1974), which she wrote more or 

less while on book tour for Sexual Politics, is simply unreadable, but The Loony-Bin Trip (1990) deftly 

describes her slide into paranoia when she went off lithium, as well as a stint in an Irish mental hospital. The 

unreliable narrator toggles between sleeve-tugging ratiocinations and exquisite descriptions of the heightened 

consciousness that accompanies a state of mania. On the whole, though, her writings after Sexual 

Politics leave you wanting to flee her excruciating, stuttering vulnerability.   

As a result of her flameout, we have done Millet the disservice of not treating her as the major figure she was, 

of not taking on Sexual Politics the way we take on, say, The Feminine Mystique. Today she is faulted for 

having been insufficiently intersectional. “Millett and her fellow radical feminists often elided crucial 

differences between women—black and white, working-class and wealthy—in the name of 

‘sisterhood,’” wrote Maggie Doherty in The New Republic. Millett did think in big, unnuanced categories, 

though I somehow doubt that she would have had patience for the word “sisterhood.” 

But to my mind, Millett made a more consequential mistake in Sexual Politics, though she wasn’t the only 

one to make it. Her error was the error of Second Wave feminism, and it nearly did the movement in. It is that 

she wrote off the family. This was the part of the feminist package that most alienated your average American 

woman—that, and the claim that their failure to extricate themselves from this feudal institution reflected 

“false consciousness.” In Millett’s neo-Marxist conception (Firestone’s, too), the family was in its essence 

coercive, hierarchical, a means of reproducing the patriarchy. Millett and Firestone weren’t very pro-child, 

either. Having babies and taking care of them reduced women, Millett wrote, “to the cultural level of animal 

life in providing the male with sexual outlet and exercising the animal functions of reproduction and care of 

the young.” 

This was wrong-headed. Marriage and family life may have amounted to glorified (or unglorified) slavery for 

women throughout much of human history, but they weren’t slavery when Millett was writing, and they 

definitely aren’t now, at least not in the developed world. The family isn’t perfect, heterosexual spousal 

relations unquestionably privilege the husband, and wives are still being penalized economically and socially 

for the free labor they put into raising children and maintaining homes. But married women aren’t helots, and 

they weren’t fifty years ago. When women had no right to own property or refuse sex, when their children 

belonged to their husbands, when they had little means of support other than fathers or husbands unless they 

worked for slave wages, then they were slaves. But women have most of those rights now, and somewhat 

improved work conditions, and it’s safe to say that they are in no rush to abolish the family. 

On the contrary. The firebrands Millett ran with in the Sixties could never have imagined that the family 

would come to occupy a central place in contemporary progressivism. Nowadays, we have to fight to save the 

family against the disruptions of capital and forces of reaction that threaten to pull out props like health 

insurance and public education. No young socialist feminist would have guessed that marriage would become, 

not a prison for the unenlightened, but a luxury item unaffordable for many low-income Americans. 

A gender-fluid person living through the unfettered Sixties and Seventies would surely have been stunned if 

you’d told her that the fight for gay marriage would become the most successful example of left-wing 

organizing half a century hence. In Millett’s day, feminists demanded subsidized day care—as they should 

have, and must continue to do—but that was because they were trying their damnedest to get out of the home 

and into the workforce. They weren’t quite as alive to issues like paid family leave, which is, after all, a way 

to facilitate those “animal functions of reproduction and care of the young” that Millett disdained. 

https://newrepublic.com/article/131897/kate-millett-sexual-politics
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Fred W. McDarrah/Getty Images 

Kate Millett at an equal rights demonstration, New York City, June 27, 1971 

Millett devoted most of a chapter of Sexual Politics to attacking as fascistic and counterrevolutionary societies 

that emphasized family over sexual freedom. Her main examples were the Nazis and the Soviet Union under 

Stalin. This was ahistorical and naive. Neither Hitler nor Stalin had any respect for the family. The Nazis 

encouraged unwed motherhood if it meant more Aryan babies, and invented no-fault divorce so that Germans 

could rid themselves of Jewish spouses. The Soviets broke up families by staggering work schedules, turning 

children against parents, and sending wives to the gulag for failing to inform on their husbands. It’s painful to 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/kate-millett2.jpg
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admit, but the condescending Howe, in his review, got this exactly right. “In every totalitarian society, there is 

and must be a deep clash between state and family, simply because the state demands complete loyalty from 

each person and comes to regard the family as a major competitor for that loyalty,” he wrote. “For both 

political and nonpolitical people, the family becomes the last refuge for humane values. Thereby the defense 

of the ‘conservative’ institution of the family becomes under totalitarianism a profoundly subversive act.” 

Another development that the young author of Sexual Politics and her peers did not anticipate was how neatly 

their anti-family bias would dovetail with feminism’s swerve toward careerism. Best sellers like Sheryl 

Sandberg’s Lean In, New York Times article after New York Times article, and, of course, Hillary Clinton’s 

benighted campaign have all dwelt obsessively on pay equity, shattering the glass ceiling, and other 

workplace concerns. Women have to have equality in the workforce, obviously, because they’re there to 

stay. But the women and, increasingly, men who are most egregiously discriminated against today are those 

who are not in the workforce, or only partly in the workforce, because they do the unpaid labor of care. These 

are the people who—at the risk of going all cosmic—keep the species alive, civilization going, and life itself 

bearable. And they are treated like dirt for it. 

The family that Millett and her peers wanted to throw out the window turns out to be a source of love, and 

pleasure, and grounding, and meaning, that many people just aren’t willing to dispense with. In a grim global 

economy, raising children can look a whole lot more fulfilling than the grinding, underpaid, and insecure 

employment on offer. I don’t mean to say that there weren’t feminists in Millett’s time who grasped that the 

family needed saving, not destroying. But these groups (the National Welfare Rights Organization, Wages for 

Housework) were shoved to the margins of the movement. Wages for Housework was trashed as reactionary, 

because more mainstream feminists misinterpreted the group as trying to push women back into the home. It 

was just too soon to demand honor and dignity—and compensation—for the “women’s work” that had been 

demeaned for so long and used as a reason to deny women access to other opportunities. 

Even though Millett never had children, and had to flee a traditional and disapproving Catholic family to 

realize herself as a radical and a lesbian, she needed that family to survive her many travails, as well as the 

little family she put together with her partner and her closest friends. Her memoirs of her time on the farm 

make clear that she found so-called drudge work to be gratifying and redemptive. She put up buildings by 

hand, cared for horses, grew food. Had she been able to re-enter the fray of public debate, perhaps she would 

have helped to steer the feminist revolution toward the people it will have to wrap its arms and minds around 

if it is really going to help all women flourish (and all men, too): not just the hewers of wood, etc., but also the 

pushers of strollers, the swabbers of kitchen floors, the givers of loving kindness and care. 

 

http://www.nybooks.com/daily/2017/09/29/kate-millett-sexual-politics-and-family-values/  
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Dreamlike Landscapes Grow from Sculptural Portraits by Yuanxing Liang 

LAURA STAUGAITIS 

 

http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/06/sculptural-portraits-by-yuanxing-liang/
http://www.thisiscolossal.com/about/#laura
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Wondrously detailed worlds emerge from busts of youthful women in clay sculptures by Chinese 

artist Yuanxing Liang. Ambling trees, bridges, and temples emerge from the figures’ hairline, fusing realism 

and fantasy in smooth resin. Despite their complex design, Liang occasionally creates small editions of his 

sculptures. The artist is a gradute of the Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts. You can see more of his intricately 

wrought fantasy worlds on Weibo. (via My Modern Met) 

 

 

https://weibo.com/u/2854512774
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sichuan_Fine_Arts_Institute
https://weibo.com/u/2854512774
https://mymodernmet.com/yuanxing-liang-bust-sculpture
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http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/06/sculptural-portraits-by-yuanxing-

liang/?mc_cid=e76c85e1ab&mc_eid=2d0f5d931f 

http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/06/sculptural-portraits-by-yuanxing-liang/?mc_cid=e76c85e1ab&mc_eid=2d0f5d931f
http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/06/sculptural-portraits-by-yuanxing-liang/?mc_cid=e76c85e1ab&mc_eid=2d0f5d931f
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How Does the Summer Solstice Affect Animals? 

By Kimberly Hickok | June 21, 2018 06:33am ET 

 

 

Reine, Norway, at midnight in summer. 

Credit: Shutterstock 

The summer solstice, which marks the longest day of the year in the Northern Hemisphere, happens today 

(June 21) at 6:07 a.m. EDT (1007 GMT). This event happens when Earth's tilt toward the sun is at its 

maximum and the sun points directly over the Tropic of Cancer. 

That extended daylight makes it difficult for people in northern latitudes to know when to go to sleep if they 

aren't looking at a clock, but the midnight sun is no problem for many other animals. 

On this day, which provides a full 24 hours of daylight above the Arctic Circle, people in northern latitudes 

are celebrating with special events, like an overnight golf tournament in Dawson City, Yukon, Canada, and a 

camping festival at England's Stonehenge. But without a watch, those partiers may ignore their bedtime, as 

humans are terrible at telling time during mostly light or mostly dark periods, according to a 1974 study in 

The Journal of Physiology. That's because light has a major effect on the human body's circadian rhythm, or 

sleep-wake cycle. [Photos: Stunning Summer Solstice Photos] 

Advertisement 

https://www.livescience.com/22427-stonehenge-facts.html
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1330995/
https://www.livescience.com/14665-summer-solstice-image-gallery.html
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But many animals in northern latitudes can naturally control their sleep-wake cycles in extreme daylight 

conditions, said Cory Williams, a biologist at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.  

"There are animals that stop having a prolonged period of sleep," and they abandon their usual daily rhythm 

during this time of year, Williams told Live Science. For example, semipalmated sandpipers (Calidris pusilla) 

— small, brown-and-white shorebirds that breed above the Arctic Circle — are unfazed by the long periods of 

daylight. They alternate sleeping and waking hours with their nesting mate throughout the day. "When the 

male is active, the female is at the nest and vice versa," Williams said. "It's not on a 24-hour schedule." 

 

A semipalmated sandpiper in a marsh. 

Credit: Shutterstock 

Reindeer also ignore the absence of a light-dark cycle during the summer months. Instead, their sleep cycles 

are governed by ultradian rhythm, which means they sleep whenever they need to digest food. "They lose that 

long stretch of sleep they would normally have," Williams said. "They take lots of naps during the day instead 

of one concentrated bout of sleep. 

This happens only in polar species, because their behavior is not entrained by light and dark cycles, Williams 

said. During this time of the year, the advantage for animals to be active at a particular time of day is lost. For 

instance, foraging at night doesn't save energy or provide protection from predators since it's daylight all the 

time. 

But not all polar species abandon their circadian rhythm. For example, arctic ground squirrels (Spermophilus 

parryii) stick to their sleep schedules all year long. They retreat to their burrows during the darkest part of the 

day in the summer (which still isn't that dark, more like twilight) to save energy, Williams said. 

https://www.livescience.com/47160-adorable-photos-of-baby-shorebirds.html
https://www.livescience.com/56310-reindeer-facts.html
https://www.livescience.com/48644-arctic-squirrels-circadian-survival-secrets.html
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Scientists such as Williams are still working to figure out what is different about polar animals that maintain 

entrained sleeping rhythms. As average global temperatures increase, animals are relocating to higher 

latitudes, Williams said, "so it will be interesting to see how animals that haven't been exposed to polar 

conditions will respond as they move north." 

Original article on Live Science. 

 

https://www.livescience.com/62870-summer-solstice-animals.html 

  

https://www.livescience.com/58175-february-warm-weather-climate-change.html
https://www.livescience.com/
https://www.livescience.com/62870-summer-solstice-animals.html
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Compounds found in green tea and red wine may block formation of toxic metabolites 

Discovery may pave the way for therapies to treat inborn congenital metabolic disorders 

American Friends of Tel Aviv University 

Summary: 

A new study suggests there is hope of treating certain inborn congenital metabolic diseases -- a hope found in 

green tea and in red wine. 

Share: 

      

FULL STORY 

 

 

Green tea. 

Credit: © Kittiphan / Fotolia 

A new Tel Aviv University study suggests there is hope of treating certain inborn congenital metabolic 

diseases -- a hope found in green tea and in red wine. 

Most people with inherited metabolic disorders are born with a defective gene that results in a critical enzyme 

deficiency. In the absence of a cure, many patients with inborn congenital metabolic disorders must adhere to 

a strict and demanding diet their entire lives. This new research finds that certain compounds found naturally 

in green tea and red wine may block the formation of toxic metabolites. 
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The research was led by Prof. Ehud Gazit of TAU's Faculty of Life Sciences and his doctoral student Shira 

Shaham-Niv. It was published in the Nature group journal Communications Chemistry. 

The researchers considered two compounds: (1) epigallocatechin gallate, known as EGCG, found naturally in 

green tea, which has attracted attention within the medical community for its potential health benefits; and (2) 

tannic acid, found in red wine, which is known to prevent the formation of toxic amyloid structures that cause 

neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease. 

"In the case of inborn congenital metabolic diseases, the body does not produce a vital metabolic enzyme," 

Shaham-Niv said. "As a result, metabolites -- substances that are, among other things, the building blocks of 

DNA and proteins -- accumulate in the body. Such uncontrolled accumulation is toxic and can cause severe 

developmental and mental disorders. 

"Our new study demonstrates once again the ability of nature to produce the best candidate of drugs to treat 

some of the worst human maladies." 

Collectively, this group of disorders constitutes a significant portion of pediatric genetic diseases. The disease 

phenylketonuria (PKU), which produces the aggregation of the metabolite phenylalanine, is one common 

inborn metabolic disease. Infants with PKU must adhere to a strict diet free of phenylalanine for the rest of 

their lives. If they don't, they may face severe debilitating developmental problems. 

"But this is an incredibly difficult task, since phenylalanine is found in most of the food products that we 

consume," Shaham-Niv said. "The avoidance of certain substances is the only way to prevent the debilitating 

long-term effects of inborn congenital metabolic disorders. We hope that our new approach will facilitate the 

development of new drugs to treat these disorders." 

The new research is based on two previous studies conducted at Prof. Gazit's TAU laboratory. In the first 

study, phenylalanine was shown to be capable of self-assembly and of forming amyloid structures like those 

seen in Alzheimer's, Parkinson's and other neurodegenerative diseases. In the second study, by Shaham-Niv, 

other metabolites that accumulate in other inborn congenital metabolic diseases were also shown to undergo 

self-assembly processes and form toxic amyloid aggregates. 

"Both studies led to an overhaul in the research community's understanding of metabolic diseases," Shaham-

Niv said. "In our new study, we examined whether the molecules identified in past studies on Alzheimer's 

disease and other amyloid diseases, which are known to inhibit the formation of amyloid aggregates, could 

also help counteract the amyloid formation process of metabolites in metabolic diseases." 

The new research focused on EGCG and tannic acid using test tubes and culture cell systems. The two 

substances were tested on three metabolites related to three innate metabolic diseases: adenine, cumulative 

tyrosine and phenylalanine. The results were promising. Both tannic acid and EGCG were effective in 

blocking the formation of toxic amyloid structures. The researchers also used computer simulations to verify 

the mechanism driving the compounds. 

"We are entering a new era of understanding the role and the importance of metabolites in various diseases, 

including metabolic diseases, neurodegenerative diseases and even cancer," Shaham-Niv concluded. "The 

tools we have developed are ground-breaking and have tremendous potential to help a wide range of patients 

in the future." 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by American Friends of Tel Aviv University. Note: Content may be edited for style and 

length. 

 

https://www.aftau.org/weblog-medicine--health?&storyid4704=2400&ncs4704=3
http://www.aftau.org/
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Journal Reference: 

1. Shira Shaham-Niv, Pavel Rehak, Dor Zaguri, Aviad Levin, Lihi Adler-Abramovich, Lela Vuković, 

Petr Král, Ehud Gazit. Differential inhibition of metabolite amyloid formation by generic fibrillation-

modifying polyphenols. Communications Chemistry, 2018; 1 (1) DOI: 10.1038/s42004-018-0025-z 

 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/07/180702094043.htm  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s42004-018-0025-z
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Fixed vs. Growth: The Two Basic Mindsets That Shape Our Lives 

How to fine-tune the internal monologue that scores every aspect of our lives, from leadership to love. 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“If you imagine less, less will be what you undoubtedly deserve,” Debbie Millman counseled in one of the 

best commencement speeches ever given, urging: “Do what you love, and don’t stop until you get what you 

love. Work as hard as you can, imagine immensities…” Far from Pollyanna platitude, this advice actually 

reflects what modern psychology knows about how belief systems about our own abilities and potential fuel 

our behavior and predict our success. Much of that understanding stems from the work of Stanford 

psychologist Carol Dweck, synthesized in her remarkably insightful Mindset: The New Psychology of 

Success (public library) — an inquiry into the power of our beliefs, both conscious and unconscious, and how 

changing even the simplest of them can have profound impact on nearly every aspect of our lives. 

One of the most basic beliefs we carry about ourselves, Dweck found in her research, has to do with how we 

view and inhabit what we consider to be our personality. A “fixed mindset” assumes that our character, 

intelligence, and creative ability are static givens which we can’t change in any meaningful way, and success 

is the affirmation of that inherent intelligence, an assessment of how those givens measure up against an 

equally fixed standard; striving for success and avoiding failure at all costs become a way of maintaining the 

sense of being smart or skilled. A “growth mindset,” on the other hand, thrives on challenge and sees failure 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/05/15/debbie-millman-look-both-ways-fail-safe/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/05/15/debbie-millman-look-both-ways-fail-safe/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0345472322/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0345472322/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/mindset-the-new-psychology-of-success/oclc/58546262&referer=brief_results
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0345472322/braipick-20
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not as evidence of unintelligence but as a heartening springboard for growth and for stretching our existing 

abilities. Out of these two mindsets, which we manifest from a very early age, springs a great deal of our 

behavior, our relationship with success and failure in both professional and personal contexts, and ultimately 

our capacity for happiness. 

 

The consequences of believing that intelligence and personality can be developed rather than being 

immutably engrained traits, Dweck found in her two decades of research with both children and adults, are 

remarkable. She writes: 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0345472322/braipick-20
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For twenty years, my research has shown that the view you adopt for yourself profoundly affects the way you 

lead your life. It can determine whether you become the person you want to be and whether you accomplish 

the things you value. How does this happen? How can a simple belief have the power to transform your 

psychology and, as a result, your life? 

Believing that your qualities are carved in stone — the fixed mindset — creates an urgency to prove yourself 

over and over. If you have only a certain amount of intelligence, a certain personality, and a certain moral 

character — well, then you’d better prove that you have a healthy dose of them. It simply wouldn’t do to look 

or feel deficient in these most basic characteristics. 

[…] 

I’ve seen so many people with this one consuming goal of proving themselves — in the classroom, in their 

careers, and in their relationships. Every situation calls for a confirmation of their intelligence, personality, or 

character. Every situation is evaluated: Will I succeed or fail? Will I look smart or dumb? Will I be accepted 

or rejected? Will I feel like a winner or a loser? . . . 

There’s another mindset in which these traits are not simply a hand you’re dealt and have to live with, always 

trying to convince yourself and others that you have a royal flush when you’re secretly worried it’s a pair of 

tens. In this mindset, the hand you’re dealt is just the starting point for development. This growth mindset is 

based on the belief that your basic qualities are things you can cultivate through your efforts. Although people 

may differ in every which way — in their initial talents and aptitudes, interests, or temperaments — everyone 

can change and grow through application and experience. 

Do people with this mindset believe that anyone can be anything, that anyone with proper motivation or 

education can become Einstein or Beethoven? No, but they believe that a person’s true potential is unknown 

(and unknowable); that it’s impossible to foresee what can be accomplished with years of passion, toil, and 

training. 

At the heart of what makes the “growth mindset” so winsome, Dweck found, is that it creates a passion for 

learning rather than a hunger for approval. Its hallmark is the conviction that human qualities like intelligence 

and creativity, and even relational capacities like love and friendship, can be cultivated through effort 

and deliberate practice. Not only are people with this mindset not discouraged by failure, but they don’t 

actually see themselves as failing in those situations — they see themselves as learning. Dweck writes: 

Why waste time proving over and over how great you are, when you could be getting better? Why hide 

deficiencies instead of overcoming them? Why look for friends or partners who will just shore up your self-

esteem instead of ones who will also challenge you to grow? And why seek out the tried and true, instead of 

experiences that will stretch you? The passion for stretching yourself and sticking to it, even (or especially) 

when it’s not going well, is the hallmark of the growth mindset. This is the mindset that allows people to 

thrive during some of the most challenging times in their lives. 

This idea, of course, isn’t new — if anything, it’s the fodder of self-help books and vacant “You can do 

anything!” platitudes. What makes Dweck’s work different, however, is that it is rooted in rigorous research 

on how the mind — especially the developing mind — works, identifying not only the core drivers of those 

mindsets but also how they can be reprogrammed. 

Dweck and her team found that people with the fixed mindset see risk and effort as potential giveaways of 

their inadequacies, revealing that they come up short in some way. But the relationship between mindset and 

effort is a two-way street: 

It’s not just that some people happen to recognize the value of challenging themselves and the importance of 

effort. Our research has shown that this comes directly from the growth mindset. When we teach people the 

growth mindset, with its focus on development, these ideas about challenge and effort follow. . . . 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/01/22/daniel-goleman-focus-10000-hours-myth/
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As you begin to understand the fixed and growth mindsets, you will see exactly how one thing leads to 

another—how a belief that your qualities are carved in stone leads to a host of thoughts and actions, and how 

a belief that your qualities can be cultivated leads to a host of different thoughts and actions, taking you down 

an entirely different road. 

 

[…] 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0345472322/braipick-20
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The mindsets change what people strive for and what they see as success. . . they change the definition, 

significance, and impact of failure. . . they change the deepest meaning of effort. 

Dweck cites a poll of 143 creativity researchers, who concurred that the number-one trait underpinning 

creative achievement is precisely the kind of resilience and fail-forward perseverance attributed to the growth 

mindset. She writes: 

When you enter a mindset, you enter a new world. In one world — the world of fixed traits — success is 

about proving you’re smart or talented. Validating yourself. In the other — the world of changing qualities — 

it’s about stretching yourself to learn something new. Developing yourself. 

In one world, failure is about having a setback. Getting a bad grade. Losing a tournament. Getting fired. 

Getting rejected. It means you’re not smart or talented. In the other world, failure is about not growing. Not 

reaching for the things you value. It means you’re not fulfilling your potential. 

In one world, effort is a bad thing. It, like failure, means you’re not smart or talented. If you were, you 

wouldn’t need effort. In the other world, effort is what makes you smart or talented. 

 

But her most remarkable research, which has informed present theories of why presence is more important 

than praise in teaching children to cultivate a healthy relationship with achievement, explores how these 

mindsets are born — they form, it turns out, very early in life. In one seminal study, Dweck and her 

colleagues offered four-year-olds a choice: They could either redo an easy jigsaw puzzle, or try a harder one. 

Even these young children conformed to the characteristics of one of the two mindsets — those with “fixed” 

mentality stayed on the safe side, choosing the easier puzzles that would affirm their existing ability, 

articulating to the researchers their belief that smart kids don’t make mistakes; those with the “growth” 

mindset thought it an odd choice to begin with, perplexed why anyone would want to do the same puzzle over 

and over if they aren’t learning anything new. In other words, the fixed-mindset kids wanted to make sure 

they succeeded in order to seem smart, whereas the growth-mindset ones wanted to stretch themselves, for 

their definition of success was about becomingsmarter. 

Dweck quotes one seventh-grade girl, who captured the difference beautifully: 

I think intelligence is something you have to work for … it isn’t just given to you.… Most kids, if they’re not 

sure of an answer, will not raise their hand to answer the question. But what I usually do is raise my hand, 

because if I’m wrong, then my mistake will be corrected. Or I will raise my hand and say, ‘How would this be 

solved?’ or ‘I don’t get this. Can you help me?’ Just by doing that I’m increasing my intelligence. 

Things got even more interesting when Dweck brought people into Columbia’s brain-wave lab to study how 

their brains behaved as they answered difficult questions and received feedback. What she found was that 

those with a fixed mindset were only interested in hearing feedback that reflected directly on their present 

ability, but tuned out information that could help them learn and improve. They even showed no interest in 

hearing the right answer when they had gotten a question wrong, because they had already filed it away in the 

failure category. Those with a growth mindset, on the other hand, were keenly attentive to information that 

could help them expand their existing knowledge and skill, regardless of whether they’d gotten the question 

right or wrong — in other words, their priority was learning, not the binary trap of success and failure.  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/05/23/stephen-grosz-examined-life/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/05/23/stephen-grosz-examined-life/
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These findings are especially important in education and how we, as a culture, assess intelligence. In another 

study of hundreds of students, mostly adolescents, Dweck and her colleagues gave each ten fairly challenging 

problems from a nonverbal IQ test, then praised the student for his or her performance — most had done 

pretty well. But they offered two types of praise: Some students were told “Wow, you got [X many] right. 

That’s a really good score. You must be smart at this,” while others, “Wow, you got [X many] right. That’s a 

really good score. You must have worked really hard.” In other words, some were praised for ability and 

others for effort. The findings, at this point, are unsurprising yet jarring: 

The ability praise pushed students right into the fixed mindset, and they showed all the signs of it, too: When 

we gave them a choice, they rejected a challenging new task that they could learn from. They didn’t want to 

do anything that could expose their flaws and call into question their talent. 

[…] 

In contrast, when students were praised for effort, 90 percent of them wanted the challenging new task that 

they could learn from. 

 

The most interesting part, however, is what happened next: When Dweck and her colleagues gave the 

students a subsequent set of harder problems, on which the students didn’t do so well. Suddenly, the ability-

praised kids thought they weren’t so smart or gifted after all. Dweck puts it poignantly: 

If success had meant they were intelligent, then less-than-success meant they were deficient. 

But for the effort-praised kids, the difficulty was simply an indication that they had to put in more effort, not a 

sign of failure or a reflection of their poor intellect. Perhaps most importantly, the two mindsets also impacted 

the kids’ level of enjoyment — everyone enjoyed the first round of easier questions, which most kids got 

right, but as soon as the questions got more challenging, the ability-praised kids no longer had any fun, while 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0345472322/braipick-20
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the effort-praised ones not only still enjoyed the problems but even said that the more challenging, the more 

fun. The latter also had significant improvements in their performance as the problems got harder, while the 

former kept getting worse and worse, as if discouraged by their own success-or-failure mindset. 

 

It gets better — or worse, depending on how we look at it: The most unsettling finding came after the IQ 

questions were completed, when the researchers asked the kids to write private letters to their peers relaying 

the experience, including a space for reporting their scores on the problems. To Dweck’s devastation, the 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0345472322/braipick-20
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most toxic byproduct of the fixed mindset turned out to be dishonesty: Forty percent of the ability-praised 

kids lied about their scores, inflating them to look more successful. She laments: 

In the fixed mindset, imperfections are shameful — especially if you’re talented — so they lied them away. 

What’s so alarming is that we took ordinary children and made them into liars, simply by telling them they 

were smart. 

This illustrates the key difference between the two mindsets — for those with a growth one, “personal success 

is when you work your hardest to become your best,” whereas for those with a fixed one, “success is about 

establishing their superiority, pure and simple. Being that somebody who is worthier than the nobodies.” For 

the latter, setbacks are a sentence and a label. For the former, they’re motivating, informative input — a 

wakeup call. 

 

But one of the most profound applications of this insight has to do not with business or education but with 

love. Dweck found that people exhibited the same dichotomy of dispositions in their personal relationships: 

Those with a fixed mindset believed their ideal mate would put them on a pedestal and make them feel 

perfect, like “the god of a one-person religion,” whereas those with the growth mindset preferred a partner 

who would recognize their faults and lovingly help improve them, someone who would encourage them to 

learn new things and became a better person. The fixed mindset, it turns out, is at the root of many of our 

most toxic cultural myths about “true love.” Dweck writes: 

The growth mindset says all of these things can be developed. All — you, your partner, and the relationship 

— are capable of growth and change. 

In the fixed mindset, the ideal is instant, perfect, and perpetual compatibility. Like it was meant to be. Like 

riding off into the sunset. Like “they lived happily ever after.” 

[…] 

One problem is that people with the fixed mindset expect everything good to happen automatically. It’s not 

that the partners will work to help each other solve their problems or gain skills. It’s that this will magically 

occur through their love, sort of the way it happened to Sleeping Beauty, whose coma was cured by her 

prince’s kiss, or to Cinderella, whose miserable life was suddenly transformed by her prince. 

This also applies to the myth of mind-reading, where the fixed mindset believes that an ideal couple should be 

able to read each other’s minds and finish each other’s sentences. She cites a study that invited people to talk 

about their relationships: 

Those with the fixed mindset felt threatened and hostile after talking about even minor discrepancies in how 

they and their partner saw their relationship. Even a minor discrepancy threatened their belief that they shared 

all of each other’s views. 

But most destructive of all relationship myths is the belief that if it requires work, something is terribly wrong 

and that any discrepancy of opinions or preferences is indicative of character flaws on behalf of one’s partner. 

Dweck offers a reality check: 

Just as there are no great achievements without setbacks, there are no great relationships without conflicts and 

problems along the way. 

When people with a fixed mindset talk about their conflicts, they assign blame. Sometimes they blame 

themselves, but often they blame their partner. And they assign blame to a trait — a character flaw. 

But it doesn’t end there. When people blame their partner’s personality for the problem, they feel anger and 

disgust toward them. 
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And it barrels on: Since the problem comes from fixed traits, it can’t be solved. So once people with the fixed 

mindset see flaws in their partners, they become contemptuous of them and dissatisfied with the whole 

relationship. 

Those with the growth mindset, on the other hand, can acknowledge their partners’ imperfections, without 

assigning blame, and still feel that they have a fulfilling relationship. They see conflicts as problems of 

communication, not of personality or character. This dynamic holds true as much in romantic partnerships as 

in friendship and even in people’s relationships with their parents. Dweck summarizes her findings: 

When people embark on a relationship, they encounter a partner who is different from them, and they haven’t 

learned how to deal with the differences. In a good relationship, people develop these skills and, as they do, 

both partners grow and the relationship deepens. But for this to happen, people need to feel they’re on the 

same side. . . . As an atmosphere of trust developed, they [become] vitally interested in each other’s 

development. 

What it all comes down to is that a mindset is an interpretative process that tells us what is going on around 

us. In the fixed mindset, that process is scored by an internal monologue of constant judging and evaluation, 

using every piece of information as evidence either for or against such assessments as whether you’re a good 

person, whether your partner is selfish, or whether you are better than the person next to you. In a growth 

mindset, on the other hand, the internal monologue is not one of judgment but one of voracious appetite for 

learning, constantly seeking out the kind of input that you can metabolize into learning and constructive 

action. 

In the rest of Mindset: The New Psychology of Success, Dweck goes on to explore how these fundamental 

mindsets form, what their defining characteristics are in different contexts of life, and how we can rewire our 

cognitive habits to adopt the much more fruitful and nourishing growth mindset. 

Public domain photographs via Flickr Commons 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/01/29/carol-dweck-mindset/?mc_cid=8b0faa21bc&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

The Most Eligible Bachelor on the Planet 

Thomas Jones 

 BUYThe President Is Missing by Bill Clinton and James Patterson 

Century, 513 pp, £20.00, June, ISBN 978 1 78089 839 1 

The president in question is Jonathan Lincoln Duncan. He’s a Gulf veteran and former prisoner of war, an 

Army Ranger who was tortured in Iraq but didn’t betray his comrades or his country. He’s also a former 

governor of North Carolina, the state he was born in and where he was brought up by his single mother. He 

married his law school sweetheart (called, bizarrely, Rachel Carson), and they had one child, a daughter. So 

he’s a curious – you could almost say implausible – mix of John McCain and Bill Clinton, though a few 

decades younger than either of them. According to the conventions of stories about fictional presidents, the 

novel strives to maintain the appearance of bipartisanship; Duncan never tells us which party he belongs to, 

but it’s pretty obvious (and unsurprising) that he’s a Democrat. The ‘other side’ controls the House of 

Representatives in part thanks to the gerrymandering of congressional districts, and the Speaker of the House, 

a member of the opposing party and unredeemably political in the worst sense, at one point tells the president 

that a woman’s right to abortion (though he doesn’t put in those terms) seems to be the only thing his 

(Duncan’s) lot care about. 

Duncan describes himself, with characteristic humility, as ‘a war hero with rugged good looks and a sharp 

sense of humour’. He’s ventriloquising his vice president here, admittedly, imagining what it must have felt 

like for her to have come ‘within a breath of winning the nomination only to see [her] dreams upended’ by 

such a man. And he does his best to outsource most of his praise of himself to other characters, who take 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0345472322/braipick-20
http://flickr.com/commons
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/01/29/carol-dweck-mindset/?mc_cid=8b0faa21bc&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.londonreviewbookshop.co.uk/on-our-shelves/book/9781780898391/president-is-missing?utm_source=LRB&utm_medium=BNbutton&utm_campaign=BuyNow
https://www.lrb.co.uk/search?author=Clinton,+Bill
https://www.lrb.co.uk/search?author=Patterson,+James
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every opportunity to remind him how brave he was in the Gulf, what a loving husband he was to his late wife, 

what a terrific president he’s been for most of his first 16 months in office. Modesty may not be among his 

many virtues, but then ‘no one in this town is modest,’ and he is, as he constantly reminds people, the 

president of the United States of America. 

As the novel opens, he’s really up against it. The time is more or less now – or, to be precise, five days this 

spring. The action begins on Thursday, 10 May. The president is testifying before a congressional select 

committee whose members demand to know why he’s been making clandestine phone calls to the world’s 

most wanted terrorist. Suliman Cindoruk is the leader of a group called Sons of Jihad. ‘He’s Turkish born, but 

he’s not Muslim,’ the president explains to the select committee, ‘a secular extreme nationalist who opposes 

the influence of the West in Central and South-Eastern Europe. The “jihad” he’s waging has nothing to do 

with religion.’ The explanation is both geopolitically and linguistically confusing. It isn’t clear why a Turkish 

secular nationalist, however extreme, would be concerned about Central Europe, or why he would choose a 

mixture of English and Arabic to name his organisation. Perhaps it’s a muddled translation from Cindoruk’s 

Turkish, but then why not ‘Sons of Struggle’? I would also have thought that a Turkish nationalist would be 

more likely to spell his name ‘Süleyman’, though I could well be wrong about that. And perhaps this isn’t the 

sort of thing it’s worth worrying about in a thriller; I once read a novel by Robert Ludlum in which the hero 

gives his London cab driver a £100 note. 

 

Anyway, ‘a group of pro-Ukraine, anti-Russia separatists assaulted a ranch in northern Algeria where Suliman 

Cindoruk was believed to be hiding’ – huh? just roll with it – but they were ‘thwarted … by a team of Special 

Forces and CIA operatives from the United States’ (as opposed to CIA operatives from some other country) 

who allowed Cindoruk to escape. One of the Americans was killed, which is how news of the skirmish got 

out. And now the select committee, along with plenty of other people, is asking, not unreasonably: ‘Why 

would an American president dispatch US forces to save the life of a terrorist?’ 

Well, he has his reasons, and the committee just has to take it on trust that they’re good ones, because ‘much 

of what we do in the interest of national security cannot be discussed publicly.’ As Duncan’s thoughts begin 

to wander, he’s caught out by a trick question: having refused to say whether or not he’d spoken to Cindoruk 

on the phone, he flat out denies having spoken to Isis. Busted! If he hadn’t spoken to Cindoruk, he’d have 

denied that too! But then – phew! misdirection! – it turns out to be only a mock committee hearing, a 

rehearsal for the main event in four days’ time. But Duncan has more important things on his mind than being 

accountable to legislative oversight. ‘I’m not thinking about the hearing on Monday. I’m thinking about 

whether we’ll still have a country on Monday.’ Yikes. 

‘Sooner or later,’ Duncan intones to himself, ‘every president faces decisions in which the right choice is bad 

politics, at least in the short term. If the stakes are high, you have to do what you think is right and hope the 

political tide will turn. It’s the job you promised to do.’ There’s a lot of this kind of bullshit in the novel. We 

know it’s bullshit, and Clinton and Patterson surely know it’s bullshit, and surely Duncan knows it’s bullshit 

– doesn’t he? So why is he pretending otherwise? Whom is he hoping to deceive? This is his interior 

monologue, not a speech to Congress. But it’s almost indistinguishable from the voice in which he addresses 

Congress at the end of the novel, after – spoiler alert – saving the free world from the diabolical schemes of 

the terrorists and their nefarious backers in Saudi Arabia and Russia, all in the name of truth, justice and the 

American way. Duncan’s narrative voice, describing a crucial episode in his presidency barely a month after 

the event, isn’t his private, inner voice; it’s a public, self-justifying voice, which is perhaps all we can expect 

from a novel written by a former US president and his collaborators, but anyone hoping for a flash of insight, 

however brief, into what it’s like to be both an ordinary, fallible human being and the most powerful person 

on earth is going to be sorely disappointed. 

The story then moves away from the White House to Reagan National Airport, where a woman has just 

arrived and ‘is enjoying the open-air space after the flight’. I found myself wondering whose point of view 
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we’re supposed to be seeing her from. So far, the president has been telling the story in the first person. In 

which case, who is the mysterious omniscient third-person narrator who has suddenly appeared at the arrivals 

gate along with the mysterious woman sucking on ginger candy and listening to Bach – ‘the whimsical first 

movement of Violin Concerto No. 1’ – through her headphones? It sounds more like a man’s voice than a 

woman’s, even (or especially) when channelling her thoughts. She’s been told that ‘happiness … is the 

optimal emotion to project when under surveillance,’ but ‘she prefers sexy.’ I’m not sure that counts as an 

emotion, exactly, but hey: 

it’s always seemed to work for her – the lopsided smile, the strut in her walk as she pulls her Bottega Veneta 

trolley behind her down the terminal. It’s a role like any other, a coat she puts on when necessary and sheds as 

soon as she’s done, but she can see it’s working: the men trying for eye contact, checking the cleavage she’s 

made sure to reveal, allowing just enough bounce in her girls to make it memorable. 

Her ‘girls’? Seriously? If I didn’t know better, I’d be tempted to call that ‘locker room talk’. In any case, it 

may give us a better clue than all the cant about ‘the job you promised to do’ as to the sorts of thought a 

certain kind of US president might have when he thinks nobody is listening. 

 

And perhaps Duncan is no less susceptible to the temptations of the flesh than some of his real-life 

counterparts: ‘I head across the hall into my bedroom, where Deborah Lane is already opening her bag of 

goodies.’ She says good morning, he takes off his shirt. And then – surprise! misdirection! – ‘she puts her 

stethoscope on my bare chest.’ One ticking time bomb just isn’t enough these days. Not only is the United 

States at imminent risk of a devastating terrorist attack – its nature still unclear to us; this is a ‘need to know’ 

situation, and readers, like Duncan’s other confidants, are kept in the dark about it for as long as possible – 

but the president too is in imminent danger of physical collapse. He suffers from immune thrombocytopenia, 

‘which basically means a low platelet count’, and just now it’s very low indeed. ‘You don’t have a couple of 

days, Mr President,’ the doctor says. ‘You might not even have one.’ 

The novel tries its luck, and its readers’ patience, when it pulls the same trick again soon afterwards. Duncan 

has snuck out of the White House, entirely alone (a bit like the Duke in Measure for Measure?), for a very, 

very secret meeting with … we still don’t know who. All we know is, he has to do it: national security, the 

fate of the free world, demands it. He appears to reach his destination, at the penthouse apartment of a 

beautiful, glamorous, talented movie actress, Amanda Braidwood, who also happens to be his late wife’s best 

friend. But then – surprise! etc – he doesn’t have sexual relations with that woman, either, though seeing her 

provides an opportunity for some emotional reflections on his widowhood: ‘I still miss Rachel all the time, in 

every way a man can miss his wife.’ 

It’s quite handy for the novel that the first lady is dead, since it makes it marginally easier for the president to 

go missing (it might have been difficult to give his wife the slip), and emphasises his heroism; it’s also 

convenient for his executive grip on the narrative that she isn’t around to contradict, or complicate, his 

sentimental and idealised version of their relationship. It’s even possible that his grieving is meant to make 

him a more sympathetic character, a way of revealing the man rather than the president, but giving him a few 

foibles might have been a better way of doing that. As it is, he tells us that ‘the day we buried her, as I stood 

at her grave, holding hands with my daughter, our embassy in Venezuela was attacked by a suicide bomber.’ I 

think we’re supposed to feel a twinge of pity for him here, as well as a frisson of excitement, but the only 

effect it had on me was to get me wondering if there had ever been a suicide bombing in Venezuela (there 

hasn’t, so far as I can tell). 

Rachel didn’t want him to be alone after she died; ‘she used to joke that I’d be the most eligible bachelor on 

the planet.’ But the closest he comes to physical intimacy with a woman is towards the end of the novel, when 

it seems all hope is lost, and he gives the Israeli prime minister – she’s been invited to his temporary base of 

operations in the Virginia woods, along with the German chancellor; anyone still clinging to the tattered 
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remnants of the special relationship between the US and the UK, look away now – ‘a long hug, enjoying the 

comfort of her warm embrace. “I could stay, Jonny,” she whispers in my ear. I pull back.’ Yes, really. 

But I’m getting ahead of myself. Back in the penthouse apartment in DC, the actress helps Duncan disguise 

himself with a bit of eyebrow make-up, a baseball cap and a carefully chosen pair of glasses, so that no one 

will recognise him as he makes his solitary way to his clandestine meeting, which turns out to be in the crowd 

at a baseball game. He is approached in the bleachers by a young man, calling himself Augie, who knows one 

half of the secret that could save the United States from the otherwise unstoppable attack that’s coming on 

Saturday. The other half is known only by a young woman called Nina, who’s waiting for them in a van 

outside the stadium. (Are Nina and Augie, with their different skills and separate knowledge, meant to remind 

us of Patterson and Clinton?) But the woman who flew into Reagan National is also waiting on a nearby 

rooftop, with the rifle she likes to call ‘Anna Magdalena’. The bullets fly; Nina is killed; the president – his 

old Ranger training coming in useful here, as we knew it would – saves Augie; and the vacuous pleasures of 

any half-decent fast-paced thriller are underway, though the pace slackens a bit two-thirds of the way through, 

and the book could happily have been a hundred pages or so shorter. 

* 

Some of the slack comes from the inevitable sermonising. I can see why Clinton might have thought it a neat 

idea to use a thriller as a pulpit, but a thriller isn’t the ideal place – as if there were an ideal place – to read 

Clinton’s thoughts on the perniciousness of social media (‘using modern technology to revert to primitive 

kinds of human relations’), the press (‘trying to bend every story to fit this narrative’), the erosion of trust in 

public life etc. And, more than that, the main thrust of the book’s rhetorical intent backfires. One implication 

of the title is that the United States is currently missing a president in an all too real sense: Donald Trump is 

an impostor, an aberration, unfit for office. ‘If I have to lose this office to protect this country,’ Duncan says 

at one point, ‘I will do it.’ The difference between him and Trump couldn’t be made more glaring. (Duncan 

also does a lot of bravely facing down those dastardly Russians.) Duncan is an idealised president, intended to 

remind Americans of the kind of person who ought to inhabit the White House, so very unlike its current 

occupant – and, let’s be honest, a fair few of his predecessors. 

 

Not all readers, however, will agree with his creators that Duncan is a perfect president. There’s a fairly 

repellent scene near the beginning of the novel in which he learns that ‘al-Shabaab’s head of military 

operations’ and ‘the military commander of AQAP’ are meeting at an elementary school in Yemen. There 

aren’t any schoolchildren there at the moment, but the al-Qaida man has brought his family, ‘five boys, two 

girls. Ages two to 16.’ The chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the defence secretary, the national security 

adviser and the vice president all ‘recommend we strike’. But Duncan has doubts: ‘Aren’t we different? Don’t 

we draw the line at conducting a military strike that we know will kill innocent children?’ His train of thought 

doesn’t stop there, however: 

Why are those high-value terrorists meeting in person? … They must be planning something big. Something 

that will result in the deaths of more than seven children. Stop this now, you might stop an attack. A net 

saving of lives … I know the answer. I always knew the answer. I haven’t been searching for the answer. I’ve 

been searching for a justification. I take one more moment and whisper a prayer. I pray for those children. I 

pray that one day no president will have to make a decision like this. ‘God help us,’ I say. ‘You have my 

authorisation to strike.’ 

God help them. Would he also be capable of concocting a justification for snatching children from their 

parents and locking them up in cages? 

 

https://www.lrb.co.uk/v40/n13/thomas-jones/the-most-eligible-bachelor-on-the-planet  
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New Glowing Dichroic Glass Installations by Chris Wood are Activated by Sunlight 

LAURA STAUGAITIS 

 

British artist Chris Wood (previously) continues to create sculptural dichroic glass installations. The artist 

forms seemingly spare geometric shapes in windows and on on white panels, which come to life with streaks 

of color when hit with sunlight. You can see more of Wood’s work, including large scale installations and 

commissions, on her website and Instagram. She’ll also be opening her studio for Cambridge Open Studios in 

July, 2018. 

http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/06/new-dichroic-glass-installations-by-chris-wood/
http://www.thisiscolossal.com/about/#laura
https://chriswoodlight.art/
http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2017/02/new-geometric-dichroic-glass-installations-by-chris-wood/
https://www.instagram.com/chriswoodlight/
https://www.camopenstudios.co.uk/
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http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/06/new-dichroic-glass-installations-by-chris-

wood/?mc_cid=e76c85e1ab&mc_eid=2d0f5d931f 

  

http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/06/new-dichroic-glass-installations-by-chris-wood/?mc_cid=e76c85e1ab&mc_eid=2d0f5d931f
http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/06/new-dichroic-glass-installations-by-chris-wood/?mc_cid=e76c85e1ab&mc_eid=2d0f5d931f
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First confirmed image of newborn planet caught with ESO's VLT 

Spectrum reveals cloudy atmosphere 

ESO 

Summary: 

SPHERE, a planet-hunting instrument on ESO's Very Large Telescope, has captured the first confirmed 

image of a planet caught in the act of forming in the dusty disc surrounding a young star. The young planet is 

carving a path through the primordial disc of gas and dust around the very young star PDS 70. The data 

suggest that the planet's atmosphere is cloudy. 

Share: 

      

FULL STORY 

 

 

This spectacular image from the SPHERE instrument on ESO's Very Large Telescope is the first clear image 

of a planet caught in the very act of formation around the dwarf star PDS 70. The planet stands clearly out, 

visible as a bright point to the right of the center of the image, which is blacked out by the coronagraph mask 

used to block the blinding light of the central star. 

Credit: ESO/A. Müller et al. 

Astronomers led by a group at the Max Planck Institute for Astronomy in Heidelberg, Germany have captured 

a spectacular snapshot of planetary formation around the young dwarf star PDS 70. By using the SPHERE 

instrument on ESO's Very Large Telescope (VLT) -- one of the most powerful planet-hunting instruments in 
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existence -- the international team has made the first robust detection of a young planet, named PDS 70b, 

cleaving a path through the planet-forming material surrounding the young star [1]. 

The SPHERE instrument also enabled the team to measure the brightness of the planet at different 

wavelengths, which allowed properties of its atmosphere to be deduced. 

The planet stands out very clearly in the new observations, visible as a bright point to the right of the 

blackened centre of the image. It is located roughly three billion kilometres from the central star, roughly 

equivalent to the distance between Uranus and the Sun. The analysis shows that PDS 70b is a giant gas planet 

with a mass a few times that of Jupiter. The planet's surface has a temperature of around 1000°C, making it 

much hotter than any planet in our own Solar System. 

The dark region at the centre of the image is due to a coronagraph, a mask which blocks the blinding light of 

the central star and allows astronomers to detect its much fainter disc and planetary companion. Without this 

mask, the faint light from the planet would be utterly overwhelmed by the intense brightness of PDS 70. 

"These discs around young stars are the birthplaces of planets, but so far only a handful of observations have 

detected hints of baby planets in them," explains Miriam Keppler, who lead the team behind the discovery of 

PDS 70's still-forming planet. "The problem is that until now, most of these planet candidates could just have 

been features in the disc." 

The discovery of PDS 70's young companion is an exciting scientific result that has already merited further 

investigation. A second team, involving many of the same astronomers as the discovery team, including 

Keppler, has in the past months followed up the initial observations to investigate PDS 70's fledgling 

planetary companion in more detail. They not only made the spectacularly clear image of the planet shown 

here, but were even able to obtain a spectrum of the planet. Analysis of this spectrum indicated that its 

atmosphere is cloudy. 

PDS 70's planetary companion has sculpted a transition disc -- a protoplanetary disc with a giant "hole" in the 

centre. These inner gaps have been known about for decades and it has been speculated that they were 

produced by disc-planet interaction. Now we can see the planet for the first time. 

"Keppler's results give us a new window onto the complex and poorly-understood early stages of planetary 

evolution," comments André Müller, leader of the second team to investigate the young planet. "We needed to 

observe a planet in a young star's disc to really understand the processes behind planet formation." By 

determining the planet's atmospheric and physical properties, the astronomers are able to test theoretical 

models of planet formation. 

This glimpse of the dust-shrouded birth of a planet was only possible thanks to the impressive technological 

capabilities of ESO's SPHERE instrument, which studies exoplanets and discs around nearby stars using a 

technique known as high-contrast imaging -- a challenging feat. Even when blocking the light from a star with 

a coronagraph, SPHERE still has to use cleverly devised observing strategies and data processing techniques 

to filter out the signal of the faint planetary companions around bright young stars [2] at multiple wavelengths 

and epochs. 

Thomas Henning, director at the Max Planck Institute for Astronomy and leader of the teams, summarises the 

scientific adventure: "After more than a decade of enormous efforts to build this high-tech machine, now 

SPHERE enables us to reap the harvest with the discovery of baby planets!" 

Notes 

[1] The disc and planet images and the planet's spectrum have been captured in the course of the two survey 

programmes called SHINE (SpHere INfrared survey for Exoplanets) and DISK (sphere survey for 

circumstellar DISK). SHINE aims to image 600 young nearby stars in the near-infrared using SPHERE's high 

contrast and high angular resolution to discover and characterise new exoplanets and planetary systems. DISK 
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explores known, young planetary systems and their circumstellar discs to study the initial conditions of 

planetary formation and the evolution of planetary architectures. 

[2] In order to tease out the weak signal of the planet next to the bright star, astronomers use a sophisticated 

method that benefits from the Earth's rotation. In this observing mode, SPHERE continuously takes images of 

the star over a period of several hours, while keeping the instrument as stable as possible. As a consequence, 

the planet appears to slowly rotate, changing its location on the image with respect to the stellar halo. Using 

elaborate numerical algorithms, the individual images are then combined in such a way that all parts of the 

image that appear not to move during the observation, such as the signal from the star itself, are filtered. This 

leaves only those that do apparently move -- making the planet visible. 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by ESO. Note: Content may be edited for style and length. 

 

Journal References: 

1. M. Keppler et al. Discovery of a planetary-mass companion within the gap of the transition disk 

around PDS 70. Astronomy & Astrophysics, 2018 [link] 

2. A. Müller et al. Orbital and atmospheric characterization of the planet within the gap of the PDS 70 

transition disk. Astronomy & Astrophysics, 2018 [link] 

 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/07/180702094040.htm  

http://www.eso.org/public/news/eso1821/
http://www.eso.org/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.11568
https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.11567
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Whatever’s Happening to Interracial Love? 

Panashe Chigumadzi 

Bridgeman Images 

Juan Rodríguez Juárez: Spaniard and Indian Produce a Mestizo, circa 1715 

“There’s power in love,” said the Most Reverend Michael Bruce Curry, preaching at the wedding of one of 

the most famous interracial couples today, Prince Harry and Meghan Markle. Curry repeated the phrase at 

least five times during the sermon he delivered in May at Windsor’s St. George’s Chapel for the couple, as if 

he was invoking a kind of ritual: “There’s power in love.” Perhaps a subliminal knowledge of the weight that 

comes with love, the promise that it embodies to transcend boundaries both political and popular, was why we 

kids chose not to invoke such a big word for our schoolyard crushes when I was growing up in the small town 

of Polokwane, in late 1990s post-Apartheid South Africa. 

One of the first boys I “liked” was Rowan Gadd-Claxton, a white boy who was my grade-four deskmate. In 

my early years at my multiracial private school in small-town South Africa, I also “liked” Joshua Lister, a 

Jewish boy with whom I competed for first place in our grade-three class, and Craig Wynn-Adams, an 

Afrikaans classmate who lived down the street in our formerly whites-only suburb and sometimes did 

homework with me after school. But by the time we were graduating from “liking” to the possibility of 

“loving,” it was no longer the Rowans, Joshuas, and Craigs, but the Tshepos, Thulasizwes, and Rapelos, who 

were the object of my affection. By then, we children of Nelson Mandela’s “born free” generation, kids who 

http://www.nybooks.com/contributors/panashe-chigumadzi/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/19/style/bishop-michael-curry-royal-wedding.html
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had moved from primary school to high school together and were witnessing many of our childhood 

friendships lose their color-blind innocence, understood the tacit rule that we didn’t date each other. Sure, we 

were now free to go to school with each other and live in the same suburbs, but interracial love still 

represented a kind of final frontier yet to be fully explored. 

In the titular story of her 2016 collection Whatever Happened to Interracial Love?, the late filmmaker and 

author Kathleen Collins takes us to 1963 America, “the year of racial, religious, and ethnic mildew.” A young 

black woman jailed during civil rights protests in Georgia who is dating a white Freedom Rider, and a white 

woman community organizer in Harlem in love with a black poet, are roommates in an Upper West Side 

apartment. Both women, fresh out of Sarah Lawrence College, are delirious with, but ultimately disappointed 

by, interracial love’s promise to create a new world of colorless, unraced people liberated from “the old, 

segregated ways of doing things.” The passing of the summer of ’63, the height of the civil rights movement’s 

push for integration, into the summers of ’64 and ’65, by which time “interracial couples [are] no longer to be 

seen holding hands in public,” prompts the narrator to ask: “And what of love, instead of politics?… What 

about the love of two ‘human beings,’ who mate in spite of or because of or instead of or after the fact of?” 

“There’s power in love.” Certainly, power comes to mind when looking at Caribbean-American artist 

Lorraine O’Grady’s black-and-white 1991 photo-diptych The Clearing: or, Cortés and La Malinche, Thomas 

Jefferson and Sally Hemings, N. and Me, an exploration last shown in 2012 of her own interracial relationship 

through evocations of notorious pairings of black women and powerful conquistadors, “pioneers,” and 

governors in the founding histories of the new settler societies of the Atlantic World. In the left panel of the 

black-and-white photomontage, O’Grady presents us with a white man and black woman intertwined in an 

intimate, naked embrace floating deliriously above two children playing in the clearing below near the 

couple’s discarded clothing, carelessly piled on the ground beneath a gun. In the right panel, O’Grady offers a 

black woman’s stiff body stretched out on the ground under a white man with a skull for a face and a torso 

draped in a chain-mail vest; the woman wears a vacant expression as she faces the viewer, while the skull-

headed figure looks down at her, while grasping her breast. 

Looking at O’Grady’s conflicting scenes of what she calls an “under-theorized historic relationship” today, 

we might be tempted to extend the subtitle so that it reads: The Clearing: or, Cortés and La Malinche, Thomas 

Jefferson and Sally Hemings, N. and Me, Prince Harry and Meghan. O’Grady forces us to ask: what are we to 

make of interracial love at the advent of Empire? What are we to make of that mixing of desires, identities, 

and cultures—both free and forced—since “first contact”? And in our own time, what are we to make of 

interracial love when we consider the hierarchical ladder in which, predominantly, white men still figure at 

the top, black women at the bottom, with black men and white women occupying the two middle rungs? 

Almost a century and a half after La Malinche and Cortés’s complex entanglement unfolded in Mesoamerica, 

another settler colony on the other side of the Atlantic witnessed its first recorded interracial marriage. It was 

1664, twelve years after the first European settlers established “a refreshment station” at what would become 

Cape Town, South Africa. Krotoa, a niece of the Khoi leader Autshumao who, at the age of twelve, was taken 

to work in the household of Jan van Riebeeck, the first governor of the Cape Colony, and became an 

interpreter for the Dutch, married Danish surgeon Pieter van Meerhoff, with whom she had three children. In 

their telling of their first interactions with the indigenous societies they would soon conquer, the Van 

Riebeecks, Cortéses, and John Smiths of the New World often wrote through the prism of encounters with the 

Krotoas, La Malinches, and Pochahontases, the helpful young native women who would also become the 

foremothers of the “whore-traitor” archetype. 

As these settler countries evolved, Empire’s demand for the sexual purity of white women as it facilitated the 

sexual mobility of white men created a foundational asymmetry in interracial sexual politics. The early 

Rhodesian state, for example, wanted to avoid what had happened in South Africa’s Cape Colony, where the 

illicit unions of Dutch settlers and Khoisan people, as well as Malay slaves, created a large “Colored” 

community, and so passed the Immorality and Indecency Suppression Act of 1903. That law threatened up to 

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/29/books/kathleen-collinss-whatever-happened-to-interracial-love.html
https://books.google.com/books?id=XjmoDAAAQBAJ&pg=PT15&lpg=PT15&dq=And+what+of+love,+instead+of+politics?%E2%80%A6+What+about+the+love+of+two+%E2%80%98human+beings,%E2%80%99+who+mate+in+spite+of+or+because+of+or+instead+of+or+after+the+fact+of?&source=bl&ots=lxGVHUYLbu&sig=xOWKMgSOt0ymPBnIEn7pGvBj6GQ&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwin9LbGtOfbAhVMAqwKHTLpCfsQ6AEIKTAA#v=onepage&q=And%20what%20of%20love%2C%20instead%20of%20politics%3F%E2%80%A6%20What%20about%20the%20love%20of%20two%20%E2%80%98human%20beings%2C%E2%80%99%20who%20mate%20in%20spite%20of%20or%20because%20of%20or%20instead%20of%20or%20after%20the%20fact%20of%
http://lorraineogrady.com/slideshow/body-is-the-ground-of-my-experience/
http://lorraineogrady.com/slideshow/body-is-the-ground-of-my-experience/
http://lorraineogrady.com/writing/bodyground-image-descriptions-2010/
http://www.sahistory.org.za/topic/arrival-jan-van-riebeeck-cape-6-april-1652
http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/krotoa-eva
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five years’ hard labor for a “native” convicted of illicit sexual relations with a white woman, and two years’ 

for the white woman. As for the reverse—a white man found sleeping with a black woman—the law was 

silent. The Rhodesia Women’s League failed in fighting that permissive silence in the law, and instead tried to 

prevent such relationships by ensuring that servants were black men rather than women. Immediately after 

this law was passed, another was enacted that imposed the death penalty for attempted rape. Because of the 

white settler fear of the “Black Peril,” the threatened rape of white women by black men, at least twenty black 

men were executed, while another 200 were imprisoned and flogged—whereas white men were treated 

leniently, and no sentence of death or even imprisonment was ever imposed in their cases. 

Unable to escape this asymmetry, the literary imagination of the late South African Nobel laureate Nadine 

Gordimer seemed in accord with the anti-colonial theorist Frantz Fanon’s assessment in Black Skin, White 

Masks that black women are always-already sexually available to white men and so cannot make a “gift of 

themselves,” whereas “relations between a white woman and a black man automatically become a romantic 

affair. It is a gift and not a rape.” In her four novels between 1981 and 1994, July’s People, A Sport of Nature, 

My Son’s Story, and None to Accompany Me, Gordimer’s great subject is the white female protagonist who 

finds political and personal survival in the arms of black revolutionaries. As the impending reality of black 

liberation shifts power among whites and blacks, white women and black men—who share a mutual 

victimhood under white patriarchal power—move closer to becoming equals, and so they can share mutual 

sexual attraction and intellectual companionship. Where Gordimer has imagined relationships between white 

men and black women, most pointedly in her short stories, “Country Lovers” (1975) and “City Lovers” 

(1975), it is through the prism of forbidden, and eventually failing, love between masters and servants. For 

Gordimer, the possibility of “real” interracial love seems to exist only between white women and black men, 

and by implication, the promise of a liberated future seems bounded within this union. 

South Africa’s other Nobel laureate, J.M. Coetzee, is similarly preoccupied with interracial unions in works 

that I would describe as his frontier novels, Duskland (1974), In the Heart of the Country (1977), Waiting for 

the Barbarians(1980), and Disgrace (1999), in which older white patriarchs attempt to resolve their, to use that 

famous first line from Disgrace, “problem of sex” through coercive sexual relations with black women, which 

we would today understand as rape. Where the sexual contact is not coercive, it is because, in the case of his 

protagonist David Lurie of Disgrace, the white man has engaged the services of a black female sex worker. 

Where Coetzee’s fictions do explore relations between black men and white women, they play out scenes of 

the “Black Peril” on frontier territory—white women are either raped by black men, or sleep with them in 

return for protection against black retribution. 

Together, Fanon, Gordimer, and Coetzee suggest that the power imbalance between black women and white 

men is too great to overcome, that their relationships can never be the stuff of “authentic love,” and so are 

doomed to be transactional or coercive. Reclaiming black women’s agency from these tropes is the 

contemporary Nigerian-American artist Njideka Akunyili Crosby, who offers intimate scenes of her 

relationship with her white American husband in many of her collaged paintings. Akunyili Crosby flips the 

historical script in which the black female nude is always available to the colonial gaze, by offering up her 

white husband’s body for the female gaze, and, if we may, the black female gaze. In Cradle Your 

Conquest (2012), she is fully clothed and, except for a pair of briefs, he is naked. Akunyili Crosby leisurely 

reclines in his lap, her eyes squarely focused on her viewers, as he looks down tenderly on her, cradling her 

(possibly pregnant) belly. In Re-branding My Love (2011), both are naked: she lies on top of his body, 

cradling his head as she kisses his spine. Her skin, a dark-brown collage that she shares with the surface of the 

room in which they make love, rubs off on his white skin, transforming him into a new person. 

Akunyili Crosby describes her wedding to her white American husband as her “contact zone,” invoking what 

the literary scholar Mary Louise Pratt outlines in her notion of “social spaces where cultures meet, clash, and 

grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical relations of power, such as colonialism, 

slavery, or their aftermaths as they are lived out in many parts of the world today.” Akunyili Crosby has also 

described her family’s anxiety that marrying outside her culture would mean the loss of her identity, “but 

http://digitool.library.mcgill.ca/webclient/StreamGate?folder_id=0&dvs=1529676164937~288
https://books.google.com/books?id=m5ysTujFqbgC&pg=PA28&lpg=PA28&dq=frantz+fanon+relations+between+a+white+woman+and+a+black+man+automatically+become+a+romantic+affair.+It+is+a+gift+and+not+a+rape&source=bl&ots=HcIY79kbdD&sig=7N5fUz4-EyQtpHKpNdMNmPkyHTA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi87bCuuefbAhVDCpAKHYwbDSkQ6AEIQDAD#v=onepage&q=frantz%20fanon%20relations%20between%20a%20white%20woman%20and%20a%20black%20man%20automatically%20become%20a%20romantic%20affair.%20It%20is%20a%20gift%20and%20not%20a%20rape&f=false
https://archive.nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/books/99/11/28/reviews/991128.28gorrat.html?_r=2
http://www.njidekaakunyili.com/
http://www.njidekaakunyili.com/work/cradle-your-conquest
http://www.njidekaakunyili.com/work/cradle-your-conquest
http://www.njidekaakunyili.com/work/re-branding-my-love
http://www.thewhitereview.org/feature/interview-njideka-akunyili-crosby/
https://people.emich.edu/acoykenda/pratt.htm
https://whitney.org/WatchAndListen/95
https://whitney.org/WatchAndListen/95
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there is a space in my work where these things come together.” In Re-branding My Love, Akunyili Crosby’s 

family’s fears are allayed as she brings whole worlds to their contact zone so that her culture and identity is 

never subsumed by his. 

 

Dominic Lipinski/WPA Pool/Getty Images 

Prince Harry and Meghan Markle during their wedding service, Windsor, England, May 19, 2018 

 

But she is no ordinary black woman; she is, after all, the daughter of a powerful African woman, a former 

minister of information in the world’s most powerful black nation. Akunyili Crosby met her husband when 
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they were both university students. In fact, the dynamic suggested in the paintings is not one of pure equality, 

but rather, it is almost as though Akunyili Crosby were, to use Fanon’s words, “negrifying” or “blackening” 

her white husband’s white body, which becomes a terra nullius for the world she is refashioning in her image. 

In these actions, there is something of Meghan Markle and her seeming control of the flurry of attention 

around her and Harry’s union, with some going so far as to suggest that she “mothers” Harry in the way that 

she offers him “reassurance.” To interracial love’s unfulfilled promise, Akunyili Crosby brings back a utopian 

vision of love’s power to “rebrand” the world. The “union of cultures,” which she celebrates, does not seem to 

bear the marks of the effects of historic conflict in that contact zone—as though choosing to elide the past, 

instead of confronting it. 

To the question “Whatever happened to interracial love?”, O’Grady answers interracial love with neither 

denunciation nor celebration. She describes The Clearing as “both/and” (not “before and after”). She uses her 

own story, the product of longstanding mixed-race ancestry, to trouble ours. To the interracial pessimism of 

Fanon, Gordimer, and Coetzee, O’Grady poses unresolved and complex questions of agency and victimhood, 

so that black women, in her telling, are neither always-already whore-traitor, nor always-already victim. She 

stands firmly in both the past and the future so that, even in their innocent play, the seemingly mixed-race 

children of her diptych cannot be perpetually “born free,” but must eventually stumble upon the centuries-

long history of unacknowledged and acknowledged, legal and illegal, interracial pairings, in which the forces 

of violence and tenderness, pain and pleasure, coercion and consent, exploitation and ecstasy combined to 

create the very New World that occasioned those children’s births. 

Similarly, I—a “born free” of a country with a long history of interracial unions that has placed its hopes in a 

non-racial future of integration—regard the interracial wedding at the former center of Empire with 

suspended judgment, neither outright denunciation nor wholehearted celebration. In Whatever Happened to 

Interracial Love?, Kathleen Collins’s black female protagonist Cheryl is given to “standing in the pulpit with 

outstretched arms, tears rolling down her cheeks, offering herself to freedom and begging others to join her, 

join this great hand-holding, we-shall-overcome bandwagon of interraciality when black and white would, in 

fact, walk hand-in-hand to freedom.” In contrast, the Reverend Curry chose to use the St. George’s Chapel 

pulpit to provide a gentle, but firm rebuke to color-blind sentimentality and gauzy interracial utopianism. The 

power of love, in the words of Bishop Curry inspired by Martin Luther King Jr., to “lift up and liberate when 

nothing else will… to show us the way to live” seems to lie not in our ability to erase the past but to face it 

squarely. 

And so the reverend made sure that he invoked not only King, but the slave trade—in a room full of the chief 

beneficiaries and heirs of the architects of imperialism and slavery—to remind us that love without justice, 

without a reckoning with the history that has created our present realities, is not really love at all. 

 

 

http://www.nybooks.com/daily/2018/06/25/whatevers-happening-to-interracial-love/  

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/05/19/royal-wedding-body-language-expert-meghan-markle-strength-ceremony/
https://whitney.org/WatchAndListen/95
http://lorraineogrady.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Lorraine-OGrady_On-being-the-presence-that-signals-an-absence_Coming-to-Power-25-Years-of-Sexually-X-plicit-Art-by-Women.pdf
https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2018/05/20/612798691/bishop-michael-currys-royal-wedding-sermon-full-text-of-the-power-of-love
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Alzheimer's: 'Strong evidence' of virus involvement 

By Catharine Paddock PhD  

Fact checked by Jasmin Collier 

A large analysis of different types of data from postmortem tests of brain tissue supports the idea that viruses 

are involved in Alzheimer's disease. 

 

What role do viruses have in Alzheimer's disease? 

The researchers — including specialists from the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai in New York City, 

NY, and Arizona State University in Phoenix — found that the brains of people with Alzheimer's had more 

human herpesviruses HHV-6A and HHV-7 than the brains of people without the disease. 

The new study was funded by the National Institute on Aging, which is part of the National Institutes of 

Health (NIH), and a paper on it is soon to be published in the journal Neuron. 

The study paper describes a complex and "multiscale" investigation involving advanced computer models that 

draws on different levels of data. The data span evidence relating to: DNA, the RNA molecules that 

transcribes it, and proteins; and clinical and pathological features. 

It provides compelling evidence of how viruses might be involved in "regulatory genetic networks" that 

scientists believe may lead to Alzheimer's disease. 

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/authors/catharine-paddock-phd
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/322223.php
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2018.05.023
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/159442.php
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But, while it supports the idea that viruses play a role, it does not show clearly whether viruses cause 

Alzheimer's, or whether they are merely "opportunistic passengers" of the disease process. 

Nevertheless, learning more about the involvement of viruses helps to improve our knowledge of Alzheimer's 

disease biology and could lead to new treatments. 

Dr. Richard J. Hodes, who is director of the National Institute on Aging, says that the evidence "reinforces the 

complexity of Alzheimer's" and should help all researchers to investigate the disease "more thoroughly." 

Alzheimer's disease is on the rise 

Alzheimer's is a brain-destroying disease that kills neurons, or brain cells, and gets worse over time. As it 

progresses, it robs us of our ability to think, remember, have conversations, contribute to society, and lead 

independent lives. 

The disease is the main cause of dementia, which affects around 50 million people worldwide, with some 10 

million new cases arising each year. 

 

 

These common drugs may raise your risk of dementia 

Long-term use of anticholinergic for depression, Parkinson's, and loss of bladder control is linked to higher 

risk of dementia up to 20 years later. 

READ NOW 

 

In the United States — where the number of people living with the disease is increasing rapidly — 

Alzheimer's is a leading cause of poor health and disability and the sixth leading cause of death. 

The disease currently affects some 5.7 million people in the U.S. This figure is expected to rise to just under 

14 million by 2050, by which time the annual costs of dementia will have nearly quadrupled from $277 

billion to $1.1 trillion. 

Nobody has yet discovered the root cause of Alzheimer's. However, increasing evidence suggests that it is 

complex and likely involves different biological processes, such as the buildup of toxic forms of tau and 

amyloid proteins in the brain. 

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/142214.php
http://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/dementia
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/321632.php?iacp
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/321632.php?iacp
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/321632.php?iacp
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/321632.php?iacp
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/321632.php?iacp
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/321632.php?iacp
https://www.alz.org/facts/
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/321632.php?iacp
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The idea that microbes — and the way that the body defends against them — are involved in the development 

of Alzheimer's disease has been around for 60 years or more. 

In particular, the study authors note that since the 1980s, "hundreds" of studies have reported associations 

between Alzheimer's disease and various microbes, including herpesviruses. 

Need to clarify underlying viral mechanisms 

However, beyond suggesting a link, none of those studies has shed much light on the underlying biology, and 

a "consistent association with specific viral species has not emerged." 

A possible disease process involving viruses has been suggested by more recent research that showed how 

various types of microbe can "stimulate" the accumulation of amyloid-beta. 

Toxic clumps of the protein have been found in the brains of people who had Alzheimer's when they died. 

The new study started as a search for new Alzheimer's treatments in the vast repository of drugs that have 

already been approved for use in other diseases. 

In order to do this, the teams had to create maps of the various genetic and biological networks of Alzheimer's 

disease so that they could compare them and how they might be affected by different drugs. 

It was during this process that they discovered that Alzheimer's likely involves a complex mix of factors, 

including genetic features of the person with the disease and the viruses that they are exposed to during their 

lives. 

Using data from a range of brain banks and cohort studies, the team took a step-by-step approach. They 

identified likely viral sequences with the help of information from the Mount Sinai Brain Bank. They then 

confirmed them using data from the Mayo Clinic Brain Bank, the Memory and Aging Project, and the 

Religious Orders Study. 

By adding data from the Emory Alzheimer's Disease Research Center, the researchers gathered more clues on 

how the various viral sequences might alter protein levels in the brain. 

Key findings 

After further analysis using advanced computer models, the team made several important findings. The first 

was that the herpesviruses HHV-6A and HHV-7 seemed to be more prevalent in samples from the brains of 

people with Alzheimer's disease. 

Another important finding was the discovery of several "overlaps" between "virus-host interactions and genes 

associated with Alzheimer's risk." 

The researchers also found evidence involving genes, transcription of genes, and proteins of several viruses 

influencing Alzheimer's disease biology. 

"The hypothesis that viruses play a part in brain disease is not new, but this is the first study to provide strong 

evidence based on unbiased approaches and large datasets that lends support to this line of inquiry." 

Dr. Richard J. Hodes 

 

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/322223.php 

  

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/322223.php
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Magnetic skyrmions: Not the only ones of their class 

New type of magnetic particle-like object for data storage devices of the future 

Forschungszentrum Juelich 

Summary: 

Tiny magnetic vortex structures, so-called skyrmions, have been researched intensively for some time for 

future energy-efficient space-saving data storage devices. Scientists have now discovered another class of 

particle-like magnetic object that could take the development of data storage devices a significant step 

forward. If skyrmions are used to encode the number ''1'', then the new objects could be used to encode the 

number ''0''. 

 

 

Encoding digital data as a sequence of magnetic bobbers (foreground) and skyrmions (further back). 

Credit: Forschungszentrum Jülich/N. Kiselev 

These objects, which are referred to as "chiral magnetic bobbers," are three-dimensional magnetic structures 

that appear near the surfaces of certain alloys. 

"For a long time, the unique object for research in the field of chiral magnets was the magnetic skyrmion. We 

now provide a new object for investigation by researchers -- a chiral bobber -- which is characterized by a 

number of unique properties," says Dr. Nikolai Kiselev from Jülich's Peter Grünberg Institute (PGI-1). Three 

years ago, together with the institute's Director Prof. Stefan Blügel and other collaborators, they predicted the 

existence of this new class of magnetic structures theoretically. Now, researchers from the Ernst Ruska-

Centre for Microscopy and Spectroscopy with Electrons (Director Prof. Rafal E. Dunin-Borkowski and his 

colleagues) have succeeded in demonstrating the existence of chiral bobbers in a real material experimentally. 
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The stability of magnetic structures such as skyrmions is related to a property of the material known as 

chirality. Just as a right hand cannot be converted into a left hand for reasons of symmetry, right-handed and 

left-handed magnetic structures cannot be converted into one another. Furthermore, both skyrmions and the 

newly-discovered chiral bobbers are very small, with diameters of typically only a few tens of nanometers. 

Therefore, they can in principle be used to pack data very densely on a memory chip. However, their small 

size makes their observation highly challenging. "The visualization of magnetic texture on such a small scale 

requires special state-of-the-art techniques that are accessible in only a few laboratories worldwide," explains 

Rafal Dunin-Borkowski. 

There is another important reason why magnetic solitons (another name for particle-like objects in nonlinear 

physics) such as skyrmions and chiral bobbers are so promising for applications. In contrast to data bits in 

hard disk drives, skyrmions are movable objects. Their motion along a guiding track in a chip can be induced 

by a very weak pulse of electrical current. This property provides new opportunities for the development of a 

completely new concept of magnetic solid-state memory -- the so-called skyrmion racetrack memory. "The 

mobility of skyrmions allows data to move from write to read elements without the need for any movable 

mechanical parts such as read and write heads and spining hard disk itself," explains Nikolai Kiselev. This 

capability saves energy because components that move generally require more energy, occupy more space 

and tend to be sensitive to mechanical vibrations and shocks. A new solid state magnetic memory would be 

free of such disadvantages. 

The newly discovered magnetic particles now make it possible to encode digital data directly with two 

different types of magnetic objects, namely with skyrmions and magnetic bobbers. 

"Until now, it was assumed that digital data should somehow be represented as a sequence of skyrmions and 

empty spaces," says Stefan Blügel. The distance between successive skyrmions then encodes binary 

information. However, it must then be controlled or quantized, so that no information is lost through 

spontaneous drift of the skyrmions. Instead, the newly discovered three-dimensional magnetic particles offer 

opportunities to encode digital data directly as a sequence of skyrmions and magnetic bobbers, which can 

each flow freely without needing to maintain precise distances between successive data bit carriers. 

Further research is required to develop practical applications. In the iron-germanium alloy studied by Nikolai 

Kiselev and his colleagues, the structures are only stable up to 200 Kelvin, which corresponds to -73.5 

degrees Celsius. However, based on theoretical considerations, it is predicted that magnetic bobbers may also 

occur in other chiral magnets and, like some recently discovered species of skyrmions, may also exist at room 

temperature. 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by Forschungszentrum Juelich. Note: Content may be edited for style and length. 

 

Journal Reference: 

1. Fengshan Zheng, Filipp N. Rybakov, Aleksandr B. Borisov, Dongsheng Song, Shasha Wang, Zi-An 

Li, Haifeng Du, Nikolai S. Kiselev, Jan Caron, András Kovács, Mingliang Tian, Yuheng Zhang, 

Stefan Blügel, Rafal E. Dunin-Borkowski. Experimental observation of chiral magnetic bobbers in 

B20-type FeGe. Nature Nanotechnology, 2018; 13 (6): 451 DOI: 10.1038/s41565-018-0093-3 
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http://www.fz-juelich.de/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41565-018-0093-3
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Two Hundred Years of Blue 

Cerulean splendor from Goethe, Thoreau, Virginia Woolf, Vladimir Nabokov, Rachel Carson, Toni Morrison, 

and other literary masters. 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

With Carl Sagan’s poetic Pale Blue Dot on my mind lately, I have found myself dwelling on the color blue 

and the way our planet’s elemental hue, the most symphonic of the colors, recurs throughout our literature as 

something larger than a mere chromatic phenomenon — a symbol, a state of being, a foothold to the most 

lyrical and transcendent heights of the imagination. 

Gathered here is a posy of blue from some of my favorite encounters with this more-than-color in the 

literature of the past two centuries. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/09/a-brave-and-startling-truth-maya-angelou/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0262070375/braipick-20
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JOHANN WOLFGANG VON GOETHE (1810) 

In his sixty-first year, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (August 28, 1749–March 22, 1832), by then Europe’s 

reigning intellect, published Theory of Colors (public library | public domain) — his effort to unearth the 

psychological link between color and emotion nearly a century before the dawn of psychology as a formal 

field of study, penned just before his compatriot Abraham Gottlob Werner released his seminal scientific 

nomenclature of color, which Darwin would later take on The Beagle. 

“We love to contemplate blue,” Goethe wrote, “not because it advances to us, but because it draws us after 

it.” The treatise, composed as a refutation of Newton, turned out to have no scientific validity. But its 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0262070375/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/reborn-journals-and-notebooks-1947-1963/oclc/180752030&referer=brief_results
http://archive.org/details/goethestheoryco01goetgoog
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/08/17/goethe-theory-of-colours/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/08/17/goethe-theory-of-colours/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/02/06/werner-nomenclature-of-colours/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/02/06/werner-nomenclature-of-colours/
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conceptual aspects fascinated and inspired generations of philosophers and scientists ranging from Arthur 

Schopenhauer to Kurt Gödel. 

 

Color chart by Patrick Syme for Werner’s Nomenclature of Colours: Adapted to Zoology, Botany, Chemistry, 

Mineralogy, Anatomy, and the Arts. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/tag/arthur-schopenhauer/
https://www.brainpickings.org/tag/arthur-schopenhauer/
https://www.brainpickings.org/tag/kurt-godel/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/02/06/werner-nomenclature-of-colours/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/02/06/werner-nomenclature-of-colours/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/02/06/werner-nomenclature-of-colours/
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Goethe writes in the section allotted to blue: 

As yellow is always accompanied with light, so it may be said that blue still brings a principle of darkness 

with it. 

This color has a peculiar and almost indescribable effect on the eye. As a hue it is powerful — but it is on the 

negative side, and in its highest purity is, as it were, a stimulating negation. Its appearance, then, is a kind of 

contradiction between excitement and repose. 

As the upper sky and distant mountains appear blue, so a blue surface seems to retire from us. 

But as we readily follow an agreeable object that flies from us, so we love to contemplate blue — not because 

it advances to us, but because it draws us after it. 

Blue gives us an impression of cold, and thus, again, reminds us of shade… Rooms which are hung with pure 

blue, appear in some degree larger, but at the same time empty and cold. 

The appearance of objects seen through a blue glass is gloomy and melancholy. 

HENRY DAVID THOREAU (1843) 

“Where is my cyanometer,” Henry David 

Thoreau (July 12, 1817–May 6, 1862) exclaimed in his splendid journal on a blue-skied spring day, referring 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/02/07/thoreau-knowing-seeing/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1374888087/braipick-20
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to the curious device invented by the Swiss scientist Horace-Bénédict de Saussure a century earlier to 

measure the blueness of the sky, which the polymathic naturalist Alexander von Humboldt enthusiastically 

embraced. “We love to see any part of the earth tinged with blue, cerulean, the color of the sky, the celestial 

color,” Thoreau wrote in another spring entry. “The blue of my eye sympathizes with this blue in the 

snow,” he recorded in a winter one. “Blue is light seen through a veil,” he wrote on the precipice of the two 

seasons. 

Horace-Bénédict de Saussure’s cyanometer, circa 1760. 

Thoreau’s writings, dancing at the borderline between observation and contemplation, are strewn with his 

love of blue. Most often, he records his delight at the raw reality of the color as he encounters it in nature. 

Occasionally, however, he leaps from the actual into the abstract, drawing from physical blueness insight into 

the metaphysical dimensions of existence. 

In a travelogue from an 1843 walk to Waschusett, found in his indispensable Excursions (free ebook | public 

library) — the source of his lovely meditation on finding spiritual warmth in winter — Thoreau writes: 

We resolved to scale the blue wall which bound the western horizon… In the spaces of thought are the 

reaches of land and water, where men go and come. The landscape lies far and fair within, and the deepest 

thinker is the farthest travelled. 

Peering into the blue horizon from the conquered mountain summit at the end of the journey, he finds in it a 

metaphor for the boundlessness of the human spirit: 

We will remember within what walls we lie, and understand that this level life too has its summit, and why 

from the mountain-top the deepest valleys have a tinge of blue; that there is elevation in every hour, as no part 

of the earth is so low that the heavens may not be seen from, and we have only to stand on the summit of our 

hour to command an uninterrupted horizon. 

WASSILY KANDINSKY (1910) 

https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/a-scientist-invented-the-cyanometer-just-to-measure-the-blueness-of-the-sky
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/12/07/the-invention-of-nature-humboldt-wulf/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1374888087/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B00847NXIC/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/writings-of-henry-david-thoreau-5-excursions-and-poems/oclc/313451734&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/writings-of-henry-david-thoreau-5-excursions-and-poems/oclc/313451734&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/01/05/thoreau-excusrsions-a-winter-walk/
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Exactly a century after Goethe, the great Russian painter and art theorist Wassily Kandinsky (December 16, 

1866–December 13, 1944) examined the psychological and spiritual dimensions of art through the lens of 

form and color. In Concerning the Spiritual in Art (free ebook | public library), Kandinsky devotes an 

especially impassioned section to blue: 

The power of profound meaning is found in blue, and first in its physical movements (1) of retreat from the 

spectator, (2) of turning in upon its own centre. The inclination of blue to depth is so strong that its inner 

appeal is stronger when its shade is deeper. Blue is the typical heavenly colour… The ultimate feeling it 

creates is one of rest… [Footnote:] Supernatural rest, not the earthly contentment of green. The way to the 

supernatural lies through the natural. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/06/02/kandinsky-concerning-the-spiritual-in-art/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1619491532/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B004TOPONQ/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/concerning-the-spiritual-in-art/oclc/3042682&referer=brief_results
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1619491532/braipick-20
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When it sinks almost to black, it echoes a grief that is hardly human… When it rises towards white, a 

movement little suited to it, its appeal to men grows weaker and more distant. In music a light blue is like a 

flute, a darker blue a cello; a still darker a thunderous double bass; and the darkest blue of all — an organ. 

GEORGIA O’KEEFFE (1916) 

 

When Georgia O’Keeffe (November 15, 1887–March 6, 1986) was a little girl, decades before she came to be 

regarded as America’s first great female artist and became the first woman honored with a retrospective at the 

Museum of Modern Art, her mother used to read history and travel stories to her every night before bed. The 

mesmerism of place never lost its grip on her. At the peak of her career, O’Keeffe left New York and moved 

to the exotic expanse of the Southwest to live a solitary life. She once wrote in a letter to her dearest friend, 

Anita Pollitzer, who had selflessly taken it upon herself to make the New York art elite pay attention to 

O’Keeffe’s work: “I believe one can have as many rare experiences at the tail end of the earth as in 

civilization if one grabs at them — no — it isn’t a case of grabbing — it is — just that they are here — you 

can’t help getting them.” Pollitzer would later come to write in a major profile of O’Keeffe: “Fame still does 

not seem to be as meaningful or real to her as the mesas of New Mexico or the petals of a white rose.” 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0671692372/braipick-20
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Or the blue of the Southwest sky, for what most enchanted O’Keeffe in her new home was the vast firmament 

with its tempest of color, richer than anything she had ever seen or even imagined possible. In a letter from 

September of 1916, found in Lovingly, Georgia: The Complete Correspondence of Georgia O’Keeffe and 

Anita Pollitzer(public library), O’Keeffe exults in the azure awe of the Southwest sky: 

Tonight I walked into the sunset — to mail some letters — the whole sky — and there is so much of it out 

here — was just blazing — and grey blue clouds were riding all through the holiness of it — and the ugly 

little buildings and windmills looked great against it… 

The Eastern sky was all grey blue — bunches of clouds — different kinds of clouds — sticking around 

everywhere and the whole thing — lit up — first in one place — then in another with flashes of lightning — 

sometimes just sheet lightning — and some times sheet lightning with a sharp bright zigzag flashing across it 

–. I walked out past the last house — past the last locust tree — and sat on the fence for a long time — 

looking — just looking at — the lightning — you see there was nothing but sky and flat prairie land — land 

that seems more like the ocean than anything else I know — There was a wonderful moon. 

Well I just sat there and had a great time all by myself — Not even many night noises — just the wind — 

[…] 

It is absurd the way I love this country… I am loving the plains more than ever it seems — and the SKY — 

Anita you have never seen SKY — it is wonderful — 

Georgia O’Keeffe. Light Coming on the Plains, I, II and III, 1917, watercolor on paper. (Amon Carter 

Museum, Fort Worth, Texas.) 

Two decades later, O’Keeffe revisited blue in her contribution to An American Place — the catalogue for an 

exhibition of Ansel Adams’s photographs her great love and spouse, Alfred Stieglitz, had put on in New York 

City. (Thanks, Natalie, for the discovery.) O’Keeffe writes: 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0671692372/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0671692372/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/lovingly-georgia-the-complete-correspondence-of-georgia-okeeffe-anita-pollitzer/oclc/21592893&referer=brief_results
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0938262068/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2011/10/28/my-faraway-one-love-letters-georgia-okeeffe-alfred-stieglitz/
https://twitter.com/nattyover
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When I started painting the pelvis bones I was most interested in the holes in the bones — what I saw through 

them — particularly the blue from holding them up in the sun against the sky as one is apt to do when one 

seems to have more sky than earth in one’s world… they were most beautiful against the Blue — that Blue 

that will always be there as it is now after all man’s destruction is finished. 

MARGARET MEAD (1926) 

 

For Margaret Mead (December 16, 1901–November 15, 1978), the color blue appeared not in the attentive 

observation of the real world that made her one of the most visionary and influential anthropologists in 

history, but in a nocturnal visitation of her own unconscious mind — a strange and wondrous dream about the 

meaning of life. 

In a 1926 letter found in To Cherish the Life of the World: Selected Letters of Margaret Mead (public library) 

— which gave us Mead’s exquisite love letters to her lifelong soulmate and her advice on how to raise a child 

in an uncertain world — Mead recounts her nocturnal revelation: 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000W96EIG/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/to-cherish-the-life-of-the-world-selected-letters-of-margaret-mead/oclc/65204995&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/02/14/greatest-queer-love-letters/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/11/30/margaret-mead-elizabeth-letter/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/11/30/margaret-mead-elizabeth-letter/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000W96EIG/braipick-20
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Last night I had the strangest dream. I was in a laboratory with Dr. Boas and he was talking to me and a group 

of other people about religion, insisting that life must have a meaning, that man couldn’t live without that. 

Then he made a mass of jelly-like stuff of the most beautiful blue I had ever seen — and he seemed to be 

asking us all what to do with it. I remember thinking it was very beautiful but wondering helplessly what it 

was for. People came and went making absurd suggestions. Somehow Dr. Boas tried to carry them out — but 

always the people went away angry, or disappointed — and finally after we’d been up all night they had all 

disappeared and there were just the two of us. He looked at me and said, appealingly “Touch it.” I took some 

of the astonishingly blue beauty in my hand, and felt with a great thrill that it was living matter. I said “Why 

it’s life — and that’s enough” — and he looked so pleased that I had found the answer — and said yes “It’s 

life and that is wonder enough.” 

VIRGINIA WOOLF (1937) 

 

There is a strange paucity of blue in the private writings of literature’s bluest soul. Virginia Woolf (January 

25, 1882–March 28, 1941) rarely mentions the color throughout her journals, collected in A Writer’s 

Diary(public library) — the indispensable posthumous volume that gave us Woolf on the creative benefits of 

keeping a diary, the consolations of growing older, the relationship between loneliness and creativity, what 

makes love last, and her arresting account of a total solar eclipse. 

But when she does turn to blue, it becomes more than a color, more than a mood — a subtle yet piercing hue 

of being, or rather the color of the lacuna between being and nonbeing. In an entry from April 9 of 1937, four 

springs before the blue of her lifelong depression and the River Ouse swallowed her, Woolf limns the singular 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0156027917/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0156027917/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/writers-diary-being-extracts-from-the-diary-of-virginia-woolf/oclc/795233&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/04/famous-writers-on-keeping-a-diary/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/04/famous-writers-on-keeping-a-diary/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/02/06/virginia-woolf-soul-aging/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/06/16/virginia-woolf-loneliness/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/05/11/virginia-woolf-on-relationships-marriage/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/05/11/virginia-woolf-on-relationships-marriage/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/09/virginia-woolf-eclipse/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/03/28/virginia-woolf-suicide-letter/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0156027917/braipick-20
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blue of a particular interior space. Alluding to Wordsworth’s verse addressing “the heart that lives alone, 

housed in a dream,” she quotes another line and argues with the poet: 

“Such happiness wherever it is known is to be pitied for tis surely blind.” Yes, but my happiness isn’t blind. 

That is the achievement, I was thinking between 3 and 4 this morning, of my 55 years. I lay awake so calm, so 

content, as if I’d stepped off the whirling world into a deep blue quiet space and there open eyed existed, 

beyond harm; armed against all that can happen. I have never had this feeling before in all my life; but I have 

had it several times since last summer: when I reached it, in my worst depression, as if I stepped out, throwing 

aside a cloak, lying in bed, looking at the stars, these nights at Monks House. Of course it ruffles, in the day, 

but there it is. 

RACHEL CARSON (1941) 

 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0143104969/braipick-20
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A quarter century before marine biologist and author Rachel Carson (May 27, 1907–April 14, 1964) catalyzed 

the modern environmental movement with her epoch-making book Silent Spring, she performed another 

unprecedented feat. In a lyrical essay about the underwater world — a world then more mysterious than the 

moon — she invited the human reader to experience the reality of life on this planet from the nonhuman 

perspective of marine creatures. Nothing like it had been done before. Published in The Atlantic, the essay 

became Carson’s first literary breakthrough and led to her 1941 book Under the Sea-Wind(public library) — a 

series of lyrical narratives about the life of the shore, the open sea, and the oceanic abyss. 

In a passage about the migration and mating of eels, she bridges the scientific and the poetic to plunge the 

human imagination into the otherworldly blue of the deep sea: 

The young eels first knew life in the transition zone between the surface sea and the abyss. A thousand feet of 

water lay above them, straining out the rays of the sun. Only the longest and strongest of the rays filtered 

down to the level where the eels drifted in the sea — a cold and sterile residue of blue and ultraviolet, shorn of 

all its warmth of reds and yellows and greens. For a twentieth part of the day the blackness was displaced by a 

strange light of a vivid and unearthly blue that came stealing down from above. But only the straight, long 

rays of the sun when it passed the zenith had power to dispel the blackness, and the deep sea’s hour of dawn 

light was merged in its hour of twilight. Quickly the blue light faded away, and the eels lived again in the long 

night that was only less black than the abyss, where the night had no end. 

NAN SHEPHERD (1940S) 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/01/27/rachel-carson-silent-spring-dorothy-freeman/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/01/27/rachel-carson-silent-spring-dorothy-freeman/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/02/28/undersea-rachel-carson/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0143104969/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/under-the-sea-wind/oclc/71223574&referer=brief_results
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0857861832/braipick-20
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Sometime in the final years of WWII, the trailblazing Scottish mountaineer and poet Nan Shepherd (February 

11, 1893–February 23, 1981) began composing what would become The Living Mountain (public library) — 

her poetic inquiry into the interconnectedness of nature and human nature. 

“Place and a mind may interpenetrate till the nature of both is altered,”Shepherd wrote. She found the most 

powerful transmutation agent of that alchemy in the singular blue of the mountain air: 

The air is part of the mountain, which does not come to an end with its rock and its soil. It has its own air; and 

it is to the quality of its air that is due the endless diversity of its colourings. Brown for the most part in 

themselves, as soon as we see them clothed in air the hills become blue. Every shade of blue, from opalescent 

milky-white to indigo, is there. They are most opulently blue when rain is in the air. Then the gullies are 

violet. Gentian and delphinium hues, with fire in them, lurk in the folds. These sultry blues have more 

emotional effect than a dry air can produce. One is not moved by china blue. But the violet range of colours 

can trouble the mind like music. 

VLADIMIR NABOKOV (1951) 

 

“The confessions of a synesthete must sound tedious and pretentious to those who are protected from such 

leakings and drafts by more solid walls than mine are,” Vladimir Nabokov (April 22, 1899–July 2, 1977) 

wrote in his 1951 autobiography, Speak, Memory(public library), describing the lifelong crossing of the 

senses that resulted in his synesthetic alphabet. 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0857861832/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/living-mountain-a-celebration-of-the-cairngorm-mountains-of-scotland/oclc/926960556&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/03/19/the-living-mountain-nan-shepherd/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0679723390/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/speak-memory-an-autobiography-revisited/oclc/793685419&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/15/nabokov-synesthesia/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0679723390/braipick-20
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In aiding the non-synesthete to experience this strange parallel reality of sensory perception, Nabokov 

constructs a color wheel of the alphabet, allotting each letter to a particular portion of the spectrum. These are 

his blues: 

Passing on to the blue group, there is steely x, thundercloud z, and huckleberry k. Since a subtle interaction 

exists between sound and shape, I see qas browner than k, while s is not the light blue of c, but a curious 

mixture of azure and mother-of-pearl. 

Although the letters of the alphabet spilled across the entire spectrum of his mind’s eye, Nabokov had an 

especial fondness for the color blue. He recalls how, as a youngster, his teacher would take the class to the 

park and enchant them by arranging the autumn maple leaves in a large circle forming “a near complete 

spectrum” — but, crucially, without the blue, which was “a big disappointment” to the young Nabokov. 

Perhaps this is why, when he turned his cross-disciplinary curiosity to lepidoptery later in life, the butterflies 

that most captivated his imagination and became his greatest scientific legacy were the azure-colored Latin 

American Polyommatini, colloquially known as the “blues.” 

ANNIE DILLARD (1974) 

 

Annie Dillard may be the closest counterpart to Thoreau we have a century and a half later — a poet laureate 

of nature, whose lyrical prose beckons mind, heart, and spirit to heights of contemplation we have forgotten 

exist. Her 1974 classic Pilgrim at Tinker Creek (public library) — which gave us Dillard on the two ways of 

looking and reclaiming our capacity for joy and wonder — is strewn with blue. Some of it delights with the 

pure splendor of sentiment in language: 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/19/stephen-jay-gould-nabokov-butterflies/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0071373306/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0061233323/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/pilgrim-at-tinker-creek/oclc/804986&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/03/04/annie-dillard-pilgrim-at-tinker-creek-seeing/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/03/04/annie-dillard-pilgrim-at-tinker-creek-seeing/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/04/30/annie-dillard-pilgrim-at-tinker-creek-1/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0061233323/braipick-20
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I saw in a blue haze all the world poured flat and pale between the mountains. 

Some of it transports to places of the natural world and places of the interior world we rarely let ourselves 

notice, much less visit, by our own accord. Dillard invites the imagination into the inky enchantment of 

nightfall in winter: 

Yesterday I watched a curious nightfall. The cloud ceiling took on a warm tone, deepened, and departed as if 

drawn on a leash. I could no longer see the fat snow flying against the sky; I could see it only as it fell before 

dark objects. Any object at a distance — like the dead, ivy-covered walnut I see from the bay window — 

looked like a black-and-white frontispiece seen through the sheet of white tissue. It was like dying, this 

watching the world recede into deeper and deeper blues while the snow piled; silence swelled and extended, 

distance dissolved, and soon only concentration at the largest shadows let me make out the movement of 

falling snow, and that too failed. The snow on the yard was blue as ink, faintly luminous; the sky violet. The 

bay window betrayed me, and started giving me back the room’s lamps. It was like dying, that growing 

dimmer and deeper and then going out. 

TONI MORRISON (1987) 

 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1400033411/braipick-20
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“We die. That may be the meaning of life. But we do language. That may be the measure of our lives,” Toni 

Morrison wrote in her spectacular acceptance speech as she became the first African American woman to win 

the Nobel Prize. The cornerstone for the trailblazing distinction was Morrison’s 1987 novel Beloved (public 

library), inspired by the true story of a woman’s escape from slavery and the unfathomable cost she had to 

pay for her freedom. 

In a scene on the banks of the river, where the fugitive heroine gives birth to her baby daughter aided by the 

cover of night and the white woman with the kind hands, Morrison shines a sidewise gleam on the abiding 

question of destiny. She contemplates what fate may hold for this new life that had so closely escaped death 

before entering a pitiless world; what it may hold for any life. Morrison wrests from one of this planet’s rare 

blue plants an exquisite existential metaphor: 

Spores of bluefern growing in the hollows along the riverbank float toward the water in silver-blue lines hard 

to see unless you are in or near them, lying right at the river’s edge when the sunshots are low and drained. 

Often they are mistook for insects — but they are seeds in which the whole generation sleeps confident of a 

future. And for a moment it is easy to believe each one has one — will become all of what is contained in the 

spore: will live out its days as planned. This moment of certainty lasts no longer than that; longer, perhaps, 

than the spore itself. 

REBECCA SOLNIT (2005) 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/12/07/toni-morrison-nobel-prize-speech/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1400033411/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/beloved/oclc/15284982&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/beloved/oclc/15284982&referer=brief_results
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0143037242/braipick-20
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Rebecca Solnit examines the color blue and its relationship to desire in a stunning essay that may well be the 

crowning achievement of this chromatic category of literature, found in A Field Guide to Getting Lost (public 

library) — her sublime meditation on how we find ourselves in the unknown. 

In an exquisite centrifugal unfolding from the scientific into the poetic, Solnit writes: 

The world is blue at its edges and in its depths. This blue is the light that got lost. Light at the blue end of the 

spectrum does not travel the whole distance from the sun to us. It disperses among the molecules of the air, it 

scatters in water. Water is colorless, shallow water appears to be the color of whatever lies underneath it, but 

deep water is full of this scattered light, the purer the water the deeper the blue. The sky is blue for the same 

reason, but the blue at the horizon, the blue of land that seems to be dissolving into the sky, is a deeper, 

dreamier, melancholy blue, the blue at the farthest reaches of the places where you see for miles, the blue of 

distance. This light that does not touch us, does not travel the whole distance, the light that gets lost, gives us 

the beauty of the world, so much of which is in the color blue. 

For many years, I have been moved by the blue at the far edge of what can be seen, that color of horizons, of 

remote mountain ranges, of anything far away. The color of that distance is the color of an emotion, the color 

of solitude and of desire, the color of there seen from here, the color of where you are not. And the color of 

where you can never go. For the blue is not in the place those miles away at the horizon, but in the 

atmospheric distance between you and the mountains. “Longing,” says the poet Robert Hass, “because desire 

is full of endless distances.” Blue is the color of longing for the distances you never arrive in, for the blue 

world. 

This blue of distance and unmet longing, Solnit argues, is what makes desire so disquieting. We seek to 

silence it either by grasping toward its object in hungry hope of consummation or with the restless resistance 

of denial and suppression. We seem unable to befriend desire on its own terms and to approach it with what 

John Keats memorably termed “negative capability.” Solnit offers a remedy for this chronic and self-defeating 

anxiety: 

We treat desire as a problem to be solved, address what desire is for and focus on that something and how to 

acquire it rather than on the nature and the sensation of desire, though often it is the distance between us and 

the object of desire that fills the space in between with the blue of longing. I wonder sometimes whether with 

a slight adjustment of perspective it could be cherished as a sensation on its own terms, since it is as inherent 

to the human condition as blue is to distance? If you can look across the distance without wanting to close it 

up, if you can own your longing in the same way that you own the beauty of that blue that can never be 

possessed? For something of this longing will, like the blue of distance, only be relocated, not assuaged, by 

acquisition and arrival, just as the mountains cease to be blue when you arrive among them and the blue 

instead tints the next beyond. Somewhere in this is the mystery of why tragedies are more beautiful than 

comedies and why we take a huge pleasure in the sadness of certain songs and stories. Something is always 

far away. 

After relaying the personal significance of blue in a vividly remembered childhood experience, Solnit closes 

an altogether extraordinary essay with a return to the universal coloring of distance and longing: 

The blue of distance comes with time, with the discovery of melancholy, of loss, the texture of longing, of the 

complexity of the terrain we traverse, and with the years of travel. If sorrow and beauty are all tied up 

together, then perhaps maturity brings with it not … abstraction, but an aesthetic sense that partially redeems 

the losses time brings and finds beauty in the faraway. 

[…] 

Some things we have only as long as they remain lost, some things are not lost only so long as they are 

distant. 

JANNA LEVIN (2006) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/08/20/rebecca-solnit-blue/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0143037242/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/field-guide-to-getting-lost/oclc/57316646&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/field-guide-to-getting-lost/oclc/57316646&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/08/04/field-guide-to-getting-lost-rebecca-solnit/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/11/01/john-keats-on-negative-capability/
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A Mad Man Dreams of Turing Machines(public library) by astrophysicist Janna Levin remains one of the 

most beautiful, profound, and intellectually elegant books I have ever read — a splendid biographical 

novel levitating with the poetics of a rapturous imagination, yet rigorously grounded in the real lives and 

scientific contributions of two of the twentieth century’s most tragic geniuses: computing pioneer Alan 

Turing and trailblazing mathematician Kurt Gödel. 

The richest, most enchanting aspect of the book is the way it illuminates just how inseparable our so-called 

personal lives are from our public contribution — how Turing and Gödel’s singular lonelinesses and loves 

shaped their character, informing and inspiring the landmark breakthroughs we celebrate as their scientific 

genius. For Turing, the most formative fact of his life was his deep adoration of his boyhood classmate 

Christopher Morcom, with whom he fell in love at the boarding school where the teenage Alan was 

mercilessly bullied by the other boys, nearly to death. Christopher was everything Alan was not — dashing, 

polished, well versed in both science and art, aglow with charisma. Alan’s love was profound and pure and 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1400032407/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/madman-dreams-of-turing-machines/oclc/62742573&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/09/20/janna-levin-a-madman-dreams-of-turing-machines/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/09/20/janna-levin-a-madman-dreams-of-turing-machines/
https://www.brainpickings.org/tag/alan-turing
https://www.brainpickings.org/tag/alan-turing
https://www.brainpickings.org/tag/kurt-godel/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1400032407/braipick-20
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unrequited in the dimensions he most longed for, but Christopher did take to him with great warmth and 

became his most beloved, in fact his only, friend. They spent long nights discussing science and philosophy, 

trading astronomical acumen, and speculating about the laws of physics. For the remainder of his life, Turing 

would consider Morcom his soul mate. 

It is an intense blue that Levin chooses as the backdrop of their improbable love. In a stunning scene 

suspended between science and romance — two realms of the human experience grounded in a shared 

longing to make the impossible possible — she writes: 

Chris had shown him the reaction between solutions of iodates and sulfites. Holding the mixture in a clear 

beaker near his face, he watched Alan’s response as the solution turned a bold blue, tinting Christopher’s hair 

and deepening the hue of his eyes. To Alan it seemed the other way around, as though Chris’s beautiful eyes 

had stained the beaker blue. 

[…] 

He often tries to re-create the moment when Chris’s spirit seeped out of the portals of his eyes and infused the 

room, a stunning concentration of his soul trapped in the indigo liquid in the beaker. He knows the simple 

form of the chemicals and the rules of their combination, but he can’t shake the force of the impression that 

Chris makes on him. He can’t limit the experience to the confines of ordinary matter. In the privacy of his 

room, he re-creates the experiment, waiting for thirty seconds before the sudden rush of color tears through 

the fluid. While the process enhances the vibrancy of his memory of that moment, the color never quite 

strikes the peak hue it reached the time Chris held the tube suspended near his eyes. Where is the spirit in 
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human cells and chemicals and glass? 

 

Three years later, Christopher would die of bovine tuberculosis from infected milk, breaking Alan’s heart and 

thrusting him into an existential tussle with the binary code of body and spirit. The inextinguishable heartache 

of the loss would haunt Turing for the remainder of his life, fomenting the restless soul from which his 

science sprang. Levin writes: 

Although Alan is agitated by his own faith — a faith that has never crystallized as well as he had hoped — he 

does not allow his spiritual leniency to corrupt his pure view of mathematics. As a tribute to Morcom, Turing 

analyzed sulfur dioxide and iodic acid in explicit mathematical detail. Beneath the differential equations and 

the chemical compositions he found a sharp result. Lucid and true. He recorded it in black ink on white paper. 

His proof did not glow in blue or throb with the thrill of the moment the beaker trapped Chris’s radiance. But 

it was honest and right. His homage to Chris. 

TERRY TEMPEST WILLIAMS (2016) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/02/17/alan-turing-morcom-letters/
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Midway through The Hour of Land: A Personal Topography of America’s National Parks (public library) — 

her symphonic and mobilizing clarion call for protecting the wilderness — Terry Tempest Williamsincludes a 

most unexpected burst of delight. Recounting her visit to Big Bend National Park in Texas, she enacts her 

intention “to simply walk and witness the Chihauhaun Desert” in a lovely way: She fills twelve small field 

notebooks, each a different color and each allotted to one day of her trip, with examples of the respective 

color she observes in the natural world about her that day. 

It doesn’t seem accidental that Williams chooses to begin with the most elemental color of our planet, 

recording the wild and wildly sundry manifestations of blue with a naturalist’s observation of detail and a 

poet’s largeness of contemplation. In the small blue notebook inscribed “Day One,” she writes: 

Blue is bunting, indigo and quick. Blue is jay, its chatter like jazz. Blue is grosbeak is bluebird is blackbird 

turned sky. The Chisos mountains at dusk are blue. Blue is ghost-like. Twilight. Deep border blue. Once is the 

blue moon where panthers dance. Twice is the blue belly of lizards flashing. Blue waves are heat waves, 

dervishes in sand. Blue is the long song of storm clouds gathering with rain. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/17/two-hundred-years-of-

blue/?mc_cid=03b4d30fc0&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1250132142/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/hour-of-land-a-personal-topography-of-americas-national-parks/oclc/957021246&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/12/the-hour-of-land-terry-tempest-williams/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/17/two-hundred-years-of-blue/?mc_cid=03b4d30fc0&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/17/two-hundred-years-of-blue/?mc_cid=03b4d30fc0&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1250132142/braipick-20
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A Quiet Novel Turned into a Forceful Performance 

Lucy Scholes 

Manuel Harlan 

Laura Linney as Lucy Barton in My Name is Lucy Barton, directed by Richard Eyre, Bridge Theatre, London, 

2018 

“Lonely was the first flavor I had tasted in my life, and it was always there, hidden inside the crevices of my 

mouth, reminding me.” Re-reading Elizabeth Strout’s breathtakingly exquisite novel My Name is Lucy 

Barton in preparation for seeing the theatrical adaptation—directed by Richard Eyre and starring Laura 

Linney in her British stage debut at London’s new Bridge Theatre—I found myself knocked sideways by 

these lines. Strout’s titular protagonist-narrator is a writer whose existence has been defined by a loneliness so 

acute it can only really be understood as a chronic disability. Fitting, then, that the narrative Lucy tells as she 

looks back on her life pivots on a period of serious illness. “There was a time, and it was many years ago 

now,” she begins her story, “when I had to stay in a hospital for almost nine weeks.” This was in Manhattan 

in the 1980s, due to complications following what should have been a routine appendectomy. At the heart of 

the experience is the five days Lucy’s all but estranged mother spent sitting vigil by her daughter’s bedside. 

My Name is Lucy Barton is a story about the harrowing legacy of poverty and abuse. Despite having left the 

world of her childhood behind—she escaped her impoverished life in the small rural town of Amgash, Illinois 

where she was born and raised, first to college, and thereafter to New York City, where she married and had 

children, going on to become a writer—as Lucy’s story unfurls, we learn that the punishing ostracization she 

endured as a child was the defining experience of her life. Hers was a childhood spent “friendless” and 

“scorned,” her family looked down upon because they were so poor and often so strange. Life at home was no 

easier, neither of her parents were able to express the love their children so clearly needed, and Lucy and her 

http://www.nybooks.com/contributors/lucy-scholes/
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/lucy-barton1.jpg
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siblings lived in fear of the abuse they periodically suffered at the hands of their mentally disturbed father, a 

man left traumatized by his experiences as a soldier in WWII. This early deprivation has long-lasting effects. 

As an adult, Lucy’s less able to make meaningful connections with those around her, and all the more 

sensitive to the smallest acts of kindness. 

The thrust stage, surrounded by the audience on three sides, is bare but for a single neatly made hospital bed, 

bedside bureau, and lone hospital armchair. Such static, understated minimalism sits in sharp contrast to the 

innovative use of the same space employed in the theatre’s much lauded recent production, Nicholas 

Hytner’s Julius Caesar, in which the stage flooded over into the stalls, the standing audience therein part of 

the action. There’s no such activity in this performance. Linney as Lucy Barton is the only cast member, the 

play a ninety-minute soliloquy. The only props are a jug of water and a glass—which Linney sipped only 

once during what must be an exhausting performance—and a magazine. 

The wall behind her—three white rectangles of increasing size, each laid on top of the other—is a makeshift 

screen for kaleidoscopic video projections, illustrative backdrops for the various scenes from her life that 

Lucy recalls. A row of brownstones shimmers into focus when she speaks about the apartment that she shared 

with her husband and their two small daughters. Gently undulating rows of corn, as far as the eye can see, or a 

lone tree on an otherwise deserted prairie emerge when she reminisces about Amgash, along with the dark, 

dirt-streaked interior of the truck her parents used to lock her inside. Most memorable, though, is the play’s 

opening image of the window in the hospital room, through which we see a rendering of the Manhattan 

skyline, the Chrysler Building looming large—evocative of one of Edward Hopper’s famous cityscapes, “the 

signature images of isolation in the city,” as the writer Olivia Laing described the artist’s now iconic scenes in 

her own haunting study, The Lonely City: Adventures in the Art of Being Alone. Linney’s entrance 

transforms the composition into an imaginary lost Hopper oil, Hospital Room. 

Manuel Harlan 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/lucy-barton.jpg
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Linney as Lucy Barton in My Name is Lucy Barton, Bridge Theatre, London, 2018 

 

It’s revealing that one of the earliest connections Laing makes in her book is between loneliness and illness. 

“Like depression, like melancholy or restlessness,” she explains, loneliness “is subject too to pathologisation, 

to being considered a disease.” Lucy’s condition remains enigmatic. “No one could isolate any bacteria or 

figure out what had gone wrong,” she explains towards the beginning of her story. She runs fevers, internal 

blockages are suspected, she has no appetite, can’t keep food down, and thus loses a concerning amount of 

weight. Yet the tests come back negative, the scans are inconclusive. Undiagnosed, she’s a medical mystery. 

It’s impossible not to wonder whether such a troubling array of seemingly inexplicable physical symptoms 

could be rooted in a psychological cause. The temptation is to diagnose the disease from which she’s 

suffering as that of loneliness itself. In The Lonely City, describing her own nomadic interlude spent in 

various solitary Manhattan sublets, “inhabiting loneliness on a daily basis,” Laing experiences her own 

unsettling physical decline: “I stopped eating very much and my hair fell out and lay noticeably on the 

wooden floor, adding to my disquiet.” In an act of apparent kindness that’s actually a sentence of solitary 

confinement, Lucy’s husband, uncomfortable around sick people himself, pays for his wife to have a private 

room. No wonder she takes so long to get well. 

As if to reinforce this connection between illness and isolation, infection and disease pervade Strout’s prose. 

There’s the fatigued, jumpy writer, Sarah Payne—her surname a metaphorical nod to her daily suffering as 

she too is someone who finds the demands of ordinary daily interaction with others a struggle—who 

encourages Lucy in her work. After reading an early draft of Lucy’s book, she offers the then aspiring writer 

invaluable advice about staying true to her subject matter: “if you find yourself protecting anyone as you write 

this piece, remember this: You’re not doing it right.” Lucy’s father’s untreated PTSD, the source of a malaise 

during her upbringing in a family she describes as “unhealthy,” isolates both him and his family from the 

wider community around them. 

And then there are the physical indignities and torments of AIDS that Lucy recalls witnessing, an illness that, 

for her, symbolizes an uneasy balancing act between kinship and segregation: the patients dying in their 

hospital beds—confined to lone rooms because of the fear of contagion—whom she glimpses through half-

closed doors, and the “bony and gaunt” men she remembers seeing walking the streets of the West Village 

after she’s eventually discharged. “I know it’s terrible of me,” she recalls confessing to her friend and 

neighbor Jeremy—a man who will soon succumb to the illness himself—“but I’m almost jealous of them. 

Because they have each other, they’re tied together in a real community.” In the immediate aftermath of her 

illness Lucy was so thin that she was erroneously taken for an AIDS victim herself—a cruel mistake given the 

lack of sympathy this engenders in others, more of the same stigmatization she’s known since childhood. 

One of the achievements of the novel is its portrait of reticence and inhibition. There is much Lucy simply 

does not know, more than the lack of common knowledge her husband tenderly explains away when she finds 

herself tripped up: “My wife’s parents were strict and never let her watch television.” There are aching voids 

of meaning in her world. These silences, absences, and ellipses shape the text, both in the narrative Lucy 

presents of her life and the bedside conversation between her and her mother, each woman damaged to the 

point of voicelessness, unable to speak about the darkest days of their shared past, along with the additional 

pain Lucy suffers due to her mother’s lifelong inability to tell her daughter she loves her. So, too, we learn 

that Lucy’s father never speaks about what he saw during the war. It is hardly surprising, then, that after a 

lifetime of being taught to repress and suppress, Lucy is still unable to vocalize her trauma even when she 

finally seeks help from a therapist; instead, she turns to writing down the details she “could not say.”  

Each time I read the novel, I find myself wondering whether Lucy’s mother’s visit is the product of her 

daughter’s confused mind. “I was in a very strange state—a literally feverish waiting—and I really agonized,” 

Lucy admits at the beginning of her narrative, casting a veil of doubt over the account to come. True or not, it 
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is in the story Lucy tells about those weeks that she finds the comfort she needs. “This is a story about a 

mother who loves her daughter. Imperfectly. Because we all love imperfectly,” Sarah Payne observes when 

she reads Lucy’s work.  

In many ways, some strikingly clear and others tantalizingly oblique, this is a story that’s as much about 

what’s not there and what’s not said as what is; the novel embraces this ambiguity in a way that a stage 

production, with its necessary dependence on presence, is unable to rival. Some of this detail is simply absent 

from the script, although Rona Munro, who adapted the novel for the stage, does an admirable job retaining as 

much of the original story and language as possible. But where the play fell flat for me is that Linney delivers 

a powerhouse of a performance. Alone on the stage for an hour and a half, there’s nowhere for her to hide, 

and she bracingly shoulders that weight from the moment she first strides forward into our company, 

confidently launching into her monologue. But she remains Laura Linney throughout, she never transforms 

into Lucy Barton. Lucy is all quietness and unease; Linney, meanwhile, commands the room.  

Nuances are lost in translation. Linney’s occasional side-eye to the audience, integral, no doubt, to building a 

rapport with the room, felt wrong considering Lucy’s guilelessness. The same can be said of Linney’s larger-

than-life portrayal of Lucy’s mother—of all the characters who people Lucy’s story, it’s only the mother 

whom Linney regularly fully switches into character for—the loud, rasping drawl too often played for laughs. 

The audience responded eagerly; but I was lost. The story Lucy tells is about not being seen, but when 

Linney’s on the stage, it’s impossible to look away.   

 

My Name Is Lucy Barton has been at the Bridge Theatre through June 23. 

 

http://www.nybooks.com/daily/2018/06/23/a-quiet-novel-turned-into-a-forceful-performance/ 

  

https://bridgetheatre.co.uk/whats-on/my-name-is-lucy-barton/
http://www.nybooks.com/daily/2018/06/23/a-quiet-novel-turned-into-a-forceful-performance/
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Astronomers observe the magnetic field of the remains of supernova 1987A 

Dunlap Institute for Astronomy & Astrophysics 

Summary: 

For the first time, astronomers have directly observed the magnetism in one of astronomy's most studied 

objects: the remains of Supernova 1987A (SN 1987A), a dying star that appeared in our skies over thirty years 

ago. In addition to being an impressive observational achievement, the detection provides insight into the 

early stages of the evolution of supernova remnants and the cosmic magnetism within them. 

Share: 

      

FULL STORY 

 

 

This Hubble Space Telescope image of the remnant of Supernova 1987A shows a bright inner ring glowing as 

it interacts with material from the supernova blast. The ring is approximately one light-year in diameter. It is 

not clear what is causing the two larger, fainter rings. The two bright objects are stars in the Large Magellanic 

Cloud. The image was taken in 2010. 
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Credit: NASA, ESA, R. Kirshner and P. Challis (Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics) 

For the first time, astronomers have directly observed the magnetism in one of astronomy's most studied 

objects: the remains of Supernova 1987A (SN 1987A), a dying star that appeared in our skies over thirty years 

ago. 

In addition to being an impressive observational achievement, the detection provides insight into the early 

stages of the evolution of supernova remnants and the cosmic magnetism within them. 

"The magnetism we've detected is around 50,000 times weaker than a fridge magnet," says Prof. Bryan 

Gaensler. "And we've been able to measure this from a distance of around 1.6 million trillion kilometres." 

"This is the earliest possible detection of the magnetic field formed after the explosion of a massive star," says 

Dr. Giovanna Zanardo. 

Gaensler is Director of the Dunlap Institute for Astronomy & Astrophysics at the University of Toronto, and a 

co-author on the paper announcing the discovery being published in the Astrophysical Journal on June 29th. 

The lead author, Zanardo, and co-author Prof. Lister Staveley-Smith are both from the University of Western 

Australia's node of the International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research. 

SN 1987A was co-discovered by University of Toronto astronomer Ian Shelton in February 1987 from the 

then Southern Observatory of the University of Toronto in northern Chile. It is located in the Large 

Magellanic Cloud, a dwarf galaxy companion to the Milky Way Galaxy, at a distance of 168,000 light-years 

from Earth. It was the first naked-eye supernova to be observed since the astronomer Johannes Kepler 

witnessed a supernova over 400 years ago. 

In the thirty years since the supernova occurred, material expelled by the blast, as well as the shockwave from 

the star's death throes, have been travelling outward through the gas and dust that surrounded the star before it 

exploded. Today, when we look at the remnant, we see rings of material set aglow by the supernova's 

expanding debris and shockwave. 

Using the Australia Telescope Compact Array at the Paul Wild Observatory, Gaensler and his colleagues 

observed the magnetic field by studying the radiation coming from the object. By analyzing the properties of 

this radiation, they were able to trace the magnetic field. 

"The picture shows what it would look like if you could sprinkle iron filings over the expanding cloud of 

debris, 170 thousand light years away," says Gaensler. 

What they found was that the remnant's magnetic field was not chaotic but already showed a degree of order. 

Astronomers have known that as supernova remnants get older, their magnetic fields are stretched and aligned 

into ordered patterns. So, the team's observation showed that a supernova remnant can bring order to a 

magnetic field in the relatively short period of thirty years. 

The magnetic field lines of the Earth run north and south, causing a compass to point to the Earth's poles. By 

comparison, the magnetic field lines associated with SN 1987A are like the spokes of a bicycle wheel aligned 

from the centre out. 

"At such a young age," says Zanardo, "everything in the stellar remnant is moving incredibly fast and 

changing rapidly, but the magnetic field looks nicely combed out all the way to the edge of the shell." 

Gaensler and his colleagues will continue to observe the constantly evolving remnant. "As it continues to 

expand and evolve," says Gaensler, "we will be watching the shape of the magnetic field to see how it 

changes as the shock wave and debris cloud run into new material." 

 

Story Source: 
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Materials provided by Dunlap Institute for Astronomy & Astrophysics. Note: Content may be edited for style 

and length. 

 

Journal Reference: 

1. Giovanna Zanardo, Lister Staveley-Smith, B. M. Gaensler, Remy Indebetouw, C.-Y. Ng, Mikako 

Matsuura, A. K. Tzioumis. Detection of Linear Polarization in the Radio Remnant of Supernova 

1987A. The Astrophysical Journal, 2018; 861 (1): L9 DOI: 10.3847/2041-8213/aacc2a 

 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/06/180629102617.htm 

https://www.dunlap.utoronto.ca/astronomers-observe-the-magnetic-field-of-the-remains-of-supernova-1987a/
http://di.utoronto.ca/
http://dx.doi.org/10.3847/2041-8213/aacc2a
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What if we knew when and how we'd die? 

Even a 42.8 millisecond flash of the word “death” across a computer screen is enough to make us act 

differently – and not always for the better. 

 By Rachel Nuwer 

 

You and everyone you’ve ever known will someday die. According to some psychologists, this 

uncomfortable truth constantly lurks in the back of our minds and ultimately drives everything we do, from 

choosing to attend church, eat vegetables and go to the gym to motivating us to have children, write books 

and create companies. 

For healthy people, death usually lurks in the back of our minds, exerting its influence on a subconscious 

level. “Most of the time, we go through our days unaware, not thinking of our mortality,” says Chris Feudtner, 

a pediatrician and ethicist at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and the University of Pennsylvania. “We 

cope by focusing on the things more directly in front of us.” 

What would happen, though, if the ambiguity surrounding our own demise were taken away? What if we all 

suddenly were told the exact date and means of our deaths? While this is, of course, impossible, careful 

consideration of this hypothetical scenario can shed light on our motivations as individuals and societies – and 

hint at how to best spend our limited time on this Earth. 

First, let’s establish what we know about how death shapes behaviour in the real world. In the 1980s, 

psychologists became interested in how we deal with the potentially overwhelming anxiety and dread that 

come with the realisation that we are nothing more than “breathing, defecating, self-conscious pieces of meat 

that can die at any time”, as Sheldon Solomon, a psychology professor at New York’s Skidmore College, puts 

it. 

Terror management theory, the term Solomon and his colleagues coined for their findings, posits that humans 

embrace culturally constructed beliefs – that the world has meaning, for example, and that our lives have 

value – in order to fend off what would otherwise be paralysing existential terror. 

In more than 1,000 peer-reviewed experiments, researchers have found that, when reminded that we are going 

to die, we cling harder to foundational cultural beliefs and strive to boost our sense of self-worth. We also 

become more defensive of our beliefs and react with hostility to anything that threatens them. 

Even very subtle nods at mortality – a 42.8 millisecond flash of the word “death” across a computer screen, a 

conversation that takes place within sight of a funeral home – are enough to trigger behavioural changes. 

When reminded of death, we become more contemptuous of and violent toward people who are not similar to 

us 

What do some of those changes look like? When reminded of death, we treat those who are similar to us in 

looks, political slant, geographic origin and religious beliefs more favourably. We become 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00N6PELWO/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1111/j.1467-9280.1997.tb00429.x
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1111/j.1467-9280.1996.tb00384.x
http://psycnet.apa.org/doiLanding?doi=10.1037%2F0022-3514.58.2.308
http://psycnet.apa.org/doiLanding?doi=10.1037%2F0022-3514.58.2.308
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more contemptuous and violent towards people who do not share those similarities. We profess a deeper 

commitment to romantic partners who validate our worldviews. And we are more inclined to vote for heavy-

handed charismatic leaders who incite fear of outsiders. 

 

Thoughts of death can lead us to become more patriotic, while also hardening our sympathies to outsiders 

(Credit: Getty Images) 

We also become more nihilistic, drinking, smoking, shopping and eating in excess – and we are less 

concerned about caring for the environment. 

Should everyone suddenly learn the date and means of their demise, society could – and likely would – 

become more racist, xenophobic, violent, war-mongering, self-harming and environmentally destructive than 

it already is. 

This isn’t pre-ordained, however. Researchers like Solomon ultimately hope that, by becoming aware of the 

expansive negative effects that death anxiety triggers, we might be able to counteract them. 

In fact, scientists have already recorded a few examples of people bucking these general trends. 

Buddhist monks in South Korea, for example, do not respond this way to reminders of death. 

http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0146167205282157
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1207/S15327957PSPR0701_2
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1207/S15327957PSPR0701_2
https://spssi.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1530-2415.2005.00063.x
https://spssi.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1530-2415.2005.00063.x
http://psycnet.apa.org/doiLanding?doi=10.1037%2Fa0033880
https://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve/pii/S0022103109002285
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1111/1467-9280.00269
https://academic.oup.com/jcr/article-abstract/35/2/309/1806136?redirectedFrom=fulltext
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1111/1467-9280.00269
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1111/1467-9280.00269
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28836803
http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/6b/g1/p06bg191.jpg
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Buddhist monks do not seem to have the typical self-defensive reactions to reminders of death, bucking the 

predictions of ‘terror management theory’ (Credit: Getty Images) 

Researchers looking into a style of thinking called “death reflection” also have found that asking people to 

think not just about death in a general, abstract way, but to think about exactly how they will die and what 

impact their death will have on their families, elicits very different reactions. 

In that case, people become more altruistic – willing, for example, to donate blood regardless of whether there 

is a high societal need for it. They are also more open to reflecting on the roles of both positive and negative 

events in shaping their lives. 

Given these findings, learning our death date may lead us to focus more on life goals and social bonds rather 

than responding with knee-jerk insularity. 

This would especially be true “if we promote strategies that help us to accept death as part of life and 

integrate this knowledge into our daily choices and behavior,” says Eva Jonas, a psychology professor at the 

University of Salzburg. “Knowing about the scarcity of life may increase the perception of life’s value and 

develop the sense that ‘we’re all in the same boat’, promoting tolerance and compassion and minimising 

defensive responses.” 

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0154873
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0956797611415542
http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/6b/g2/p06bg29c.jpg
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Reflecting on our own demise in a specific, explicit way can encourage altruistic behaviours like giving blood 

(Credit: Getty Images) 

Morbid personalities 

Regardless of whether society as a whole takes a nasty or nice turn, how we would react on an individual 

level to knowledge about our death would vary depending on personality and the specifics of the big event. 

“The more neurotic and anxious you are, the more preoccupied you’ll be with death and unable to focus on 

meaningful life changes,” says Laura Blackie, an assistant professor of psychology at the University of 

Nottingham. “But on the other hand, if you’re told you’ll die peacefully at 90 in your sleep, then you might 

not be that motivated to engage with it, either – like, ‘Oh, that’s fine, carry on.’” 

Whether life ends at 13 or 113, though, studies of terminally ill individuals can shed light on typical responses 

to death. 

Palliative care patients, Feudtner says, often experience two phases of thinking. First, they question the very 

premise of their diagnosis, asking if death is definitely imminently inescapable  or whether it is something 

they can fight. 

After that, they contemplate how to make the most of the time they have left. Most fall into one of two 

categories. They either decide to put their whole energy and focus into doing everything they can to beat the 

illness, or they opt to reflect on their lives and spend as much time as possible with loved ones doing things 

that bring them happiness.    

http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/6b/g1/p06bg1zr.jpg
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Some people would probably decide not to fight their death date, but spend time doing things that bring them 

joy (Credit: Getty Images) 

The same processes would likely play out under the hypothetical death date scenario. “Even if you know you 

have 60 more years, eventually that lifespan is going to be measured in just a couple years, months and days,” 

Feudtner says. “Once that clock winding down becomes too close for comfort, I think we’d see people 

moving in these two different directions.” 

Those who opt to try to thwart their deaths may become obsessed with avoiding it, especially as time runs out. 

Someone who knows they are destined to drown might incessantly practice swimming so they can have a 

fighting chance at survival, for example, while someone who knows they will die in a traffic accident may 

choose to avoid vehicles at all costs. 

Others, however, may go the opposite route – trying to cheat their predicted death by attempting to end their 

lives on their own terms. This would allow them, in a way, to gain control over the process. Jonas and her 

colleagues found, for example, that when they asked people to imagine that they will suffer a painful, slow 

death from an illness, those who were given the choice of a self-determined death – to end their life in a way 

of their choosing – felt more in control and exhibited fewer defensive biases related to death anxiety.  

https://www.scirp.org/journal/PaperInformation.aspx?PaperID=67928
http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/6b/g1/p06bg1vz.jpg
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Some people might react by pushing themselves to greater creative heights (Credit: Nappy.co) 

Those who go the route of accepting their death sentences may likewise react in a variety of ways. Some 

would be energised to make the most of the time they have, rising to greater heights of creative, social, 

scientific and entrepreneurial achievement than otherwise would have been possible. “What I’d like to think is 

that knowing our death date would bring out the best in us, that it would give us the psychological latitude to 

be able to do more for ourselves and for our families and communities,” Solomon says.  

Indeed, there is promising evidence from trauma survivors that having a sense of the limited time we have left 

can motivate self-improvement. While difficult to collect baseline data for such people, many insist that they 

have changed in profound, positive ways. “They say they are stronger, more spiritual, recognise more positive 

possibilities and appreciate life more,” Blackie says. “They come to the realisation that, ‘Wow, life is short, 

I’m going to die one day, I should make the most of it.’” 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/per.1963
http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/6b/g2/p06bg2r2.jpg
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Survivors of traumatic events – such as the Orlando shooting – sometimes report greater resilience (Credit: 

Getty Images) 

Not everyone would become their best selves, however. Instead, many people probably would choose to 

check out of life and cease to contribute meaningfully to society – not necessarily because they are lazy, but 

because they are overtaken by a feeling of pointlessness. As Caitlin Doughty, a mortician, author and founder 

of the Order of the Good Death, a death acceptance collective, puts it, “Would you be writing this column if 

you knew you were going to die next June?” (Probably not). 

So much of our culture is designed around staving off death 

Feelings of pointlessness may also cause many people to give up any semblance of a healthy lifestyle. If death 

is pre-ordained at a certain time no matter what, “I’m not going to bother to eat organic food anymore, I’m 

going to drink regular Coke instead of Diet Coke, and maybe I’ll try some drugs and shove Twinkies in my 

face all day,” Doughty says. “So much of our culture is designed around staving off death and maintaining 

law and order to keep death away.” 

http://caitlindoughty.com/
http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/6b/g2/p06bg2jv.jpg
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A recognition of our own mortality can, ironically, trigger nihilistic behaviours like smoking, drinking and 

overeating (Credit: Getty Images) 

Most likely, though, the majority of individuals would toggle between being hyper-motivated and nihilistic, 

opting one week to “sit at home and spray Cheez Whiz on crackers with a 30-pack and watch another Law 

and Order on Netflix” and the next “to go volunteer at the soup kitchen”, Solomon says. But regardless of 

where we fall on that spectrum, even the most enlightened among us – especially as we approached our death 

date – would occasionally become “a quivering ruin.”   

“Changes are stressful,” Feudtner agrees. “Here we’re talking about the biggest change that happens to an 

individual – from being to no longer being alive.” 

Religious disruption 

New social rituals and routines might emerge, with death dates perhaps celebrated like birthdays 

Practically speaking, no matter where we lived in the world, our day-to-day life would fundamentally change 

as a result of learning when and how we were due to die. 

Many more people might attend therapy, which would develop specialised death-related sub-fields. New 

social rituals and routines might emerge, with death dates perhaps celebrated like birthdays, but counted down 

instead of up. 

http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/6b/g1/p06bg1ls.jpg
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Religions would be shaken to the core (Credit: Nappy.co) 

And existing religions would be shaken to the core. Cults could spring up in the spiritual wake left behind. 

“Do we start worshipping this system that tells us when we’re going to die? Make offerings to the system? 

Give away our virginal daughters?” Doughty says. “It would absolutely disrupt religious beliefs.” 

Relationships would almost certainly be affected as well. Finding someone whose death date was close to 

one’s own would become a mandatory requirement for many, and dating apps designed to filter for those in 

one’s cohort would make that task easier. “One of the things that often makes people fear death the most – 

often more than their own death – is loss of those they love,” Doughty says. “Why would I want to stay with 

someone who is going to die at 40 if I’m going to die at 89?” 

Similarly, if it were possible to determine a death date from a biological sample, some parents may decide to 

abort fetuses doomed to die young to avoid the pain of losing their child. Others – knowing that they 

themselves will not survive past a certain age – may opt to not have children at all, or else do the opposite, 

having as many children as quickly as possible. 

http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/6b/g2/p06bg2s8.jpg
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Many people probably would prioritise finding a romantic partner whose death date was close to one’s own 

(Credit: Nappy.co) 

We would also have to grapple with new laws and norms. According to Rose Eveleth, creator and producer of 

the podcast Flash Forward (an episode of which explored a similar hypothetical death date scenario), 

legislation may be drafted around death date privacy to avoid employer and service-provider discrimination. 

Public figures, on the other hand, may be compelled to share their dates before running for office (or may 

cause a furore by refusing to do so). “If a presidential candidate is going to die three days into the presidency, 

that matters,” Eveleth points out. 

And even if not legally required, some individuals may choose to get their death dates tattooed on their arm, 

or wear them on a military dog tag, so that – in the case of an accident – emergency medical technicians will 

know whether or not to bother trying to revive them, Eveleth says. 

The funeral industry would be profoundly impacted as well: it would cater to the still-living rather than to 

their bereaved families. “Funeral homes would no longer be able to prey on people in their time of grief to get 

as much money as possible,” Eveleth says. “It puts power in consumers’ hands in a way that is good.” 

On the big day itself, some people might throw carefully curated parties, as those choosing to undergo 

humane euthanasia are beginning to doin real life. Others, especially those who will die in a manner that 

could put people in harm’s way, may feel ethically or emotionally compelled to isolate themselves. Still 

others, Eveleth says, may choose to use their death for a higher artistic or personal purpose, taking part in a 

play in which everyone actually dies in the end or staging a literal die-in for a cause they believe in.  

Should we come to learn the time and manner of our individual demises, our ways of life would be 

profoundly changed. 

“Human civilisation truly has developed around death and the idea of death,” Doughty says. “I think this 

would completely undermine our system of life.” 

https://www.flashforwardpod.com/
https://www.flashforwardpod.com/2016/05/17/episode-13-expiration-date/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/trump-breaks-his-tax-returns-promise--for-the-third-year-in-a-row/2018/04/16/581552a8-3f3c-11e8-a7d1-e4efec6389f0_story.html?utm_term=.63862d50db9a
http://business.time.com/2013/07/26/your-funeral-home-may-be-scamming-you/
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/25/world/canada/euthanasia-bill-john-shields-death.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Die-in
http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/6b/g2/p06bg2pr.jpg
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Some researchers believe that we hold onto certain beliefs to stave off our fear of death (Credit: Getty 

Images) 

 

http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20180618-what-if-we-knew-when-we-were-going-to-die 

http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20180618-what-if-we-knew-when-we-were-going-to-die
http://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/6b/g2/p06bg24f.jpg

